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Thanks
This book was begun long before I seriously settled down to find how and what I was trying to say. All 
the ideas and scraps of  information I had were scattered about in odd files on the computer and were 
difficult to find and piece together in a readable fashion. 

Blessings on Kate who rapidly learned (but politely refrained from commenting on) how little her 
grandmother knew about filing. She organised the voluminous recollections I had written into 
chronological order which allowed serious editing to begin.

Margaret massaged this initial material into shape. Her patience and skills are enormous and I am so 
fortunate to have her applying them to editing my project. This book would never have been completed 
without her help.

Thanks to Bill for checking the chapters detailing the years of  his management and also Marie (Aunty 
Bun) who kindly read through the final draft.

I am grateful to all the family who have encouraged me to reach the finish line. 

I am truly blest.

Photo restoration by mybigbrag.com.au

Design by Christopher Gray
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
When Anita and Kate were in Yr 2 they asked me, as part of  a school assignment, to answer some 
questions about my life, questions such as ’What is your first memory?’ Following that, their teacher Miss 
Phillips asked me to come and speak to the class about ‘the olden days’. I prepared a presentation and 
took along various props including a field telephone (used to locate a fault on a telephone line).1 The 
children seemed to enjoy the talk and I started to make a few additional notes.

When Lizzy and Martin started asking me questions about my early life I decided to expand the notes 
I’d made years earlier. 

Memories are such individual recollections and these are mine. I hope that this book answers some of  the 
questions about me, our family and the world we lived in and does justice to the loving and inspirational 
people who have shared my journey.

1  Most telephone lines in the bush in the early 1960s were party lines, with several properties sharing a single line. As the 
telephone played such a large part in Martin’s business, he built his own phone line from the homestead to town, a distance of  32 
km. If  the line failed (usually in inclement weather), it was up to Martin to fix the problem. He would locate the fault by cutting 
the line at intervals, hooking up the field phone and testing whether he could contact the operator. More often than not, the problem 
was in the junction box in town, but the technicians wouldn’t investigate until Martin had first checked that there were no faults 
along his line.
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For my grandchildren, 

in memory of  my mother
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Marie, John and me, 1949
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M Y  C H I L D H O O D

Chapter 1

My mother never gave any indication of  this to me but I believe my arrival on 12th June 1939 must 
have been the last thing my parents wanted. I was the third daughter and fourth child of  Marie Louise 
Toshack and William Menzies Hutton born at Denison House Private Hospital, Ryde, Sydney. World 
War II was imminent and the depression of  the early 1930s had been a harsh time for my parents.

My first memory, when I was about four, is of  living in Culcairn, a small town in NSW about 50 km 
from the Victorian border.1 My 
father, who had joined the army 
in 1940, was taken prisoner by the 
Japanese at the Fall of  Singapore 
in early 1942 and my mother had 
been urged by her family to take 
the children out of  Sydney to safety 
following the Japanese submarine 
attack on Sydney Harbour on 30th 
May 1942.

We attended church regularly. 
I particularly remember our 
participating in a Novena during 
which we joined the congregation 
in prayer for nine consecutive 
nights, everyone praying for the safe 
return of  their family members.2 To me it was a great adventure, riding 
to the church in the dark, with no street lights due to the war blackout 
rules, and just a little moonlight. My oldest sister Margaret, eight years 
my senior, rode on the seat of  the Malvern Star ladies bicycle, her 
long legs stretched out to avoid them dragging on the ground while my 
brother John, five years older than me, pedalled strongly in a standing 
position. Alongside, on the men’s JJ racing bike, were the rest of  us: 
my mother seated and pedalling, my sister Marie sitting side-saddle on 
the crossbar and me sitting on the handlebars like the figurehead of  a 
Viking ship. Quite a balancing act; we must have looked a sight! We 

1  Although distances were measured in miles in Australia until 1974, I’ve used kilometres throughout this book.

2  A Novena is a Christian tradition of  devotional praying, consisting of  private or public prayers repeated for nine successive 
days.

Mum and Margaret

John, me, Marie and Margaret
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prayed for the safe return of  our father — just a name to me as I had no recollection of  him. Sadly, to 
no avail.

I have happy memories of  my time in Culcairn, oblivious to the heavy burden of  life my mother carried. 
The railway line separated our home in Balfour St from the town centre several blocks away. Great 
excitement arose when the troop trains, laden with soldiers, passed through the town. The sound of  the 
approaching train was like the call of  the Pied Piper as the town’s children rushed up onto the rail-line 
overpass to shout ‘Blow your horn’ at the top of  their voices! The engine driver gave his routine blast 
and a frenzied scream of  pleasure rose up from the children, oblivious to the soot that blanketed them. 
I loved that smell, though the occasional minute particle of  soot in the eye was no pleasure. I remember 
one of  Mum’s brothers, Uncle Jack, arriving on such a train, splendid in his uniform with a peaked cap, 
for a visit en route to his next camp prior to embarkation; joy for my mother.

It was a comfortable home. In the living room the wireless (radio) sat buddha-like on the mantelpiece 
above the fireplace. Each day our world stood still as we gathered in silence while the ABC theme music 
played, upturned faces seeking a miracle from the voice coming from behind the little cloth face of  the 
wireless. Would there be a glimmer of  hope in the limited war news?

I remember Mum telling me years later that one day during our time in Culcairn she heard John talking 
to someone in the hallway. She called out ‘Who are you speaking to John?’ and he answered ‘Dad. Dad 
is here’. She rushed to the hall but found no one. At the time, my father was listed as a prisoner of  war. 
My mother believed the timing of  this incident tallied with the date of  our father’s death, notice of  which 
she only received several years later. One can believe that my father’s last thought before he died was for 
his only son and that he somehow came to speak to him one last time. 

I started school in Culcairn aged four and a half. I remember the cold winter days when they put us, the 
babies, to sleep in front of  the open fire for a rest. 

In 1945 my mother decided we would return to Sydney. My father was still listed as a prisoner of  war 
but no further information was available. I imagine Mum’s idea was to be back in Sydney when he finally 
came home. As houses were hard to come by in Sydney, she managed to exchange our Culcairn house 
for one in Wagga Wagga, a little closer to her end goal. We moved to 70 MacLeay Street, the last house 
on the edge of  town (hard to imagine given the current city limits). I remember Wagga as a lovely town 
with a beautiful lake in the centre with lots of  water birds sailing about. My sister Marie and I were 
enrolled at Mt Erin Convent School while Margaret and John were sent to boarding school in Sydney.3 
Given Mum had moved to the country for our safety, it may seem surprising that she sent them back to 
Sydney but it typifies her belief  that a good education was paramount.

I’m sure my mother regretted going to the country and I admire her efforts in getting Margaret and John 
to boarding school in Sydney. It entailed trips to Sydney on the steam train which I loved. The sounds 
and smell were exciting and I was small enough to sit on Mum’s lap while Marie snuggled next to us. It 
must have been an anxious time for Mum, a young woman in her early 40s. Everything was rationed 
during the war — petrol, tea, sugar, meat, butter and clothing — and Mum had limited clothing tickets 
in her ration book. At the time, the lifts in the Sydney department stores were manned by returned 
service men, always with at least one limb missing. I don’t know how Mum found out about it, but these 

3  Margaret to Santa Sabina College, Strathfield and John to Oakhill College, Castle Hill then St Ignatius College, Riverview.
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returned men were the ‘go to’ traders of  ration tickets. They exchanged ration tickets, for example food 
tickets for clothing tickets, and Mum used their services to get school uniforms for Margaret and John. 

The war in Europe was declared over on 8th May 1945 but the end of  the war with Japan wasn’t 
announced until 15th August. I believe it was November 1945 that my mother received notification that 
my father had died from disease two years earlier, on 31st August 1943, as a prisoner-of-war working on 
the Burma Railway. My mother collapsed and was taken to hospital, the built-up stress of  the war years 
too much to bear. The first Marie and I knew of  anything was the priest arriving at school telling us 
that our mother was in hospital and we were going to become boarders. We were new at the school and 
didn’t know these people who were behaving so strangely; two frightened and confused little girls, with 
no understanding of  the situation. I have a vivid memory of  a dark corridor in the boarding house with 
the priest and a nun unpacking our clothes into a locker. As fast as they put them in, I was pulling them 
out. When we were alone, Marie and I decided to run away. However, the school grounds were vast and 
by the time we made it to the boundary fence, night was falling. Being afraid, we had no option but to 
retrace our steps.

Worse was to come for me. Having had attention 
drawn to us through our mother’s collapse and 
admission to hospital, the head nun realised I was 
young for 3rd Class. She arrived in the classroom 
and announced to the nun teaching us, in front 
of  the whole class, that I was only six and had no 
right to be there. I felt insulted and demeaned 
and told her I could do long division. It didn’t 
help and I was hauled out ignominiously and 
taken to 2nd Class where she said I belonged. 

We soon returned to Sydney to share our Uncle 
Roy’s house at 83 High Street, North Sydney.4 
It was a short walk to both the ferry to Circular 
Quay and to Milsons Point train/tram station.5 

I remember our time at North Sydney as one of  
the happiest as John, Marie and I spent our time adventuring together, with a freedom that doesn’t exist 
for today’s city children. Pleasures were simple; a trip to the zoo with a ride on the elephant was sublime.

Marie and I attended a small school at Lavender Bay called St Francis Xavier Convent which we loved. 
It had good teachers, academic rigour and lots of  concerts and dancing, which we really enjoyed.

I remember clearly the day Mum sent Marie and me to the greengrocer at Milsons Point after school to 
buy some fruit and vegetables, with a rare treat of  extra money to buy an ice block. Her instruction as 
we set out was ‘Stay together and don’t talk to strangers’. Because his daughter attended our school the 
owner kindly gave us the ice blocks, leaving us with sixpence to spend. So we dawdled down to Luna Park, 
innocents aged seven and nine. By the time we reached the smiling face the sun was sinking rapidly and 
the Park was closed. Disappointed, we turned for home. The descending darkness made our footsteps 
louder and faster. We held hands; we’d never been alone in the dark. Our frantic mother meanwhile 

4  Uncle Roy was Mum’s eldest brother who obviously reached out to Mum after the news of  my father’s death became known.

5  The house was one of  the many properties resumed by the government in the early 1960s to make way for the Warringah 
Expressway.

Merit card, Wagga Convent
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had been to the shop and learnt we’d left hours ago. 
We seemed to have just disappeared. The police were 
called and a search begun. We were ‘found’ close to 
home and greeted with mixed emotions of  relief  and 
anger.  

Fishing from the High Street wharf  was a favoured 
outing. The smell of  the sea always brings me a vision 
of  John, Marie and me setting off with our homemade 
fishing lines, wound on empty cotton reels with pin 
hooks, metal nuts for sinkers and bread for bait. A 
leatherjacket on the line made us ecstatic. One day 
we came across a beautiful wicker fishing basket and 
couldn’t believe our luck when we found it was full 
of  every sized line and fishing hook imaginable — a 
treasure trove unlike anything we’d ever seen. As we 
gloated over our ‘find’, from under the wharf  a voice 
boomed ‘Nothing’s found until it’s lost’. We were 
terrified and ran for our lives.

We had few personal possessions in those days. 
Presents were modest and often hand made. My 
mother knitted and sewed essentials and skirts were 
‘lengthened’ as we grew by adjusting the straps which 
went over the shoulders. The few outfits we had — 
usually one dress and a pair of  shorts with pleats (now 
known as skorts) — were more often than not hand-
me-downs. I remember feeling embarrassed wearing 

our school uniforms to Mass on the weekends and to the annual boarders’ picnic because we didn’t have 
any other suitable clothes.6 Occasionally we went to David Jones in the city to get a new outfit: in summer 
a new dress which would have its first outing on Christmas Day and in winter a new skirt and twinset. 
Afterwards, we’d have an icecream in the restaurant and visit the art gallery on the 7th floor.

We used to go to the pictures every Saturday at the Orpheum Theatre in North Sydney, owned by the 
Virgona family who also owned the Cremorne Orpheum. Mum used to give us a shilling: ninepence 
for seats in the dress circle and thruppence to spend.7 In our wisdom (or, to be more accurate, in John’s 
wisdom) and guided by Mum’s advice never to sit in the front rows for fear of  ruining our eyes, we chose 
the cheaper back stalls which left an extra thruppence to spend: one and sixpence between the three of  
us. This bought a bag of  Jaffas or Fantails and three sherbets with liquorice straws. During the film, the 
lollies were distributed equally. A ‘problem’ arose because I didn’t eat as quickly as the other two and 
still had a handful of  lollies at film’s end. John decided that no one would receive another lolly until 

6  I remember that the nuns weren’t permitted to eat in front of  us so after we’d had our picnic they’d move off to one of  the 
shelters to eat their food, away from view.

7  Thruppence is three pennies.

Marie, Margaret and me after my 
first ‘ball’
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they’d finished the one they had. I became the fastest lolly gobbler in Australia, a bad habit I still fight 
to overcome!

Sydney was such an exciting place and our first Easter Show was marvellous. We saw the Grand Parade 
with high stepping horses, the prized livestock and the hoopla that accompanied the wonderful farm 
exhibits. We loved the thrill of  the wood chopping with the shining axe blades almost too fast to see. We 
collected sample bags (which in those days were free) full of  miniature packets and tubes of  products 
such as toothpaste, tomato sauce and jams. This was just after the War and not long after the Depression, 
so was very exciting. Sideshow alley provided jaw-dropping wonders, full of  terror for small children. 
I recall the half  man who walked around on his hands, the bearded lady and the fat lady, who was 
huge and dressed like an exotic gypsy (but who’d be out of  a job today given the sights at any suburban 
shopping centre). It was a magical day for us children but ended in a nightmare for Mum. When we 
arrived home in the dark and rain we found the house filled with gas. Mum found a telephone box and 
called the gas company. It was many hours before the problem was fixed and we were able to enter the 
house.

While we were blissfully enjoying life, Mum was single-mindedly focused on getting us a home of  our 
own. The more I think of  it, from my advanced years, I am amazed at what she achieved for her family. 
She was determined we would have a stable, secure upbringing and a good education; no easy task on a 
war widow’s pension. Yet she managed this feat with little more than determination and willpower. She 
convinced the Repatriation Board to assist with our schooling and she suggested to my father’s family 
in the UK that, as we children were the last of  the Hutton line of  the family (my father and my brother 
being only sons), she was prepared to bring us to England to live close to them. The response was prompt. 
Post-war UK was no place to be and my father’s youngest sister Maisie (Margaret) and her husband Ted 

Our home at 27 Hart St,  
Lane Cove
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(Sir Edward Lewis, founder of  the Decca recording 
company) provided money for a house in Sydney.

Houses were in short supply post-war but somehow 
Mum found a builder. After many frustrations and 
disappointments (including ending up with an 
outhouse despite the plans providing for sewerage) 
we finished up with a comfortable three-bedroom 
home at 27 Hart St, Lane Cove.8

As children we knew nothing of  the intricacies of  
planning, financing and building this house, but 
the whole family joined in the ‘fun’ of  moving. I 
don’t know where my parents’ first home had been 
but it was clear from the size of  Mum’s furniture 
(purchased, she told me, on a single visit to Bebarfalds 
fine furniture store, on the corner of  George and Park 
Streets opposite the Town Hall) that it must have been 
a much larger house (obviously furnished before my 
father’s bankruptcy). We all became good at moving 
furniture as Mum was constantly rearranging it to 
achieve a more aesthetic or practical outcome.

The Hapsburg piano, on which my father had played 
any tune asked of  him, had pride of  place in the 
lounge room and on the piano stood his photograph. 
On the mantelpiece, as always, stood the wireless. 
The mahogany dining suite was large and solid, the 
table with twisted double pillared legs through which Marie and I crawled when we played underneath. 
We sometimes covered the table with blankets and pretended this was our grand house and the legs our 
entry doorways; great fun on a wet day.

Mum’s large wardrobe was a good place to hide amongst her clothes and absorb her smell in times of  
need, or to play with her scary fox fur complete with its open-mouthed head and intact claws. Marie and 
I would dress up in her stylish hats and snakeskin high-heeled toe-peeper shoes. Sadly, our childhood 
beliefs came to an abrupt end when John, our hero and full of  knowledge, proved that Mum was Santa 
by showing us the huge Christmas stocking bought and smuggled into the house and hidden as a surprise 
for her little girls on Christmas morning. 

Mum, with our miserable help, established a fine garden. Lawn all round, with beds of  blue and mauve 
hydrangeas, beautifully scented lilac and daphne bushes, a hedge of  bold and sassy red salvia and various 
trees and shrubs including what became a large silky oak. The backyard was clear except for the clothes 
lines — at first an old line with props and later a Hills Hoist.9 Mum or John mowed the lawn with an old 
blade push mower. When John was at school, Marie and I helped when the going got tough. Mum took 

8 The outhouse pan was emptied once a week by the lavatory man who carried the creosoted pans on his shoulder, protected by a 
leather cape.

9 A clothes prop was a long, smooth tree branch with a V in the top, about 10 cm in diameter and 2.5 m long, used to prop up a 
sagging clothes line of  wet and very heavy clothes. It wasn’t until the 1950s that the Australian-invented rotary Hills Hoist clothes 
line replaced the old wire strung between two poles and, with that, the need for clothes props.

The photo of  my father which was 
always displayed on the piano
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one handle and one of  us the other. With a ‘One, two, three, push!’ from Mum we pushed with all our 
might, progressing through the thick patches until the job was complete. 

It was a very different world in those days. So many services came to the home. Before milk was bottled it 
was home delivered. The milkman would jump our low stone fence carrying a big milk can, fill our billy 
on the front porch, take the money left out for him, jump back over the fence and run to the next house, 
with his old horse all the while pulling the milk cart along the street. The milkman only returned to the 
cart when his can needed refilling. The baker called with a large cloth-covered basket filled with bread: 
square sandwich loaves, round loaves, Vienna loaves and at Easter heavenly fresh, fragrant hot crossed 
buns. Before we had a refrigerator the ice man called carrying a huge rectangle of  ice on his shoulder, 
steadied with an ice pick, and deposited directly into the ice chest lined with zinc. The dry cleaner called 
and the grocer and the greengrocer visited to collect orders and then deliver, unpack and remove the 
box. When taking the order the greengrocer carried a basket of  fruit and vegetables to show the fine 
quality and tempt one to buy more. The grocer used to prompt with descriptions of  possible goods or 
items that were hard to get in the early days of  ration books. The butcher and knife sharpener called as 
did the bottle-o, collecting used bottles, and the man who sold clothes props. It was really only shoes and 
clothing that required an outing to the shops and the latter rarely as so many women were competent 
seamstresses.

We played all manner of  games in the backyard. John led the way and taught us whatever he was doing 
at school. He was a good teacher and we were good pupils. He taught Marie in particular how to hurdle 

Marie, Margaret, John and me
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and high jump. We played various ball games against the brick 
wall at the back of  the house with an occasional broken window 
if  our aim went awry.

John, Marie and I spent hours and days in the Lane Cove 
National Park during school holidays, exploring caves by the 
river, catching tadpoles in the old quarry and catching cicadas in 
those rare years they appeared and screeched incessantly. It was 
our aim to collect one of  every type. I recall the Greengrocer 
and the Black Prince but there were lots of  others. One time 
we built a log cabin. John cut down small trees and Marie and 
I assisted in fitting them all together. It was perfect and we were 
very proud of  our work. Sadly, the next holidays it was gone — 
I guess someone used the wood for their fire. On a Saturday 
afternoon we sometimes walked to Chatswood to the pictures. 
We were carefree and loved every minute.

We were very comfortable in the bush behind the house and 
once played a terrible trick on Margaret and her then boyfriend 
Bruce. We, or more likely John, invited them to come for a walk 

with us in the bush. After we’d penetrated deep into the scrub and made them completely disoriented, we 
carried out our shocking plan. John climbed over what appeared to be a sheer drop to stand on a ledge 
below, with his fingers seemingly clinging for dear life to the rock on which we stood. Marie and I called 
out as instructed ‘Help, help, save John.’ Margaret and Bruce came crashing out of  the scrub to witness 
the performance of  John calling for help, seemingly moments away from falling to his death. Terrified, 
Margaret called out ‘Hang on John, don’t let go’ while Bruce dashed off and immediately became lost, 
as we knew he would. So we had the wonderful scene of  John calling for help, Margaret weeping with 
fear and responsibility as the eldest sibling, Bruce calling ‘I don’t know how to get out of  here’ and 
Margaret rushing off to help him, only to become lost 
herself. After enjoying the moment John climbed back 
up and we patted ourselves on the back at a successful 
operation and went off to find the hapless couple and tell 
them all was well, maintaining our guilty little secret that 
it was all a charade!

Margaret had a lot to put up with. Yet she didn’t complain. 
Not even when Mum made her have me tag along to 
dates with various boyfriends! She was always generous 
to us once she was earning her own income.

John was our hero. When he got older and started going 
to balls, initially dressed in my father’s old set of  tails, 
resplendent with winged collars taken from the leather 
collar case, Marie and I were his handmaidens, inserting 
the studs in his shirts and watching in admiration as he 

Me and Margaret at Fullers Bridge

John aged 18
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tied his bow-tie, as taught by our mother. We were very proud of  our handsome brother. He in turn bore 
the burden of  being ‘the man of  the family now’ — something he was reminded of  constantly by all 
members of  our mother’s family.

Mum always made percolated coffee, even when she was on her own with only us children. She used 
to sit in the lounge room drinking her coffee from a beautiful demitasse cup. I often wonder what her 
thoughts might have been as she sat alone. Did she imagine having my father play the piano? Or sing a 
Gilbert and Sullivan song remembered from his student days at Pangbourne Naval College? Mum was 
still a young woman in her 40s (though this realisation only came to me much later), struggling to rear 
her children with some sense of  where they belonged in society. But despite her efforts, we never really 
belonged to any ‘society’ or even community. 

Mum’s constitution was never strong and each year, during the winter months, she suffered repeated 
bouts of  pleurisy and pneumonia. Dr Hughes, our family doctor, would make a house-call, bind up 
Mum’s chest with liniment and confine her to bed. We then did our best to look after her and ourselves. 
During these confinements I remember she always arranged for a taxi to take Marie and me to Mass 
at St Michaels, Lane Cove on Sundays and to bring us home afterwards. She told us always to sit in 
the front seat at church. We were very young, maybe only eight and ten, and would sometimes get the 
giggles. I’m amazed, in retrospect, that no one, priest or parishioner, ever enquired about these two little 
girls arriving and departing in this manner.

Mum gave us a love of  language and music. She was constantly singing and taught us many French songs 
including the Marseillaise. She also taught us the Greek alphabet! Margaret was a fine pianist who loved 
and played all the popular musicals. Every Sunday night we sat in the dark listening and learning from 
John Cargher’s wonderful program ‘World Famous Tenors.’ Later Mum bought a radiogram (a piece 
of  furniture that combined a record player and a radio) and John built up an extensive library of  classic 
and popular records. 

We regularly knelt and prayed as a family. Sometimes Marie and I had giggling fits and struggled to take 
our turn giving out the decades of  the rosary. I marvel at Mum’s patience and persistence as she taught 

Mum’s tea set Mum’s coffee percolator
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us the rudiments of  cooking (mostly cakes for me), cleaning, mending, knitting and dressmaking. We 
often made our own clothes when we were older. Marie was particularly good and made many of  our 
ball gowns.

Coinciding with the move to our own home was a change of  school for Marie and me. We became 
boarders at Monte Sant’ Angelo College for Young Ladies in North Sydney. Unlike Lavender Bay which 
only went to Third Year and whose graduates were destined for jobs as secretaries, Monte offered the 
full Leaving Certificate curriculum (the equivalent of  today’s HSC). There were about 50 boarders at 
the school and a similar number of  ‘trainee nuns’ in the adjoining Novitiate. I will never forget our first 
night. The boarders assembled in the hall and were herded upstairs, two by two, led by Mother Baptista, 
the Principal. There was a lot of  frivolity amongst the girls returning from summer holidays and we 
were admonished to be quiet. When I was halfway up the stairs, a halt was called and Mother Baptista’s 
voice reverberated all the way down the stairwell: ‘Miss Huggup, you will be expelllllllllllllllllllllled!!’ I was 
terrified. I don’t think I spoke for weeks and to this day I still hate shouting.

Added to my fearfulness was my total disillusionment when I was told I wouldn’t be going into First Year 
(today’s Year 7) though I had excelled at my former school and passed the Primary Final with flying 
colours when I was only in 5th Class.10 But no, there I was in 6th Class with Sister Justin, a kindly sort of  
woman but a poor teacher with no ability to control the class or teach. My role became to help the girls 
who were struggling and those who couldn’t speak English — I learnt nothing. A brief  reprieve came 
with a relief  teacher Mrs Ashworth who had a bright and enthusiastic personality and was inspiring and 
encouraging. She even took us to the library to select a book to read but this was a mixed blessing for me 
because there, sitting at her desk marking papers and seemingly glaring at us in case we might speak or 
enjoy ourselves, was Mother Baptista. Her presence never ceased to make me feel frightened, especially 
if  I had to go to a music lesson during one of  her English or Latin classes.

Monte was a beautiful school centred on a stately old home set in manicured grounds with huge Moreton 
Bay figs, garden beds, a huge lawn, multiple tennis courts, fields for playing rounders and basketball 
courts. A driveway with a circular plot came up from the gates on Miller Street. We slept in a dormitory 
with single beds down each side, a bathroom at one end and a room where the supervising nun slept at 
the other. Upstairs were the lockers, a series of  small cupboards along each wall. As each door opened 
back it formed a shield for the girl at the next locker so she could dress in privacy. On Friday nights we 
were given a dose of  warm Epsom salts in a medicine glass, administered by a young, insecure nun, 
Sister Hilary. It was such revolting stuff we all tried to hold it in our mouths until we got round the corner 
out of  sight and could spit it into the toilet. But if  the girls in front didn’t move fast enough, you had to 
swallow it. YUK!

We were allowed visitors one Sunday a month. Margaret sometimes visited, which wasn’t easy given the 
limited public transport available where we lived. I don’t remember Mum ever being able to visit so we 
only saw her and John in the school holidays.

While I generally didn’t enjoy boarding school there were fun times. The thing I loved most was singing 
in the choir. Every Sunday we marched crocodile-style up to St Mary’s Church on Ridge St to sing for 
the late Mass. I found it exhilarating being part of  the music and the beautiful sound we created high 
up in the choir loft. Occasionally we sang at an ‘old girl’s’ (ex-student) wedding. I remember one in 
particular because the bride provided a feast for us after we sang: sponge cake and other delights served 
in the refectory. She was obviously a former boarder! I also really enjoyed performing in eisteddfods for 
voice speaking and singing. I loved taking ‘musical perception’ with Mrs Moran who thrilled me with her 

10  The Primary Final was an external exam usually sat at the end of  6th Class to determine readiness to progress to high school.
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ability to play anything in the style of  Mozart, Bach or whoever. The other lesson I enjoyed was music 
theory with Sister Teresita, an amazing violin teacher known for her temper (sometimes we saw music 
books flying out her window!). But I think her frustration was due to having to teach girls who were 
disinterested, as well as the starched headgear she had to wear. She was always putting her finger under 
it and pulling it out from her red face. No wonder she was irritable. But to me, her shining attraction was 
that she was always fair. There was no injustice in her world and I enjoyed her lessons. I learnt the piano 
and reached 7th Grade while dreaming of  having Sr Teresita teach me.

Sometimes in the summer we were taken down to the basketball courts on a moonlit night. We 
played ‘What’s the time Mr Wolf ?’ and had fun 
screeching and yelling in the dark. Every night we 
had study in the hall, then the desks were pushed 
back for recreation. We all danced the Pride of  
Erin and Gypsy Tap with each other as partners, 
accompanied by Lilly Stipple on the piano. After 
an hour the junior boarders went to bed and the 
senior boarders returned to their study.

In those days women never entered a church 
without a hat. The nuns were fully covered by 
their habits of  course; we girls wore a small, black 
lace veil on our heads. The boarders sat in the side 
wing of  the chapel; the nuns in the main body. 
School was liberally sprinkled with the traditional 
Catholic rituals of  Confession, Mass, Novenas, 
Rosaries and Benedictions. Every day at midday 
the chapel bell signalled it was time for us to stop 
whatever we were doing and say the Angelus 
prayer. We were well instructed in the nature and 
varieties of  sin and its consequences. Hell and 
damnation were distinct possibilities!

Every year we had a retreat. This meant a week 
of  silence, with lots of  prayer both in the chapel 
and in the beautiful gardens (often giggling and 
whispering) and daily instruction by a visiting 
priest (during which we got to sit in the nuns’ seats 

in the main body of  the church). The instruction was interspersed with acapella Gregorian chants — 
that part of  it I loved! I have a vivid memory of  the priest saying ‘One day some of  you will have a 
vocation. Don’t say no to God’. At that very moment a ray of  sunlight burst through the stained glass 
window, falling on me like the Madonna in a sacred painting. I found myself  instantly ducking away from 
the light thinking ‘Not me, not me’.

This brings to mind my preparation for my First Holy Communion at Lavender Bay and how Australian 
Catholicism was so tied up with Irish superstition. Our instruction was very clear: one had to be in a 
‘state of  grace’ to receive Christ (in the form of  a wafer, or host) and to have fasted from midnight (which 
was difficult if  one went to a late Mass at 11am!). In the lead up to our First Communion we were told 
the shocking story of  a child who wasn’t appropriately prepared: when she put out her tongue to receive 

AMEB piano exam certificate
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Me (back right) and friends on Sports 
Day

Missal and rosary beads 

Holy Card given me by the  
Head Prefect

Mum and girls 1949
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the host it floated above her head and disappeared into the ceiling of  the church. I was terrified that I 
too might suffer a similar disgrace, a fear that stayed with me for a long time. 

Holy cards were a great thing to have. They were liberally distributed to school friends on birthdays, feast 
days and holy days and the bigger the collection to keep between the pages of  your missal the better.11 I 
still have my beautiful gold leaf  missal given me by my sister Margaret. It featured the Latin Mass and 
all the prayers for the various liturgical seasons of  the year. It had several coloured ribbon markers and 
put me right up there with all those people who were equally privileged. 

With all of  us at boarding school Mum commenced full time work at David Jones Market Street store as 
Chief  Cashier and comptometer operator.12 She sat in a high box on the ground floor, handling all the 
day’s transactions. I’ve no doubt she got the job because of  her gift with figures and her amazing mental 
arithmetic. The only good thing about her working, from my point of  view, was that one birthday I 
received a David Jones cake, with beautiful icing, which I was able to share with my friends (mind you I 
was disappointed I got only one small piece myself !)

I found boarding totally impersonal and was fearful most of  the time. So much shouting and such stern 
voices. While the nuns preached love and charity, I didn’t feel any. Although, interestingly, many years 
later I spoke to a woman who was a day girl at that time and told me the nuns teaching her inspired her 
to learn and she couldn’t believe that I felt the exact opposite. 

After four years as a boarder, my luck changed. My mother could no longer afford the fees and I became 
a day girl which I loved. I made new friends with the day girls and enjoyed catching the bus home, 
followed by a half  hour walk, largely through virgin bush full of  native flowering shrubs including wattle, 
waratahs and grevillea.

Throughout my time at Monte I was dying for someone to take some interest in what I was doing, and 
what I might be interested in. Somehow I managed to pass the Leaving with two As and three Bs.

The big question was what to do when I left school. There were the three main professions for girls — 
nursing, teaching and secretarial work — or, for those who got a Commonwealth Scholarship or whose 
parents could afford the fees, university (more often than not an Arts degree). Thinking I probably 
wouldn’t get a good enough pass to go to university, and not having any other inclination, I opted for 
nursing. My sister Marie was nursing at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Camperdown (RPA) and I just 
followed suit. 

One had to be 17 to start nursing and as I was only 16 I needed an interim job. I applied to the Commercial 
Banking Company of  Sydney (now the National Australia Bank) which had trainee managing positions 
for girls who’d done the Leaving Certificate. I guess it wasn’t the right thing to do, given I knew I wasn’t 
going to be there very long. It turned out I loved that job and would have preferred to stay there instead 
of  going nursing but my mother wouldn’t hear of  it.

While I was at the Bank I started attending symphony concerts, mostly at the Town Hall, and took up 
fencing, which was really fun and very good for your posture. We had to get suited up with a mask and 
padding and I loved it. The fencing studio was behind the music shop Palings which in those days was in 
Angel Place in the city (now the City Recital Hall). Palings was a great place to go if  you wanted to listen 

11  A missal is a liturgical book containing all instructions and texts necessary for the celebration of  Mass throughout the year.

12  A comptometer is a key-driven mechanical calculator, extremely fast because each key adds or subtracts its value to the 
accumulator as soon as it’s pressed and a skilled operator can enter all of  the digits of  a number simultaneously, using as many 
fingers as required, making them sometimes faster to use than electronic calculators.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgical_book
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_(liturgy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical_calculator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_calculator
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to a record before buying it. You’d nominate what you wanted to listen to and it would be played through 
the headphones in your booth. Nearly everyone had a copy of  the Boomerang Song Book which had the 
words of  all the popular songs. I used to sing along to everything with my book — Deanna Durbin, Jane 
Powell, Theresa Brewer and so on. 

Entertainment in those days was very simple. At home, the radio played a big part with the 15 minute 
serials a ‘must’. We used to go to the pictures but now the cinema was a 4 km walk to Chatswood rather 
than just around the corner. I started to have a little social life with birthday parties and dances which 
were great. 

In August 1956 I started nursing at RPA in the preliminary training school (PTS). We were accommodated 
in old army huts at the back of  the hospital, adjacent to the oval of  Sydney University’s St John’s College. 
To get to the hospital we had to walk across what was virtually a paddock and climb over a stile into the 
hospital grounds. Visitors — especially men — were not allowed in the huts. I can still picture girls in 
their beautiful ball gowns walking the path to greet their dinner-suited partners who were forced to wait 
in the ‘designated meeting zone’, an area in the middle of  nowhere, with no shelter or seating. 

At the PTS we were taught the basics of  bed making, general hospital routine and the efficient use 
of  time, energy and equipment — a wonderful training for life in general really. After six weeks we 
graduated from the PTS, to take up our lowly place in the wards.

Back in 1956 nurses looked very different. We were decked out in a striped blue cotton dress, with long 
sleeves and starched, removable cuffs, and a starched white apron with a wide and heavily-starched white 
belt. The uniform was to be worn no shorter than six inches below the knee. We wore a starched cap with 
a star denoting the year of  service (one to four). Upon graduation you became a junior sister and wore a 

Mum, me and Marie at my 
graduation from RPA preliminary 
training school, 1960
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heavily starched veil, a beautiful vision in those days. No jewellery was allowed, not even sleeper earrings. 
We wore a cape over our shoulders during winter which we took off when actually working, with our 
sleeves rolled up. Cardigans weren’t allowed so we wore a spencer underneath our uniform: sometimes 
it could be rather chilly as there was no heating at all.13

There were three day shifts: morning (6am to 3.30pm), intermediate (10am to 2pm then 6–10pm) and 
evening (12–9pm). Night duty was from 9pm to 6am. We rotated wards every eight weeks. I was lucky 
to start my (what turned out to be rocky) nursing career in a really enjoyable ward — D1 surgical, 
reasonably small for RPA with a lovely senior ward sister, Sister Kelly. She was beautiful to look at and 
beautiful by nature, and very kind to her young staff. Each shift commenced with the senior nurse reading 
to the assembled incoming staff a detailed report written by the departing head nurse/sister. This gave 
us all an understanding of  each patient’s condition, treatment and their response to it. Two patients 
from this ward remain fixed in my mind. One was a wizened old man with cancer of  the throat who 
had a tracheotomy.14 The tube fixed into his throat gurgled and spluttered with choking mucus which 
built up and blocked his airway. It was very confronting, especially on my first day, to be responsible for 
sucking out the mucus with a rubber tube connected to a loud machine while his frightened eyes stared 
fixedly at me. The other patient was a beautiful young woman who was suffering from a rare condition 
called Myasthenia Gravis which causes gradual paralysis and loss of  speech. It was unbelievably sad to 
witness her deterioration and to learn there was nothing that could be done to help her or her lovely 
husband and two small boys. During the next four years, I progressed through surgical and medical 
wards, psychology, neurosurgery, gynaecology, theatre, outpatients and Gloucester House Private, and 
had stints at the Children’s Hospital at Camperdown and Yaralla Convalescent Home at Concord West. 
Each ward provided huge experience, both good and bad.

Often I had an overwhelming urge to leave and never return, but this 
was always outweighed by fear of  what my mother would say (as well 
as having no idea what else I’d do and, as time went on, getting closer 
to graduating). 

There was a very strict hierarchy in the hospital system. No nurse 
could address the supervising sister while her sleeves were rolled up. 
This meant that even in the midst of  a very busy night, when the 
night sister did her rounds we had to stop what we were doing, roll 
our sleeves down and put on our cuffs before escorting her around 
the patients. When she left, we’d take our cuffs off, roll up our sleeves 
and get back to work. My sister Marie tells an amusing story about 
being a junior nurse whose duty it was to serve morning tea for the 
senior staff (the senior and junior sisters and any doctor on the ward 
at the time.) Having prepared the ‘mini feast’ of  Sao biscuits topped 
with tomato and cheese and jam and thick cream and delivered it to 
the office, Marie, unaware of  the hierarchical order in place, sat down 

13  A spencer is long sleeved thermal underwear.

14  A tracheotomy is an incision in the windpipe to relieve a breathing obstruction.

Me shaving a patient
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ready to share the morning tea. An almost apoplectic sister asked her what on earth she was doing there 
and dismissed her from the room!

The wards usually ran like clockwork with each nurse having her own set of  duties and a clear timetable. 
I found it very satisfying to work as a team. In those days patients in the public wards received really good 
medical service. Medical specialists gave their time freely in return for other privileges in the hospital. In 
the surgical wards the senior sister usually attended the operating theatre so had first hand knowledge 
of  any procedure carried out on the patients in her ward. Their expertise was extensive and they were 
very instrumental in training the young residents assigned to their wards. Having said that, many of  
them were absolute dragons who treated the junior nurses in particular in a shamefully abusive way, 
tearing them to shreds at every opportunity and berating them in front of  patients and staff. They didn’t 
hesitate to make a nurse re-do a complete set of  tasks because of  one small error (for example remaking 
a whole row of  beds because one sheet wasn’t turned down the required length, or re-polishing the bed 
pans to gleaming if  they had any water streaks when they came out of  the autoclave machine). It really 
was belittling and, to me, underlined the injustice and stupidity in the system. I clearly wasn’t the only 
one who didn’t appreciate the way things were. Of  about 90 girls who started the PTS fewer than 20 
completed the four year nursing course.

I remember one day after arranging the flowers on the table in the centre of  the ward hearing a booming 
voice: ‘Where is the person who did this?’ Apparently putting red and white flowers together signified 
death on the battlefield and this ward sister, who’d served in the war, wanted none of  that on her ward. 
One day a nurse who found that the dressing trays she was to return to the central dressing station were 
missing some items threw the whole lot out the window so as to avoid the wrath of  the sister in charge. 
These situations really could be terrifying. I’d never liked shouting since my first day at boarding school 
and have always felt that going from one institution to another really wasn’t the best thing I could have 
done!

And young nurses had a great deal of  responsibility. We now see cataract operations done as day surgery 
yet in those days the patient had to sit totally still for days, propped up with half  a dozen pillows and 
with sandbags on either side of  their head to prevent them from moving. The nurse was told the patient 
was not to move their head under any circumstances — not when the bed was being made or when they 
were using the bedpan … NEVER. I was once told by the surgeon, in the presence of  the patient, that if  
the operation failed it would be my fault because I would be the one who’d let the patient’s head move! 

Notwithstanding these stories, there was a great comradery amongst the nurses and we got to know 
many of  the patients, although unlike today we weren’t allowed to talk to them, or use their first names, 
but had to keep our distance. But they did get to know us and some of  the long term patients greeted 
us warmly after our days off which helped make up for the dragons on the ward. Some of  the patients, 
particularly the men in the medical wards who were up and about, were a great help to the nurses, 
tending to the small needs of  their fellow patients. They really understood the heavy workload of  the 
nursing staff and the unfairness of  many of  the sisters.

My last ward was one of  my best. The Page Chest Pavilion,15 had been built as a tuberculosis (TB) 
hospital but by the time the building was finished TB had largely been conquered so it was used instead 
for heart bypass operations, then in their infancy. I was the head nurse here and was amazed to find that 
the surgeons gave talks to all the staff explaining their work. The ward sister was energetic and had none 
of  the hostility of  the battleaxes I had encountered in other wards. That ward made me feel I might 
actually be able to enjoy nursing; a happy ending to my training. During my whole time at RPA I’d 

15  Named after Sir Earle Page, noted surgeon and politician.
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never been given any feedback so I was shocked to be invited back on the staff as a junior sister once I 
graduated. But I couldn’t get away fast enough! 

However I had no idea what I wanted to do. So, like many others, I decided to do a year of  obstetrics. 
Holding a double certificate would open up many more opportunities but for me it really just filled in 
time so I didn’t have to think about anything else. In 1960 I applied to do a year’s midwifery course at 
Royal North Shore Hospital (RNSH) and was accepted. It was a small unit and, because most of  the 
patients were well, was a really happy place. I loved it. I loved the little babies and the staff was happy 
and civilised. After the rigours of  RPA it was like I’d gone to heaven.

Reference from RPA Clinical Registrar
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Me, Margaret and Marie in Lane 
Cove front garden

Marie and friends

John home from school 1951
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My debut, 1956 (dress made by 
Marie)

Debut Ball ticket
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My RPA graduation, 1960 Me at John’s wedding, 1961
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RPA Graduation Ball ticket

Receiving my graduation certificate 
from matron (dress made by Marie)
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My parents and Uncle Jack Toshack
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M Y  PA R E N T S

Chapter 2

My mother and father could have come from 
different planets: a tall, dark and handsome 
Scotsman, a cherished only son, from a solid 
Scottish Presbyterian family and a petite, 
auburn-haired beauty from a turbulent 
second-generation-Australian Irish Catholic 
family. In today’s secular and multicultural 
Australia it’s difficult to imagine the depth of  
the Catholic/ Protestant divide of  those times. 
Society, marriage and business were divided 
along sectarian lines and ‘never the twain shall 
meet’. But my parents had no regard for this 
orthodoxy.

My father — William Menzies Hutton
My father was born on 6th June 1904 at Bothkennar Manse, Falkirk, 
County Stirling, Scotland. He was the youngest child of  the Reverend 
George Dickson Hutton MA BSc, a minister in the Scots Church, and 
Mary Hood Wilson, a skilled artist and musician whose family could trace 
its ancestors all the way back to the 1513 Battle of  Flodden.1

Loved by men and women alike, from all accounts, the gods smiled on 
Bill, as he was known, as he grew up with his three older and indulgent 
sisters.2 In my mother’s words he was ‘a charming man with a beautiful 
voice’. His maternal grandfather,  John Wilson, was a wealthy businessman 
and farmer, with no sons and only one grandson.3 I imagine there were 
great expectations regarding his future. He attended Pangbourne Naval 
College with his Hood cousins. My mother told me that Tom and Bill 

1  The largest battle ever fought between England and Scotland, at which England’s King James 1V was killed. For more 
information about George Dickson Hutton see Appendix A.

2  Jane Wilson Hutton m Colonel Hacker, a military doctor; Clarita Dickson Hutton; and Margaret (Maisie) Hutton m Sir 
Edward Lewis (who introduced sonar to the British war efforts and later adapted it to create high fidelity recordings when he 
founded the Decca recording label).

3  John Wilson’s businesses included timber milling and an interest in The Prairie Cattle Company of  which he was chairman 
for a time (a two million acre Texas cattle ranch owned by a consortium of  investors from Edinburgh). His home farm was called 
Chapelhill as was his home in Mansion House Rd, Edinburgh. He had two daughters: my grandmother Mary Hood Wilson and 
Marion Wilson who married William Oliver. His wife also bore 13 stillborn babies who were buried in a section of  the garden 
which became an apple orchard. Marion Oliver had two daughters, Ruth and Jane. 

Bothkennar Manse
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Hood had wondered why Bill Hutton had been sent to Pangbourne, given his position as only grandson 
of  a wealthy businessman, and assumed that the idea had been to toughen him up by separating him 
from his sisters.

My father left Pangbourne before graduating, after receiving an inheritance from his mother who 
died on 19th March 1923. Apparently he had wanderlust, possibly inspired by his father’s travels as an 
Administrator of  the Scots Church and convenor of  the Colonial Committee of  the Church of  Scotland.4 
Bill sailed to Australia, earning his passage (like a good, frugal Scot!) as 
an assistant pastry cook. He arrived in Brisbane aged 21. 

He brought with him letters of  introduction, from his father, to 
prominent people which would have helped him both in business 
and socially. For whatever reason, he chose not to use them but to 
make his own way. His first venture was in partnership with an older 
Scot, establishing a successful signage business which erected the first 
neon signs in Brisbane. Before long he featured in the book Men of  
Queensland.5 He’s shown in caricature (as is everyone in the book) with a 
sign reading ‘Good signs Mr Hutton’. My mother always maintained that 
if  he’d stayed with that business — and, by inference, the influence 

4  George Dickson Hutton spent time at The Scots Kirk in Melbourne and visited many churches around the world. He had two 
sisters who set up and ran a nursing home in Colombo, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka.)

5  Men of  Queensland: representative of  the public, professional, ecclesiastical and business life of  
Queensland as existant in the year 1928 A.D. My brother John Hutton has a copy and there is a copy in the State Library 
of  NSW.

My father at Pangbourne Naval College

My father’s sisters Maisie, Jane and Rita in 
the 1960s

My father the businessman
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of  a canny businessman — 
he would have avoided the 
financial downfall that came his 
way.

He apparently had a great love 
of  fancy cars and was quite an 
adventurer, entering a car rally 
across Central Australia when 
roads were pretty basic.

After several years my father sold 
out of  the signage business. He 
met my mother in Sydney and 
asked her to marry him but she 
declined because she thought 
he was a remittance man, as 
he seemingly did not work.6 

He apparently said he was 
heartbroken and would return 
to Britain. Instead, he returned 
to Brisbane and in 1928 at age 
25 he met and married Maisie 
Delabo Marguerite Phillips 
(known as Della). For their 
honeymoon they motored from 
Brisbane to Sydney. In no time 
after settling in Sydney, my 
father had provided the finance 
for several ventures, including a 
poultry farm and an optometry 
business. However the onset of  
the Depression, coupled with 
his poor choice of  business 
partners, soon resulted in the 
deterioration of  his financial 
situation. In 1929 his wife died.7

I have no idea how my parents re-met but they were married on 3rd May 1930 in Ballarat’s St Patrick’s 
Cathedral, behind the altar because it was a ‘mixed marriage’ (one between a Catholic and a non-
Catholic). Very soon after their marriage, as the Depression deepened, my parents were forced to move 
to the poultry farm at Wetherill Park, then a rural area on the outskirts of  Sydney. The farm was by then 

6  Remittance man is a historic term for an emigrant, often from Britain to a colony, supported by regular payments from home, on 
the expectation that he stay away.

7  Della had left the marriage a week before she died of  a drug overdose in Kings Cross. The racy NZ Truth newspaper reported 
that ‘the beautiful Della’ was dead. This was the time of  the ‘razor gangs’ and Kings Cross was a notorious place.

As featured in Men of  Queensland
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my father’s only asset and he battled unsuccessfully in the Equity Court to save this last remnant of  his 
former wealth.

My mother told me of  letters between my father and his family which resulted in the sale of  various 
possessions of  his that remained in Scotland, such as a Silver Jubilee rose bowl inherited from his 
grandparents. These sales (to family members I believe) brought forth small sums of  money but eventually 
there were no more things to sell. Years later (about 1958) when my mother was moving from the family 
home I came upon her reading a letter from my grandfather to my father. One can feel the anguish as 
he wrote to his only son: ‘My dear Willie, I yearn to hear from you’. These old letters and papers upset Mum 
and she was uncertain what to do with them. In my youthful ignorance I said ‘If  they upset you, get rid 
of  them’. How I wish I had them to read today.

My father had lost the last of  his money before my birth in 1939 and, unable to find work, had no option 
but to use his letters of  introduction. The governor of  the Commonwealth Bank was very sympathetic 
but, as times were desperate, to his embarrassment all he could offer my father was a job as a cleaner. 
With abject mortification my father took the job. From that time on, according to my mother, he was 
always waiting ‘‘til things got better’.

I was born while he was working at the Bank and my birth certificate records my father’s occupation 
as ‘Cleaner’. I first learnt of  this when I was to be married and had to produce my birth certificate. My 
mother told me to get an extract only, rather than a full certificate. Then, distraught, she told me the 
bank story and of  her anger at my father’s thoughtlessness in recording his profession as ‘Cleaner’ when 
that job was just a temporary aberration. She regarded it as misleading and a potential blight on my 
future. A full birth certificate would reveal a secret she wanted to keep. Poor Mum. 

On 17th June 1940 my father enlisted in the Australian Army. He sailed from Australia on 29th July 1941, 
part of  A Force. He died on 31st August 1943 on the Burma Railway at Camp Khankhan (55K Camp), 
a prisoner-of-war of  the Japanese.8 His grave is now situated in the War Cemetery at Thanbyuzayat, 
Myanmar (formerly Burma).

8  Suggested reading on the Burma Railway: The Railway Man by Eric Lomax and One Fourteenth of  an Elephant by 
Ian Denys Peek.
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Crossing Australia

 My grandfather George 
Dickson HuttonReady to embark for Singapore
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My mother — Marie Louise Hutton (nee Toshack)9 
My mother was a beautiful, stylish woman with the complexion of  a Titian 
beauty, but fortune did not smile on her. She was born at Laverton on the 
goldfields of  Western Australia on 13th November 1903 after her father, Olaf  
Toshack, and his brother Jack left their wheat farm near Ballarat, Victoria 
in search of  gold.10 The eldest girl of  nine children, she spent most of  her 
childhood helping look after the younger children while her mother, Maude 
Kiernan, selfishly pursued a bohemian lifestyle.

My mother’s parents had married young. Their marriage was a mismatch and 
did not last. Maude was the daughter of  a well-educated yet erratic Irishman, 
John Kiernan, and his former pupil, Margaret McDonald.11 She was classically 
educated by her parents and by the age of  12 was teaching alongside her 

parents throughout Victoria. The maelstrom in which Maude grew up (largely the result of  her father’s 
capricious personality) heavily influenced her personality and the choices she made throughout her life.

After her marriage failed, Maude had a difficult time as a single mother as there was no government 
assistance in those days. Her brother Esmond, a successful businessman and Victorian MP,12 tried to help 
her but to little effect. His kindness included the gift of  a piano so my mother could have lessons like her 
cousins.13 Maude promptly sold it and put the money to other uses. He also gave my mother a typewriter 
and lessons. The typewriter followed the piano out the door.

My grandmother was a proud and headstrong woman whose problems were often of  her own making. 
Mum told the story of  her ‘keeping up appearances’ at a time when her horse was not a steed to be 
proud of. When driving through the town she would have one of  the boys crouch down on the far side 
of  the sulky and whip the horse into a high-stepping gait while on the other side she nodded genteelly to 
those she deigned to acknowledge.14

When my mother was only 15, with WWI in full flight, her two older brothers, Roy and Esmond enlisted. 
Esmond, who was only 17, joined the Australian Light Horse and earned a medal for bravery.15 As a 
boy of  10 he had frequently run away to his paternal Uncle Jack on the wheat farm at Ballarat. Spying 
a horse and sulky tied up while its owner was attending to his business, he’d check that he wasn’t being 
watched, untie the horse, jump into the sulky and drive hell for leather until he arrived at his uncle’s 
farm. Jack would give him dinner and the next day take the horse and sulky to the police station, saying 

9 She was always called Lily by her family.

10 For a little more information on Olaf  Toshack see Appendix A.

11 For information on Maude’s parents and grandparents see Appendix A.

12 He owned Patterson’s furniture store and introduced K Cash Orders, an early form of  lay-by.

13 Esmond’s daughter Mary Kiernan and his niece Dorothy Dorney (daughter of  Maude’s sister Marie Louise) both studied 
overseas and were excellent pianists. Two of  my mother’s Melbourne cousins became successful professionals. Paul Dorney became 
a cardiologist and was appointed doctor to the monarch during the Queen’s visit to Australia in 1954. His brother JH Esmond 
Dorney trained with Walter Burley Griffin of  Canberra fame and became a highly regarded Modernist architect. The home he 
built for himself  in Hobart, known as Dorney House, is heritage listed.

14 Several stories about my grandmother can be found in Appendix A.

15 The Australian Light Horse was a mounted infantry brigade which served in the Middle Eastern theatre of  World War I.
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he’d found the outfit wandering untethered. He was a respected man in the district and nothing more 
was said.

Despite the unstable and unusual circumstances of  my mother’s childhood, including irregular schooling, 
she grew to be a very capable adult. Her early exposure to responsibility no doubt played a big part in 
this. She had a thirst for knowledge, loved literature and had a vast general knowledge. Interestingly, 
despite her own difficult circumstances, my mother’s siblings always turned to her for support, no doubt 
a hangover from the role of  carer she played in her youth. One could say she was well prepared for life 
as a widow with four children.

Mum with her brother Esmond, 
bound for the Middle East, and her 
mother 
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Mum with her brother  
Roy at Esmond’s wedding
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Margaret, Marie, John, Mum  
and me
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My father’s childhood home — 
‘Summerfield’, Dunbar, Scotland

My father in his Willys-Knight convertible
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My parents’ wedding in 1930
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Postcard from Singapore
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My father (on left) at the Fall of  
Singapore in 1942

Scroll and letter received by my mother 
from King George VI 
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Artworks (oil and charcoal) by my 
grandmother Mary Hutton  
(nee Wilson)
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My grandmother Maude Toshack
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Our wedding, 1962: Marie,  
John (Hutton), Mum, Martin, me,  
John (Ryan), Martin’s mother Kitty, Pat
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As so often happens, I met my husband through a sibling. In 1960 my sister Marie took a relief  nursing 
job at the Brewarrina hospital. We’d never heard of  Brewarrina so checked the atlas: 800 km northwest 
of  Sydney, well and truly ‘the Outback’. I clearly remember Marie’s first letter home, telling of  the 
overwhelming heat, like the breath of  hell. I wrote back immediately, offering to send a telegram saying 
she was needed at home urgently, but she ignored my offer and kept her agreement with the nursing 
agency.

Three months later Marie wrote with news of  her engagement to local grazier, John Ryan. My mother 
was rather startled as she hadn’t been aware there was romance in the air. Marie and John came to 
Sydney so John could meet Mum. John’s brother, Martin, happened to be in town at the same time and 
we met him in the city one day. The boys were staying at the St James Hotel (now the Queens Club) in 
Elizabeth Street, just south of  David Jones. Martin radiated bonhomie and his riveting blue eyes, set off by 
his ‘bushie’ tan, were unforgettable.

Not long after this, John’s mother invited Mum to visit. As I’d just finished my General Nursing training 
and wasn’t due to commence my midwifery training for another month, I was free to go with her. 

Off we set in Mum’s brand new, white Austin Lancer for the 11 hour drive. Neither of  us had been west 
of  Katoomba in the Blue Mountains! We stayed somewhere overnight, most probably Dubbo, and then 
pressed on, and on and on. At Trangie the bitumen became very narrow, wide enough for one car only. 
This meant that if  we met an oncoming car we had to move off the bitumen onto the dirt. Oh horror 
Mum’s new car!! But soon there was no bitumen at all! Many sections of  the road were built up with 
gravel (to make them ‘all-weather’). Beside these sections ran dirt tracks which were used more than the 
road itself  because they were smoother. But this favoured usage meant they turned to ‘bull dust’, which 
could cause the car to slew around and also created a huge cloud of  dust if  another car passed (in which 
case we had to pull over until we could see again). 

On and on we drove, seeing little sign of  life: few cars, no people, no animals. Nothing but the impenetrable 
bush. In my ignorance I had no idea that the country we were driving through, seldom a fence in sight, 
comprised sheep and cattle properties. Eventually we came to Byrock and headed north east. The road 
consisted of  rocks, many twice the size of  tennis balls (even soccer balls in my memory!). After around 
90 km we turned on to a black soil road and drove a further 30 km or so to John’s property ‘Gwandalan’, 
with its homestead on the banks of  the Barwon River.1 John came out to greet us and volunteered to my 

1  John had purchased ‘Gwandalan’ from his aunt, Gladys Ryan, widow of  his uncle Jim who’d been killed in an accident on 
the property.

M E E T I N G  M A R T I N

Chapter 3
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mother ‘I’ll put your bomb in the shed Mrs Hutton’. I could see her stiffen: could this young man, her 
future son-in-law, be referring to her prized, brand new car?

John’s mother, Mrs Ryan, made us very welcome.2 The Ryan family had moved to ‘Gwandalan’ after 
the sale of  their home property, ‘Merriman’, following the untimely death of  John’s father, Jack Ryan, in 
1951.3 It was a full house with Mrs Ryan, her mother Mrs (Clara) McGirr, sons John and Martin, daughter 
Kathleen (Kate) and nephew Terry McGirr.4 Daughters Clare and Marie (later known as Aunty Bun) 
were in Sydney, nursing at St Vincent’s Hospital and attending boarding school at St Vincent’s College, 
Potts Point respectively.5 The youngest son Pat lived on his property, ‘Waratah’, adjoining ‘Gwandalan’ 
(to comply with the Western Lands rules at the time).6

Marie came out from Brewarrina and stayed with us for the next few days. Everything was new and 
interesting and the weather warm and pleasant, not at all like that Marie had experienced at the height 
of  summer. We were driven out to see the countryside and discovered there were actually thousands of  
sheep, kangaroos and emus if  you knew where and when to look. They rested during the day and only 
came out of  the shade to graze in the cool of  the afternoon. In later years visitors used to tell us in sad 
voices how they hadn’t seen a single kangaroo on their drive from Sydney and expressed their shame at 
the apparent pending extinction of  our best known Australian symbol. We’d ask them how many sheep 
they’d seen and they’d invariably reply ‘None’. They were astounded to learn that the ‘empty’ country 
they’d driven through for hours was home to thousands of  sheep.7 In this district there was a sheep to 
every 10 acres (four hectares) — and just as many kangaroos.

The country was so different from any I had ever seen before, so endlessly flat. What seemed just water 
in a ditch was the river — high banks with the water many metres below, nothing like any rivers I had 
seen. Later I would experience floods where the river banks disappeared and water spread for hundreds 
of  kilometres, almost instantly populated with water birds from who knows where. And when the water 
went on its way downstream to the Darling, and eventually the Murray, the river banks re-appeared, with 
the water far below, sometimes reduced to intermittent water holes. 

There was a ball on in town and Martin invited me to go with him. I’d come prepared, and wore a 
beautiful fuchsia-pink, silk chiffon strapless dress I’d made, with my black, shoulder-length hair in a 
chignon. Driving to the Ball was a new experience for a city girl, hurtling along a dirt track, swerving 
suddenly to avoid kangaroos unseen by me, and teetering on my high heels in the pitch dark to open 
the gates on route. On seeing a smattering of  lights I said to Martin ‘Oh look, there’s a train.’ ‘That’s 
Brewarrina’ he said and I felt the huge darkness that enveloped us.

I loved dancing and often went to balls in Sydney. But this was a little different in that the whole district 
attended, young and old (with the old by far the most graceful and enthusiastic dancers). Around the 
edge of  the Masonic Hall were girls who’d recently made their début, sitting in their fulsome dresses 

2  I only started calling her Kitty after my marriage.

3  The sale had been necessary to comply with the Western Lands Board’s conditions at the time regarding ownership and leases.

4  John had two nicknames, ‘Yungo’ (within the family) and ‘Jingles’.

5  Yes, that’s right, both Martin and I had a sister Marie and a brother John, resulting in plenty of  confusion over the years!

6  Pat’s nickname was ‘Tuba’.

7  In 1961 there were 160,000,000 sheep in Australia with the largest number in NSW.
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waiting to be asked to dance. Many of  the men seemed more interested in the bar than the dance floor 
but supper, served in a room at the back of  the hall, drew them in to escort the girls to eat. The Ball was 
really when I started to get to know Martin, as most days he was out on the property from the early hours 
until dinner time. We had a great night.

Every morning Mum and I were served breakfast in our room: half  a grapefruit the size of  a dinner plate 
and a cooked breakfast of  chops, eggs, and sometimes sausages. We found this astonishing and only later 
found out that no one else ate such a breakfast — it seems it was the cook’s idea and no one wanted to 
upset him.

One day I went to town with Kathleen and Clare, who was home for a short stay. On the way home I got 
out to open a gate and they drove off, as a joke. Fortunately I had a good sense of  direction (all those years 
playing in the bush behind our home) so headed across the paddock in the direction of  the homestead. 
Once in sight of  the house I climbed a tree to see what happened next. The girls had come back to pick 
me up but I was nowhere to be seen. They had to go home and explain that I’d disappeared. Everyone 
was perplexed and concerned for my safety. Seeing their consternation I soon showed myself  and we 
all laughed. It staved off the practical jokes for a while but I was forever a great source of  amusement, 
especially to John who never spared me, capitalising on my ignorance of  country life. No matter how 
determined I was not to be so gullible I was always caught out. But it always gave us a good laugh.

At the time John drove a red MG hardtop sports car. Once a week he’d drive to ‘Merriman’8 and collect 
Molly Boney to help his mother with the laundry. Molly lived at the Mission on the other side of  the 
Barwon River. She crossed over on a raft attached to a piece of  wire. I accompanied John one day and 
somehow the three of  us squeezed into the MG. John drove flat out, often scraping the bottom of  the 
car on the seldom-graded track through the bush. Molly, in the front seat, and I, squeezed into the small 
space behind, revelled in the ride. It amazed me that if  a tree fell onto the road they just drove round it, 
creating a new road. I later came to understand why. Heavy machinery would have been required to lift 
the fallen tree. It was common sense just to make another track.

Mum had only planned a four day visit but when Martin asked me to join him on a visit to ‘Byra’, a 
property the family owned on the Queensland border, Mum agreed to extend her visit.

The drive to ‘Byra’ was vastly different from the drive from Sydney. We set off at daylight for our trip of  
approximately 280 km. It was a bright, crisp morning and Martin was totally relaxed as we drove fast, 
into the vast emptiness, straddling ruts, negotiating rough gravel causeways and rattling over cattle grids 
so fast that at times we took off. It was an eye opener to me. Martin pointed out things I was untrained 
to see, kangaroos in the early light feeding quietly, sheep in mobs, sometimes swathed in a cloud of  dust 
as a drover pushed them along in the search for feed. What had appeared to be a total sameness in the 
flat land became a changing kaleidoscope of  different soils and grasses, trees and natural treeless plains. 
Black soil covered in grass, and clay pans where the road vanished without trace. Wilga trees trimmed 
by the stock created a park-like effect (I asked who had trimmed the trees so beautifully!), pretty weeping 
Myall and Leopardwood trees (which I later learned were great feed in a drought) and so much more. 
A huge wedge-tailed eagle circled overhead searching for his dinner and all the while the endless space 
with no horizon, only a shimmering mirage that looked like a large, glorious lake. At dusk thousands of  

8  Which had been the Ryan’s home property.
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wheeling budgerigars did their pre-settling routine before disappearing, camouflaged, into a tree top. I 
was given a glimpse into an amazing place where so many things are, as they say, ‘hidden in plain sight’.

The manager Bill Shields and his wife Pat were very welcoming and we stayed overnight. ‘Byra’ was 
one of  the original properties taken up by Martin’s Irish grandfather, also named Martin Ryan.9 We 
inspected various works that were underway and while Martin and Bill retreated to the office to do 
business I helped Pat pick amazingly huge, sweet navel oranges to take back to ‘Gwandalan’.10

It happened that Martin was planning to go to Sydney to learn to fly. He decided to bring this forward 
and drive back to Sydney with Mum and me. This trip, with Martin driving, was far more pleasant than 
our harrowing journey a week or so earlier! So Martin began studying for his pilot’s licence at Bankstown, 

9  For more information on the Ryan family, including its rural holdings, I recommend In great spaces we are very small: a 
Ryan family history by Martin’s sister Clare Sevil (Ryan), 2011. Interestingly, I found out only recently (2018) that forebears 
on my father’s side were also involved in Australia’s early rural industry. Widower Robert Hood — a relative of  my father’s 
mother, Mary Hood Wilson — and his two sons and a daughter came to Australia in 1854 and purchased ‘Bolac Plains’ then 
‘Meerang‘ at Hexham in the Western Districts of  Victoria. The latter property remained in that family for 156 years. In 1861 
his sons James and Alexander Hood took up ‘Currawinya’, on the Paroo just north of  Hungerford, in partnership with James 
Torrance (although the holding wasn’t formalised until 1866). The station comprised 13,000 square miles and stocked 4,000 
cattle, 34,500 sheep and 300 horses. In 1913 the property became part of  the holdings of  Sidney Kidman, immortalised by Ion 
Idriess in The Cattle King. It is now the Currawinya National Park. Diaries of  Thomas Hood of  ‘Currawinya’ from 1870-
1881 are held in the State Library of  NSW while the biography of  Robert Hood is in the National Library.

10  ‘Byra’ is now part of  the Culgoa Floodplain National Park.

Flight training at Royal Aero Club 
of  NSW, Bankstown
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I moved into the nurses home at RNSH to begin midwifery and we 
officially started ‘going out’. This was in August 1960. 

In 1961 Marie and John were married in the chapel at St Joseph’s 
College, Hunters Hill where the boys and their father had been to 
boarding school. Clare Ryan and I were bridesmaids and Martin was 
the best man. My brother John gave Marie away.

Before too long Martin and I became engaged. Martin was a very 
special person. He had a genuine interest in people and brought 
vitality to any room. He had a talent for making everyone feel good. 
I loved him with all my heart. When I finished my training I went 
overseas for six months to visit my father’s sisters who were living in 
England, a trip which had been arranged before I became engaged.11

On 2nd June 1962 we were married in a small ceremony at St Joseph’s 
College chapel. I was 23 and Martin was 26. I had no desire for a large 
wedding as both families had recently celebrated multiple weddings. I 

would have preferred not to have a traditional wedding gown and veil but to appease my mother, and the 
times, I compromised by wearing Margaret’s wedding dress and Marie’s veil. This seemed to satisfy all. 

We spent our honeymoon in New Zealand, flying into Christchurch on the South Island. We hired a 
car (a reasonably late model compared to the 98% of  cars on the street that were pre-war models) and 
toured through some of  the most beautiful and rugged country on earth. While Australia at this time 

was no buzzing metropolis, we found that NZ was even more ‘sleepy’, with everything shutting down by 
7.30pm.

At Queenstown we took a flight over the incredible Cook Glacier and Milford Sound. Martin and I sat in 
the back seat and another passenger took the seat beside the pilot. At one point we made a rapid descent 
to the bottom of  a valley leaving me in tears with pain from earache. When we landed we learned that 
the pilot and the front seat passenger were former bomber pilots who’d completely forgotten their two 
passengers in the back seat! We saw the first attempts to make snow at Queenstown which nowadays 

11  I also travelled in Europe.

Certificate for first solo flight

Me with friends at RNS Hospital Final midwifery exams at Sydney 
University (me on left) 
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Vince Kennelly, Clare Ryan, Martin 
and me - attendants at Marie and 
John’s wedding, 1961
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is one of  New Zealand’s main ski resorts. We then 
flew to the North Island where we skied at Lake 
Taupo and visited Rotorua with its bubbling mud 
pools and geysers.

At every hotel we stayed we were greeted with great 
fanfare and welcomed as newlyweds. We wondered 

Maree Tonner and me skiing in Austria

John and me — last sister to give away

Bride and groom
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Honeymoon in New Zealand, 1962

how they knew we were just married. It wasn’t until we got home that we discovered that a friend had 
somehow got a copy of  our itinerary and advised every place on our route that the newlyweds were 
arriving and to give us a warm welcome. The staff certainly did as asked and seemed to enjoy our 
discomfort and downright embarrassment. 

When we returned to Australia my new life and adventure began at my new home, ‘Carramar’.
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Flight over Southern Alps, from 
Queenstown 
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‘Carramar’ roses
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Starting married life with Martin was exciting and moving to the country was both a novelty and a steep 
learning curve. There was the challenge of  isolation in the harsh yet beautiful landscape; the dust and 
heat; the rawness of  the life and the reality of  dangers such as venomous snakes which tempered the 
entertaining emu, massed kangaroos and so on and the many practical aspects of  running a home. I had 
to learn how to manage the wood-burning slow combustion stove and the kerosene fridge and deal with 
the 32 volt lighting plant (which provided electricity).

Martin had bought and moved to ‘Carramar’ before we were married. The property had belonged to 
his aunt, Nora O’Brien (nee Ryan), and was originally part of  a large portfolio of  rural properties put 
together by his grandfather, Martin Ryan Snr. 

Martin chose the name, which means ‘shade of  trees’. ‘Carramar’ was 23,000 acres of  open plains, light 
to heavily timbered country, claypans and a small area of  heavy, black soil. Ground cover was mostly 
Mitchell grass, bobby buttons, a variety of  burrs and succulents and several thousand acres of  thick 
saltbush. It was watered solely from ground tanks, 
in paddocks with evocative names such as Big 
Willadunnah (shortened to Big Willy), Eumarra, 
Novena, Front Gonara, Back Gonara and Finley’s. 
Two of  the most beautiful trees were the Wilga, 
trimmed by the sheep into manicured, umbrella 
shapes, and the Leopardwood, with gracious, 
weeping leaves and trunks patterned like leopard 
skin.1 The average rainfall was 15 inches a year2 
and the carrying capacity 4,500-5,000 Merino 
sheep. All this I learnt in time.

The homestead was new, built while I was overseas.3 
It stood in the middle of  a paddock, with vicious 
cat-heads growing right to the door; no garden, 
just a single concrete path running about 20 
metres from the front porch to nowhere.4 We were 

1  Both these trees provided feed for the sheep during droughts when there was no ground cover to eat.

2  380 mm.

3  By the Steiner brothers.

4  A cat head is a three-pronged, woody burr strong enough to penetrate the sole of  a shoe. Very painful!!

M A K I N G  A  H O M E  A T 
‘ C A R R A M A R ’

Chapter 4

‘Carramar’ homestead
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both keen to establish a garden but first we needed a fence. I gazed across the paddock, thinking where 
the fence might go, and chose as a marker for our fence line a beautiful clump of  trees in the distance. In 
my mind’s eye I could see a lovely park-like haven, a refuge from the harsh surrounds. Reality hit when 
Martin explained that water was limited and the concrete path marked the extent of  the garden! 

Martin designed and built a city-style wrought iron and brick fence (rather than the usual high netting 
fence built to keep out the kangaroos). It was a huge job involving cutting and welding hundreds and 
hundreds of  small pieces of  steel and then painting it white after first applying a coat of  rustproofing. He 
also did the bricklaying himself. It was a kind nod to my city origins and always surprised our visitors.

In extreme drought the kangaroos jumped the fence to feast on the lush lawn but otherwise they generally 
stayed out. We slept on the veranda in the summer months and in the early morning often witnessed 
nature up close, with huge buck kangaroos fighting each other, rearing back on their tails, until one 
eventually limped off, defeated.

We planted a lawn front and back, garden beds with hundreds of  roses and a small orchard with 
oranges, lemons, grapefruit, stone fruits, grapes and passion fruit.5 We also planted shade trees including 

5  The passionfruit vine was prolific — the children once picked 300 in one go!

Martin’s fence — a work of  art
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jacarandas and ficus, and vines 
such as bougainvillea and 
wisteria.6 Two river red gums we 
planted either side of  the front 
gate had to be removed a few 
years later after being chewed by 
Sulphur Crested Cockatoos to the 
point of  becoming dangerous. 
Martin later brought back from 
Queensland several Bottle trees 
which we planted along the track 
leading to the house.

Martin had chosen the spot 
well, knowing there was a spring 
underneath this sandy patch. He 
also followed an old-timers’ tip for 
growing good trees. He placed a 
dead roo in the over-sized hole 
before planting the tree: a feast of  
blood and bone for many a long 
year. It seemed to work. I took to 
gardening in a big way, my efforts 
rewarded with a beautiful, leafy 
sanctuary from the often scorched 
surroundings. 

In later years when children 
and trees had grown we keenly 
awaited the first Navel oranges 
of  the season. Each evening after 
dinner someone was nominated 
to go out, with a torch, to pick 
that evening’s treat. The desire 
for the delicious fruit overcame 
the fear of  going alone into the 

darkness. It was fun for the rest of  us to watch the heroic dash back to the safety of  the house, six oranges 
clutched tightly.

Of  course having a beautiful garden and bountiful fruit trees meant a lot of  work. Everything needed 
constant and regular watering. Martin, ever practical, gave me every assistance such as buying larger-
diameter (two-inch) hoses so the water flowed more quickly. But they were very heavy to lug about — no 
wonder I never got fat. When the children were old enough they helped water the fruit trees. I used to 

6  We used Kikuyu lawn runners and Bignonia (also known as the orange trumpet vine) cuttings from ‘Byra’. There was no local 
nursery so most of  the other plants were ordered by mail from Yates Nursery in Sydney and sent up on the train. Favourites were a 
Port Wine Magnolia, whose perfume wafted onto the verandah in summer, and a frangipani I was very proud to grow in a frost-
prone area.

Martin and Margaret the gardeners

Martin with emu chick Floribunda roses
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Bill, Helen and Margaret
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make jam with our fruit and can remember in the heat of  summer standing as far back from the stove as 
I could, reading Tai-pan by James Clavell while stirring the jam with a long spoon.

The house was weatherboard, on half  metre pylons, with three bedrooms and several verandahs. The 
interior was painted in multiple colours as was the fashion at the time (the kitchen alone contained 18 
different colours!). Fortunately Martin was happy to indulge me and we repainted throughout in neutral 
colours. We bought new furniture and carpeted the polished floorboards for warmth.

I look back on those early days and marvel at my innocence and quaint ideas of  country life. One day I 
had a bright idea to take some morning tea to Martin, his brother and the station hand who were working 
on a fence line a few kilometres from the house. I packed up some food and set out on a pushbike. I 
rode along happily, enjoying the beautiful sky and the lovely day, looking forward to surprising the men 
and enjoying a little company. But then I heard a rumbling noise growing in intensity. What could it be? 
Thunder? An earthquake? Then I realised — it was the pounding of  horses’ hooves. I looked around 
to find I was being pursued by a mob of  horses and I was terrified. I pedalled frantically, made it to the 
fence and was over it with my basket in a trice, explaining breathlessly to the baffled and amused men 
how the horses (who’d come to a stop behind me) had tried to attack me. Oh how I brightened up their 
day. Somewhat mortified, I didn’t wait to share the food and returned home somewhat deflated.

I remember one beautiful, clear winter’s morning about the same time suggesting to Martin that we take 
a picnic out by Finley’s Tank, which for some unknown reason had 
sparkling blue water when most tanks were muddy brown. Martin’s 
response? ‘I spend half  my life riding out at the crack of  dawn and 
having picnics. No pleasure in that’. So picnics were out . . . and never 
mentioned again. We had a lot to learn about each other.

Our limited water supply came from a ground-water tank (called a 
dam in other parts of  Australia) a few hundred metres from the house. 
Water was channelled into the tank by drains carved into the earth 
with a grader.7 To the naked eye the countryside appeared totally flat 
but, with the use of  a theodolite, slight slopes could be identified and 
the drains accurately situated.8 Water was pumped from the ground-
water tank into an adjacent storage tank on stilts, providing pressure 
for the water to get to the house and garden.

What came as a huge shock to me was the colour of  the water — a 
reddish-brown — which was OK for the garden but made bathing 
and washing interesting. It was hard to feel clean after a bath in this 
water and it stained the laundry. Because I was so horrified at the ‘dirty 

water’ situation, Martin thoughtfully devised a system to provide clean water for household purposes. 
He erected another tank (the settling tank) between the storage tank and the house. It had a pulley and 
a bucket which floated just under the water level. A fistful of  alum in the bucket caused the silt to sink to 

7  These drains had to be constantly and carefully maintained. Martin used to hire a grader and operator from the local council to 
carry out this work. 

8  Martin did all his own surveying, having taught himself  to use a theodolite and a dumpy level. In the early days, sourcing 
water for domestic use was often aided by a water diviner, who would walk around what seemed a likely spot holding two long 
pieces of  wire until the wires quivered, indicating the site to locate a tank and windmill.

Martin riding Eric up to the back 
door before we had a fence
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the bottom of  the tank leaving clear water for household use. It was a real treat to have clear water in the 
house; I don’t know of  any other husbands who went to such trouble.

When the silt built up on the bottom of  the settling tank, it had to be cleared. Martin had to climb up 
into the tank and use a straw broom to push the silt out through a plug hole. If  this wasn’t done at the 
right time silt would build up above the outflow pipe (about 25 cm from the bottom of  the tank). This 
happened once, some years later, when Martin was busy with other work and misjudged the rate of  silt 
build up. As luck would have it we had the teacher from the Gongolgon School staying with us.9 Chris 
was under the shower, soaping up and merrily singing ‘Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da’, the popular Beatles song 
of  the time, when he suddenly screamed out. Martin rushed into the bathroom to find a big, silt-covered 
blob, straight from Norman Lindsay’s Magic Pudding, waving its arms about. A hilarious sight, but it 
took a long time and endless buckets of  rain water to get Chris, and the bathroom, clean. 

Our drinking water was rainwater collected from the roof  into several tanks around the house and 
dispensed by gravity through a ‘rainwater tap’ in the kitchen. When I first saw these tanks being cleaned 
— involving the removal of  various dead animals such as frogs and birds — I vowed to boil all drinking 
and cooking water and never drink from the rainwater tap again.10 But this became a real chore so I 
soon abandoned it. There was already plenty of  work to do and no-one appeared to be any the worse 
for a few animal relics!

Many aspects of  life were so different from today, often involving additional work. Our power came 
from the ‘lighting plant’, located in a small shed at the end of  the garden. It housed a diesel generator 
(‘the engine’) which charged a battery and provided us with 32 volt power. If  the battery ran low, the 
lights faded, eventually to darkness. To wash, iron or vacuum, the engine had to be cranked up, a job 
for Martin. Once it was running, I had to rush to do the chores before the diesel ran out and the engine 
stopped.

Every Monday the mail truck, driven by 
the owner Mr Gaff, arrived laden with 
orders for all the stations on his route that 
day. I was surprised at our large weekly 
delivery from the newsagent: a week’s 
worth of  the daily Sydney Morning 
Herald newspaper, The Land newspaper 
and three magazines — The Bulletin, 
Time and The Women’s Weekly. No 
shortage of  reading material and no 
excuse for being ill informed. All our 
groceries were delivered on the mail truck 
so we had little reason to venture to town 
for shopping. It was confronting for me, a 
newly-married 23 year old, to ring one of  the stores in town, announce myself  as ‘Mrs Martin Ryan’ (to 

9  Each family at the school took turns accommodating the teacher for a term. 

10  There were gauze filters over the tank opening but these would wear out and allow vermin and debris to enter the tank.

At the races
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distinguish me from the other Mrs Ryans around) and place an order to be delivered to ‘Carramar’ on 
the mail. But that was how it was in 1962.

I had such a lot to learn. The first time I heard Martin say to his brother that the engine could ‘blow up’ 
I feared an explosion that might kill me. (Remember I’d spent years as a small child listening to the war 
news on the radio.) Another initially-frightening expression was ‘going to get the killers’. The first time 
Martin said this I was bewildered, wondering what on earth he could mean. Turns out ‘the killers’ were 
sheep that were no longer productive and were destined for the table or to feed the dogs.11 The next 
shock was being presented with a whole sheep carcass, cut into quarters and brought into the kitchen on 
a huge tray. I’d never seen so much raw meat and it filled the shelves of  the kerosene fridge.

Needless to say, we ate a lot of  meat — lucky I liked mutton! The easiest way to use the meat was a 
baked dinner. When we wanted chops Martin would take ribs from the fridge and cut them up in the 
meat-house, sometimes returning with splintered chops . . . he wasn’t the best butcher in the world. If  I 
wanted to make a stew I had to cut the meat from the bone and if  I wanted mince to make rissoles or pies 
I had to mince the meat by hand. Frequently I’d have a group of  sheep buyers to cater for. Not knowing 
how many there’d be (up to 10), or what time they’d arrive (anytime between 12 and 3pm), a curry was 
a good option. But it was very time consuming, involving cutting up several shoulders or legs. Coming 
from a small household, cooking in large quantities did not come easily to me but I managed. Back then 
I wouldn’t have imagined that years later, with a modern fridge and a shop-sized freezer, I would single-
handedly package a whole beast in my kitchen.

In the early years a Scottish friend from my nursing days, Meg Donachy, came to visit. I suggested she 
come on the plane but she insisted she ‘loved the train’. At that time the train trip from Sydney was very 
slow, finishing with 25 km of  very ordinary track through a seemingly endless claypan which took about 
an hour. Meg arrived in tears: ‘Oh Ann, how can you live out here?’. Over 50 years later she still recalls 
how her pyjamas faded on the clothes line and were dry almost as soon as she hung them out.

The heat was extreme and we had God’s own air conditioning. When the 240 volt mains power came 
through in 1966 Martin, always eager to provide comfort where possible, wasted no time installing 
reverse-cycle air conditioning. This made the summer much more bearable: you can’t beat getting a 
sound sleep.12 Martin also considerately installed a gas stove so we were able to turn the Carmichael 
wood stove off for the summer (because our hot water could now be provided by mains electricity). The 
arrival of  mains power also meant the kerosene fridge could be replaced by an electric fridge, and a 
freezer. 

One thing I found very hard to take was the number of  insects that came after rain. Even with all the 
windows gauzed they still swarmed in. To eat a meal without them flying into our faces or dropping 
into our food we had to turn off the main light, leaving just one small light on, and move into a corner 

11  Because they were barren or old, or perhaps had some black wool which made them unsuitable as breeding stock. In later years 
black wool became popular and some people on small holdings bred black sheep for spinners who made beautiful natural wool 
garments. But for most breeders it was necessary to breed out any black wool sheep because black wool won’t take dye. And because 
black wool can’t be scoured out (separated) from the white wool, it would prevent production of  a uniform-coloured fabric and 
therefore was less valuable.

12  Because it was such a novelty, it was quite difficult and required installing an extra power pole and a large transformer at huge 
cost. In time Martin built a tennis court and, in around 1975, had a swimming pool installed.
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of  the room. The insects and the light attracted 
green frogs, which covered the kitchen windows 
leaving them smeared and very hard to clean.

The frogs in turn brought lots of  snakes, mostly 
Eastern browns, one of  the most venomous 
snakes in the world. This was a real worry once 
we had children. I remember very early on 
seeing a snake slide through the sandals I’d left 
on the back doorstep. When Martin came home 
I told him how frightened I’d been and how I’d 
put the sandals in the bin because there was 
no way I could possibly wear them again. He 
looked at me as if  I was mad.

Over the years I had many snake encounters. 
Often if  a snake came near the house I’d remove 
the window screen, lean out with a shovel and cut 
its head off. Once though, the soil was very wet 
and the snake sank into the mud. I was frightened 
of  falling out the window and of  letting go of  
the shovel so I just kept stabbing away until I 
felt I’d killed it. Old timers always said that even 
if  it were cut in two a snake wouldn’t die until 
sundown so to be absolutely sure it wouldn’t bite 
the children I poured boiling water over it. 

Sometimes, if  Martin was away, I’d phone our 
next door neighbour: ‘Brian there’s a snake!’ Of  

course by the time he arrived the snake had most often disappeared. Another neighbour, hearing about 
my snake problem, brought over a 410 shotgun commonly known as a ‘snake gun’. The next time I saw 
a snake I got out the gun, pulled the trigger and killed the snake but gave myself  such a fright that I 
dropped the gun which split into two pieces. I never fired a gun again. I felt an enormous responsibility 
to keep the children safe. As I think back on these things I wonder how I survived in the bush.

We didn’t go out much in those early days. Apart from running the property, we were busy with our 
garden. I remember our first outing after we were married was to the rodeo in Brewarrina, the big 
event of  the year. It was held at the showground and consisted of  lots of  events like bull riding, bull 
catching, barrel racing, buck jumping — all amazing things to a city girl. The cars were nosed in to the 
showground railing fence with a picnic lunch eaten from the car boot. The thrills and spills of  the daring 
— or mad — cowboys fascinated me, my prior experience of  the ‘Wild West’ having been Hollywood 
cowboy films.13

The event that attracted the men was the boxing tent, situated near the bar. It was male-only, as were 
many things at that time in the bush. Jimmy Sharman travelled the rodeo circuit with his big tent and 
his team of  boxers. He stood out the front of  the tent beating his drum, exhorting the locals to step into 

13  In later years attending the rodeo became somewhat of  an ordeal with the real fear of  losing a small child in the swirling dust 
between the first and second row of  cars. 

Visitors from ‘Gwandalan’ —  
John and Michael
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the ring and try their skills against his boys. Just hearing the racket and the build up to the events was 
quite exciting, and apparently it was a real pantomime, with some cocky fellow being toyed with by an 
experienced boxer; a real show, not unlike wrestling.

Brewarrina was a small town with awnings and posts down the main street, and old-fashioned shops. 
Crane’s Department Store, run by the obliging Crane family, had a hardware section that was like an 
Aladdin’s Cave, stocked with every imaginable item needed by an outback town and its surrounding 
stations: tools, bridles, harnesses, saddles, wool bales, building timber, galvanised iron, quart pots, billy 
cans and so on, many dangling from the ceiling. The grocery section took orders from the stations and 
sent the goods — food, petrol, fencing supplies, everything — out with the mailman on his weekly 
run. Many items such as sugar and flour were bought in bulk and stored in vermin-proof  bins in the 
station store room, ready in case the station became cut off by heavy rain or flood. The clothing and 
haberdashery department was overseen by Kitty Crane. Cash was paid and change given via a metal 
capsule that whizzed along overhead wires to a cashier on a mezzanine level overlooking the shop floor. 
This system was the norm in Sydney shops when I was a child but I believe was unusual in far-flung 
districts. 

The only cafe in town was the Cafe de Luxe Milk Bar, built in 1926 by George and Thalia Pippos, with 
its prominent sign ‘Iced fountain drinks. We excel in sundaes, cleanliness and civility’.14 There were two 
pubs: The Middle, formerly owned by Leo Schofield’s parents, and The Royal.15 Women were served in 
the ‘Ladies Bar’, a tiny, uninviting room away from the public bar.

The Schofield family owned the newsagency.16 Old Tommy was a real character, always asking ‘What 
do you want? What do you want?’ like a cockatoo. He also ran the ‘two up’ on Anzac Day and cackled 
with delight when he won. The shop doubled as the toy store and was packed to the rafters with trikes, 
scooters etc hung from the ceiling. At the rear of  the shop, almost hidden, were the ‘girlie’ magazines, 
placed there by Tommy’s son John who refused to display such inappropriate material where it could be 
seen by children.

Times were much more conservative in all ways. Going to town, whether for shopping or to attend 
church, meant dressing in our best clothes. Bear in mind this was before Jackie Kennedy had made jeans 
and T-shirt fashion items. Women might wear slacks for casual wear, to the football for example, but they 
weren’t common. Weekly Mass served as a meeting place, and socialising opportunity, for the scattered 
population.

When we were first married there was no main road to town.17 A track wound around for about 30 km 
and joined the gravel Byrock to Brewarrina road. There were six gates to be opened and where the track 
crossed a claypan it was very hard to spot.

The first time I ever drove to town myself, Martin’s mother was visiting. She didn’t drive and had no 
more idea of  the way than I. We managed to get in to town all right but on the way home we had two 
problems. First, finding the turn-off from the main road — just tyre tracks disappearing into a forest 
of  trees. Martin’s instructions had been ‘just follow the road’! After we managed to find the turn-off, it 

14  The cafe operated in original condition until it burnt down in 2014, bringing to an end a great family business.

15  The Middle got its name because of  its location between The Royal and a third hotel, The Barwon, which had burnt down.

16  I’m not sure if  they were related to the Schofields who’d owned the The Middle Hotel.

17  That is, a road built and maintained by the local council. 
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started raining lightly. As it was just on dusk, the kangaroos were out in full force. We proceeded slowly, 
slipping and sliding about on the wet surface, with Martin’s mother urging ‘Toot your horn, toot your 
horn’ to clear the roos. My relief  at finally seeing our neighbour’s shearing shed in the distance was 
immense! We were on the right track.

Later, a more direct road (still only dirt) passed within several kilometres of  our house. One day I was 
caught on this road in a heavy downpour. Only a few kilometres from home I decided the road was so 
muddy I could go no further and would have to walk the rest of  the way. The thought of  rain on my face 
was something I looked forward to after the long and dusty drought we’d experienced. I set off happily 
but in no time at all was walking on stilts of  black mud, which got heavier and heavier until I couldn’t lift 
my feet. Defeated, I took my shoes off and slithered back to the car, carrying the heavy shoes to wait for 
rescue. I knew Martin would eventually come, and he did. 

I vividly recall the first Christmas after we were married. Mum was up from Sydney and Marie and 
John were coming for Christmas lunch. Lunch was to be one of  our chickens, given to us as a wedding 
present by Frank ‘Painless’ Starr, our friend and dentist from Sydney, who’d had a chicken coop installed 
while we were on our honeymoon, stocked with a dozen White Leghorns. Martin had asked Greg 
Franks the station hand, who’d never plucked a chicken before, to kill and dress the chicken. Finding the 
feathers impossible to remove and not wanting to be late for the Brewarrina Gun Club annual Christmas 
Eve shoot which Martin and his brothers always attended, Greg tried to burn the feathers off with his 
cigarette lighter and handed me this ghastly thing covered in blackened quills. A disaster. Stricken with 
panic lest Mum lay eyes on this travesty, I went to the laundry desperate to make the chook presentable 
before being sprung by my mother. The weather was awfully hot and I was six months pregnant. I 
doused the sad chook in hot water and started pulling the charred quills out with tweezers. Success was 
nigh when Mum started calling ‘Ann where are you?’ ‘I’ll be there in a minute’. But of  course she found 
me, slaving hot and sweaty in the laundry. ‘Why are you doing this, in your condition? They’ve gone 
off and left this job to you’ etc, etc. My thoughts entirely but out of  my mouth came calm reassurance. 
‘Don’t worry Mum, everything’s alright’. As luck would have it, Martin won two beautifully plucked 
chooks at the gun shoot and the day was saved.

For all the trials and tribulations it was a magical thing to live in those wide open spaces. At sunset galahs 
and budgerigars wheeled in the sky in their thousands, chirping and screeching until they finally settled 
in the trees for the night. The sunsets could be gentle, soft colours or brilliant orange and red filling 
the whole sky. The sunrises 
were equally beautiful especially 
on a frosty morning. Within a 
few days of  rain the bare earth 
would be covered in green, a 
magical transformation. There 
were always hundreds of  
kangaroos, and emus with their 
crazy behaviour. They’d often 
run along the road in front of  the 
car at 50 km an hour, seemingly 
not realising they could escape 
simply by veering off to the side 
of  the road. Very entertaining. 
I was fascinated to see my first 
emu nest. Built on the ground 

Galahs
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and containing as many as 14 large, green eggs, they’re extremely well camouflaged. It’s possible to pass 
really close and not even notice the male bird sitting perfectly still on the nest. 

There were sometimes inexplicable things like the night we had a call from our neighbours saying they 
thought somebody might be stealing our sheep as they could see lights in our paddock. It was about 
8pm and Martin and I drove out to investigate. We came to a point where the whole area was bathed 
in light. To our amazement we could see the town of  Brewarrina and its buildings inverted before us. 
It was so bright and immediate, we felt we could reach out and touch it; obviously some atmospheric 
phenomenon. Imagine how early primitive people must have felt; no wonder they believed in spirits.

Martin and his brothers spent an enormous amount of  time together, both working and socialising, 
and were very close and greatly enjoyed 
each others company. They shared a joie de 
vivre and a wonderful sense of  humour. They 
were always telling jokes, playing jokes on 
each other and creating their own fun, such 
as their annual horse race after the shearing 
was over. It was a rough and ready race, with 
John and Martin riding horses which only 
got ridden once a year. (Martin and John 
used motorbikes and Toyotas, except in 
times of  flood, whereas Pat still used horses 
as much as possible). I remember one year in 
particular when Billy Clemson, who worked 
for Pat and had been an amateur jockey in 
his younger days, joined the race. He had a 
soft spot for Pat and plotted to help him win. 
As the four of  them raced down the claypan-
come-airstrip he drew alongside Pat and 
coached ’Keep going at this pace and when 
I say put your spurs in, you give it to him. 
Not yet. Not yet. Not yet. NOW!!’ The horse 
shot off towards the finish line. Old Clemmy 
(as the boys called him) turned to gloat at the 
losers, only to find himself  looking into Pat’s 
face. Realising his mistake, he called after 
Martin ‘It’s YOU, you bastard’.

John riding Madge in ‘The Race’, 
wearing his late Uncle Jim’s riding 

silks

Galahs
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Marie and Ted, me and Margaret, 
Bill and Aunty Bun at Bill’s 
baptism, Pymble, Sydney 1964
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We started our family very soon after getting married. All four children were born at Royal North Shore 
Hospital in Sydney where I’d done my obstetrics training. It was wonderful for me to be in the care of  
friends. I had two visits to my gynaecologist, Dr Pfanner, during my first pregnancy, one to confirm I 
was pregnant and the second, a month prior to the due date, to ascertain that everything was in order.1 

Margaret was born on 21st March 1963. My dear friend Margaret (Meg) Donachy was on duty that day 
and delivered my beautiful baby.2 I spent a few weeks with Mum at Gordon after leaving hospital which 
was a wonderful start for a new mother.3

Bill arrived the following year, on 12th June — a wonderful birthday present for me! As we drove to the 
hospital the day before, the Beatles arrived in Sydney to hordes of  screaming teenagers. Martin took his 
young sister Marie to see them perform while I was in hospital.

These were halcyon days full of  the joy of  home and family. There were few outside distractions, and 
they were mostly visits from family and friends. The rhythm of  life was serene and largely dictated by 
the regular work on the station, notwithstanding worrying droughts etc. I found mothering two small 

1  Dr Pfanner had delivered lectures during my midwifery training.

2  Dr Pfanner was in attendance but Meg actually delivered Margaret.

3  Margaret, Bill and Helen were all baptised in Sydney, before we headed home to Brewarrina. In those days, we Catholics 
believed in limbo, a place on the edge of  hell to which all unbaptised babies who died in infancy would be sent for eternity, on 
account of  their state of  original sin. Hence the importance of  baptising babies as soon as possible. Sounds hard to comprehend 
now, but that’s the way things were back then.

FA M I LY  L I F E

Chapter 5

Mum at Margaret’s baptism 1963 John, Michael, Aunty Bun, me, Jane 
Hutton and Martin
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children a constant delight with time to enjoy their every little achievement. I followed the wisdom of  
my mother with a regular schedule of  sleep and feeding and every milestone was reached without any 
problem. I was fortunate in having my sister nearby and her children provided playmates as time went 
on. We were self-sufficient in most things and it was a wonderful way to live.

Martin and I took a holiday in Western Australia in 1965, leaving Margaret with Mum and Bill with 
Martin’s mother.4 We travelled via Melbourne and Adelaide, took the train across the Nullarbor, hired a 
car in Perth and drove to Albany. We returned to Sydney on the ocean liner Canberra (on which Martin’s 
sister Kate sailed for England the day after we docked).

Mum had been unwell with emphysema for years but in 1965 she deteriorated and ended up in and out 
of  St Vincents Hospital. On one visit, to my surprise the doctor recommended that Mum be taken home. 
He should have added ‘to die’ because even though it must have been obvious to Blind Freddy that she 
wasn’t going to live much longer, it didn’t occur to me. When you’re young you never think your mother 
will die. It was decided that Mum would come to live at ‘Carramar’ and be cared for by me.5 Mum loved 
being with the little ones and I’d regularly take her to visit Marie at ‘Gwandalan’. But in time she found 
it too difficult to even get out of  bed. She’d always been petite but now was extremely frail, with all her 

4  Bill, aged seven months, was recently weaned and drinking out of  a cup. I never used bottles, always going straight from breast 
to cup.

5  She flew to Brewarrina, on oxygen, and stayed at the hospital for a few days to recover from the trip before coming out to 
‘Carramar’. Marie took care of  sorting Mum’s home and belongings.

Me and Kate on board Canberra 1965
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energy going into just breathing. 
I’d put her in the baby stroller, 
packed with cushions, and take 
her out onto the verandah where 
she enjoyed looking out on the 
garden. She never complained.

One hot night I was up and 
down all night as Mum called 
me to fix her pillows and make 
her more comfortable. Still I did 
not realise what was happening. 
In the morning I found her 
dead.6 Martin had left at daylight 
and Margaret and Bill were at 
‘Gwandalan’, ready to attend the 
town’s Easter Bonnet parade that 
day. Marie had made wonderful 
costumes but they were never 
worn.7 I was alone and frantic, 
remorseful that I hadn’t recognised what was happening and had denied Mum the comfort of  my 
presence as she breathed her last. I called Dr Lopes in Brewarrina and said ‘Mum appears to be not 
breathing’. Such denial, but I could not say the words. Then I called Marie who came straight away. Life 
wasn’t always easy when Mum was staying but I missed her very much. I recall her once telling me ‘You 
can never grow old while your mother is alive’. So true.8

Helen was born in 1967 and Angela in 1969.9 Our family was 
complete. These were happy times and the extended Ryan family 
was exploding with babies. Over the decade twelve Ryan children 
and four Sevils arrived; cousins galore. We were particularly close to 
‘the Gwandalans’ as we called them. With two sisters married to two 
brothers who all got on well I suppose it’s not surprising. Marie and 
I often minded each other’s children and the cousins were happy in 
each other’s company. I particularly liked having Michael and Ted to 
be company for Bill, being an only boy.

Marie started a ‘kindergarten’ for the children in the old cottage next 
to the homestead at ‘Gwandalan’. Together she and I painted a room 

6  12th April 1966.

7  Puss in Boots for Michael, Humpty Dumpty for Ted, Mary Mary Quite Contrary for Margaret. (Bill was too young to be in 
the parade). 

8  Mum was buried in the Brewarrina cemetery.

9  After Angela was born I had a ‘mother’s help’. Firstly Bernadette Maloney who stayed until Christmas then Sally Cowper in 
January 1970. Sally was always singing the songs from the musical Hair as she did her work. We flew Sally home to Armidale 
when her few weeks were up and then went on to Coffs Harbour for a short stay. With four small children, including a two month 
old baby, it was hardly a holiday.

Dinner at Chequers nightclub after Kate sailed on Canberra: 
Clare and George Sevil, Bob Egan, me and Martin

Martin fishing at Lake Eucumbene 
1965
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and decorated it with a nursery frieze. Marie loved children, teaching and playing. The ‘students’ were 
Michael and Ted, Margaret and Bill, Mark (Pat and Jenny’s eldest) and Amanda Steiner (daughter of  
Cave Steiner, Marie’s friend from RPAH nursing days who lived in town). Marie devised a program 
for the day including painting, plasticine, stories, dress up and so on. The children loved their weekly 
kindergarten day! While Marie was running the kindergarten I was busy doing her housework. We never 
discussed this trade-off but it worked well.

In 1968 Margaret started school in the ‘village’ of  Gongolgon, roughly 30 km from ‘Carramar’.10 The 
school was tiny, with a single teacher and only a few children in each grade. I shared the school drive with 
our neighbours, the Allens.11 Bill joined Margaret at Gongolgon in 1969 but in 1970 the school closed 
and the children transferred to the Catholic primary school in Brewarrina.

While we’d always attended weekly Mass at the beautiful mission-style St Patrick’s Church in the main 
street, we were now also part of  the St Patrick’s school community. The school, with about 80 pupils, was 
run by the Mercy nuns who had a long history in the district and were respected by Catholic and non-
Catholic alike. They’d taken vows of  poverty, chastity and obedience and tolerated the heat and hard 
work without resentment. Fortunately by this time they were permitted to wear a lighter habit in summer, 
instead of  the heavy serge of  earlier times (but still with the starched gamp).12

In my time, three of  the nuns were Irish. Mother Loreto was a highly educated woman and fine teacher 
and administrator. Sister Carmel and Sister Gerard were happy-natured country girls with heavy 
brogues and basic schooling. Sister Carmel once told me that she was ‘given to God’ by her father, a 
poor farmer with more children than he could feed. At age 16, and never having seen a nun, she sailed 

10  Gongolgon had a post office and a few houses but no shops.

11  Their youngest son, Jonathan, was still at Gongolgon; David and Robert had moved on to The Kings boarding school in 
Sydney.

12  A part of  the habit of  nuns of  certain orders, consisting of  a wide, stiffly starched cloth that covers the neck and shoulders.

Ted, Margaret and Michael in fancy dress
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with other girls to Sydney and took the train to Parkes.13 She was met by 
the Novice Mistress, shown her room and told to take a bath and put on 
her new habit. As it was an extremely hot day she lay down on her bed 
after her bath. When discovered by the novice mistress, she was scolded 
for ‘unbecoming behaviour’ and told to put on her uniform immediately. 
And she’d been in it ever since!

Sister Carmel was part of  the convent’s domestic staff and played the 
organ at Mass. Margaret went to her for piano lessons for a while but made 
no progress at all. Imagine my amazement when Carmel greeted me one 
day with her Irish brogue ‘Oh Ann darlin’, Margaret’s playin’ the organ 
at Mass on Sunday. You’ll love it.’ This seemed an impossibility to me, but 
on arrival at the church Margaret dutifully went to stand next to Carmel 
for the performance. All became clear as Margaret knelt under the organ 
and pressed the bellows for the ageing Carmel! I talked to Margaret when 
we got home and found that her ‘piano lessons’ were spent in the church 
polishing the silverware and dusting the altar. I mustered up the courage 
to tell Carmel that I’d have a go at teaching Margaret myself.

Sometimes we’d have the nuns out for Sunday lunch, an outing they really 
enjoyed. On one occasion, Martin was going out to do some work after 
lunch and asked if  anyone would like to go with him. Carmel jumped 
at the chance. I suggested that she might like to change out of  her white 
habit to avoid it getting dirty. She agreed, so I fitted her out in some 
pink jeans, a shirt and a pink scarf  to cover her hair. She was so excited 
and went off with Martin, happy as Larry while her young Australian 

13  Location of  the Mother House for the Wilcannia-Forbes Diocese.

Marie Louise Hutton
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companion, Sister Anne-Marie, 
sat with a glum face, her 
disapproval hanging over us like a 
black cloud all afternoon. When 
Martin and Carmel returned I 
told Carmel her colleague wasn’t 
very happy. She laughed and said 
‘Don’t you worry Ann, I’ll get to 
the Reverend Mother first.’ 

Sister Gerard was Carmel’s 
buddy and taught kindergarten 
and lower primary. She was 
a happy, jolly woman and the 
children loved her. I remember 
one parents’ day where the 
children’s workbooks were laid 
out on their desks, demonstrating 
how they had cut and pasted 
animal shapes. When I arrived, 
Sister Gerard said proudly ‘Oh 
Ann, Helen is so good with the 
scissors’. I looked around the 
desks and said ‘Everyone seems 
to have done very good work 
Sister.’ ‘Oh no darlin’, Helen did 
all of  the cuttin’ out. The others 
couldn’t do it and the mothers 
like to see it lookin’ nice.’ It was 
also Sister Gerard who responded 
to Helen’s drawing of  grey trees 
that ‘trees are green’. You could 
take the girl out of  Ireland . . . 
Notwithstanding, the children 
were very good with their 
numeracy and literacy which 
held them in good stead when 
they went to boarding school.

Gerard had a wonderful phrase 
for situations which were both 
good and bad (eg when someone died after a long illness): ‘What a pity, thank God’.

The Ryan family had always been great supporters of  the nuns and showed it in practical ways. Every 
year when Martin cut wood for the winter, he cut a truck load for the nuns. When sheep were butchered, 
an extra one was done for the nuns. I imagine the Ryans weren’t the only parishioners helping the nuns 

Helen’s baptism, Vaucluse, Sydney 1967

Christmas morning 1969
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in such ways. Martin also supported the parish 
priest, often flying him to say a series of  Masses in 
far-flung parts of  the parish.

Most of  the 1960s were drought years. Bill was a 
toddler when he heard torrential rain pounding on 
the galvanized roof  for the first time and screamed 
in alarm. 

In those drought years Martin and a reluctant 
station hand spent day after day cutting limbs 
from edible trees for stock feed. Despite their 
poor condition the sheep would come running 
whenever they heard the chainsaws. Using a 
chainsaw held high is exhausting work, yet each 
night Martin sat on the back step sharpening the 
saws. I sat with him to keep him company. Many 
nights he also had to clean the petrol tank of  one 

saw. Martin believed the ‘helper’ was sabotaging it so he could down tools for the day. Hugely frustrating 
for Martin, but staff were always difficult to find. 

Shearing was the main event in the sheep calendar each year and of  course the main producer of  
income for most graziers. Each property had its own shearing shed and accommodation for the shearers 
(two to a room). A dining room and kitchen, laundry and ablutions block and a meat house completed 
the complex. Stringent rules (often ridiculous) governed the size of  the rooms. I remember when we 
bought ‘Womboin’ the union rep called out and measured the bedrooms. He found they were undersized 
by a couple of  inches and demanded they be replaced despite the fact that this solid building had been 

Nuns at Brewarrina Convent with Ted, 
Michael, Marie, me and Margaret

Me on the front verandah at ‘Carramar’

St Patrick’s Church, Brewarrina
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used for years without complaint. The huts were 
never used again and all shearing from then on was 
‘suburban’, that is the shearers travelled over 100 
km to and from Nyngan every day.

Before the start of  shearing each year there was 
a mad scramble to get everything ready. We 
cleaned the shearers quarters and made sure all 
the mattresses were in good order, and the kitchen 
was fully stocked.14 Several sheep were killed, ready 
to feed the hungry shearers. All gauze doors were 
repaired although this wasn’t always appreciated 
by everyone. I remember one year seeing the cook 
arrive and immediately prop the kitchen’s gauze 
door open with a broom which went straight through 
the gauze making a huge hole. That door remained 
open throughout the entire shearing and was only 
closed when the union rep visited and demanded 
that the hole be fixed to stop the flies getting in! 

Often shearers cooks were refugees from city life who for one reason or another sought anonymity in 
the outback. Many had a problem with the grog. Some were top chefs, others just good, basic cooks. 
One shearing the apricots were in season and I sent a bucket-load down to the shed. The cook, formerly 
a pastry chef  at a big hotel in Sydney, had heard it was Helen’s birthday and cooked her an enormous 
apricot pie big enough for a shearing team!

In those early days women weren’t welcome in the shed. Once each shearing, however, the children and 
I went up to watch the work in progress.15 Martin went ahead to warn the men that a lady was coming. 

14  Equipment had a habit of  disappearing each year and needed replacing.

15  This was when the children were little. When they were older they spent a lot of  time at the shed.

Swimming at ‘Carramar’

The excitement of  new pups
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If  a woman entered the shed without warning the 
call went out ‘Ducks on the pond!’ to alert the men to 
mind their language. I must say I never heard Martin 
swear although I hear anecdotally that he did.

Sometimes if  the shearing was interrupted and 
prolonged by rain and the men were out of  town for 
too long they became very restless and would down 
tools at the drop of  a hat. They’d complain that the 
cook was no good, the sheep were too big and so on. 
Any excuse and they’d be off to town in a flash. 

I recall one day Martin arrived at the homestead on 
his motorbike with a surprise for the children. He’d 

been working out in the paddock and on his way home spied an echidna toddling along the road. He 
took off his jumper, threw it over the animal, put the bundle under his shirt and brought it home for us 
to see. Such excitement! He shook it out of  his jumper, its spines catching on the wool, onto the thick 

Helen and Catherine

Helen

Ted and Bill 
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Kikuyu lawn and it immediately began to burrow furiously. Dirt and grass flew as it dug with sharp claws 
and in seconds it disappeared, never to be seen again. 

One time Martin bought a full set of  protective gear (bee suit, smoker etc) and raided a native bees nest, 
one his father had shown him. We drained the honeycomb in the meat house over a new garbage bin. 
The honey was fantastic! I turned some into creamed honey by beating it in the mix master.

In August 1970 Martin and I took Margaret and Bill on an outback holiday, through Queensland and 
the Northern Territory to Bathurst Island, off Darwin, where Martin’s sister Marie was teaching.16 We 

16  Helen and Angela had their own holiday at ‘Gwandalan’ with Marie and John.

Good Friday fishing on the Barwon
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Angela’s gate

Boarding for Coffs Harbour, 1970 Me, Bill and Margaret with eagle

took the family car, a Holden station wagon, and camped out. Margaret and Bill slept in the car (bench 
seats back then) while Martin and I slept in the open on thin rubber mattresses.17 We carried plenty 
of  drinking water and occasionally washed in bores we happened to pass. Every four or five days we 
stayed at a pub or motel (which were few and far between at that time) to have a good clean up. It was 
a wonderful trip taking us through places such as Cunnamulla, Mt Isa and Katherine. Meeting the 
Bathurst Islanders, who still lived a very traditional life, was a highlight. The children were fascinated at 
Bill’s fair skin and hair, pinching him to see if  he was real. Marie travelled home with us via the Devil’s 
Marbles, Ayer’s Rock (now Uluru) and Broken Hill.

17  We didn’t bother with a tent as we figured we were unlikely to encounter rain at that time of  the year and we didn’t.
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Helen, Margaret and Bill off to Tony 
McManus’ birthday party

Margaret and Ted’s First Holy 
Communion

Bill and Margaret with Santa
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Helen, Angela and Catherine

At ‘Nowley Lea’: Clare, me, John 
and George with children
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The gang School’s in: Bill, Angela, Catherine, 
Margaret and Helen

Michael, Bill, Pam Busbridge, David Allen and Margaret 
(the day David brought his horses over to ‘Carramar’)

Australia Day, Sydney 1969

Mothers Day breakfast in bed
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Letter from Margaret to Kitty and 
Kate 1974

Helen, Margaret and Angela
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VH-MBR
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M A R T I N  T H E  O P E R A T O R

Chapter 6

Martin was only 15 when his father died in 1951 but he’d immediately taken on a lot of  responsibility for 
his family’s affairs.1 By the time I met him, when he was 25, he was in full flight: an innovative operator 
well ahead of  his time with wonderful business sense and excitement for what he was doing. 

It was a time of  change in the bush. Given the 
difficulty in attracting and keeping competent men 
Martin quickly realised that to operate efficiently 
and become more profitable he needed to take 
advantage of  machinery such as motor bikes 
and four wheel drive vehicles to replace the use 
of  horses. Because of  the isolation, he knew he 
had to become a mechanic and a welder in this 
increasingly mechanised time. His night time 
reading from an early age was Dykes Engineering 

Encyclopaedia and he pulled apart and reassembled any old engines he could get his hands on. As a 
result, he could repair and maintain any engine on the property — pumps, cars, trucks, motor bikes, 
tractors, and washing machines. This ability, coupled with his self-taught welding skills, served him (and 
his friends and relatives) well.

As well as running ‘Carramar’ (23,000 acres and 6,000 sheep), he was doing a lot of  sheep dealing which 
he’d started in the ‘50s. Through a network of  agents he’d established across Queensland, NSW and 
Victoria, Martin knew which areas were in drought and which were having a good season. Using this 
information, he’d buy and sell sheep across a vast area from western Qld to Victoria, moving them as 
required. I helped him devise a card system which detailed all the sheep he had for sale at any given time. 
He’d send this information out to all his agents to try and find a buyer. 

Sometimes he’d buy a mob of  full wool, old ewes with lambs at foot in a dry area (let’s say Charleville, 
Qld), have them shorn and put them on the travelling stock route (the long paddock) with a drover, 
heading to an area with good feed (let’s say Moree, NSW). Martin would advise his network of  agents 
that a mob of  a particular description was heading to Moree and often a buyer would be found before 
the sheep reached their destination. If  he’d joined the ewes with rams en route, he might sell the lambs 
as one lot and the joined ewes as another, thus maximising the value of  the deal.

Other times he would buy a mob in a dry area and send them by train to an area abundant with feed 
where people were desperate for stock. There were special carriages for stock which were unloaded each 
day at holding yards at the railway siding where they were fed and watered overnight before being loaded 

1  Jack Ryan died of  a heart attack after fighting a bushfire on a nearby property.
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back onto the train to continue their journey. The stockmen who cared for these travelling stock were 
employed by the railways, a job that was in its dying days. Sometimes Martin bought a mob of  sheep and 
sold them before he’d even taken delivery. Doing his homework put him ahead of  any other buyers and 
made such a deal possible. Martin’s ‘trading sheep’ were never brought to ‘Carramar’. 

Martin was able to do all this because he had superior communication channels to most and he had a 
plane. Telecommunications were poor in those days. The phone system was unreliable and, of  even more 
significance, the phone lines were ‘party lines’, that is, they were shared by many properties meaning that 
only one family could use the phone at a time. Certainly no internet and no mobile phones! Because 
Martin spent so much time — nearly every evening — on the phone running his business, unhindered 
access to the phone was essential. So he built his own telephone line to Brewarrina. Because the quality 
of  telephone lines back then was so bad, all his calls were made at the top of  his voice — and so I learnt 
the business by osmosis.

Having the plane allowed Martin to inspect sheep, and potential feed, quickly. He could also check on 
his sheep on the stock route, using the road as an airstrip. It also gave him an overview of  the country 
that wouldn’t otherwise have been possible. And it meant he was nearly always back home for dinner.

Martin was a real ‘time and motion’ expert (like me) out in the paddock. His view was that the fewer 
times the stock were handled, the better — for both the stock and the efficient running of  the property. 
He had a philosophy of  not being greedy which he used to describe as ‘leaving something on the plate’. 
These days it’s called a win-win outcome, with everybody happy at the completion of  a deal. 

Unlike most graziers in those days, Martin wasn’t aligned with any one stud. This was a great help to 
some of  the big studs when the industry fell on hard times. I remember when the manager of  a large, 
renowned Riverina stud rang Martin desperately trying to sell a few rams. The wool industry was in 
decline, drought was widespread and he couldn’t find buyers. Martin asked how many rams he had for 

Martin in the yards at shearing time
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sale. He replied ‘Two hundred’ and was floored when Martin 
said ‘Send them up!’. (I believe an order of  20 rams would have 
been a very satisfactory sale at the time). The fellow said ‘What 
do you mean?’ and Martin said ‘Get a truck and send them up.’ 
The deal was that Martin got the rams at a low price (nominated 
by him), would keep those rams he wanted and sell the rest to 
the meatworks as ‘doggers’ (dog meat). The stud could honestly 
advertise that, despite the worst conditions ever, it had managed 
to sell 100% of  its rams. Of  course a stud could never be seen 
selling to the meatworks — that would be like announcing its rams 
were of  poor quality. Result: a happy seller and a happy buyer, who 
got his rams for virtually nothing. 

Martin was always a man of  his word and liked to deal with people 
who were of  like mind. I remember one sheep inspection where he 
didn’t even bother to get out of  the car because he could see that the 
mob of  sheep was not as described: he didn’t appreciate having his 
time wasted. Martin never showed any anger but wouldn’t visit such 
a property again. 

He was fanatical about controlling noxious pests including Noogoora 
and Bathurst burrs (which damaged the fleece), feral pigs and scrub 
regrowth (which appeared after flooding and crowded out the native 
grasses). He spent enormous amounts of  time and money controlling 
and, where possible, eliminating these pests. Good fencing and water 
development were high priorities for him. He took every practical step 
possible to facilitate the most efficient and economical running of  the 
property. 

In 1963 Martin began expanding his rural enterprise. He bought the 
homestead block of  Charlton Station (18,293 acres on the Bogan River) 
from the large agricultural company Australian Mercantile Land & 
Finance Company (AML&F).2 Charlton’s great appeal to Martin was its 
freehold title because under the Western Lands rules at the time no-one 
could own more than one ‘living area’ of  Western Lands title and Martin 
already had ‘Carramar’ (which was a Western Lands lease). ‘Charlton’ 
was located south west of  ‘Carramar’, about 15 minutes by plane. Martin’s 
cousin Terry McGirr became the manager.

2  At auction for £104,536 (71 shillings an acre), a high price at the time. George Mack from Trangie bought the rest of  
‘Charlton’ (17,000 acres Western Lands lease) which he named ‘Tichawanta’.

First expansion
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In about 1964 Martin started the Lower Bogan Water Users association to draw attention to the 
inadequate supply of  stock and domestic water reaching properties on the Lower Bogan including 
‘Charlton’. After a great deal of  work on Martin’s part, including a court case, a Nyngan property owner 
was ordered to remove a large bank he had erected to divert water onto his country without regard for 
other land holders.
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Water problems
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Martin served as a Councillor on the Brewarrina Shire for several years. In those days councils weren’t 
party political and everyone on the Council worked together for the good of  the town and district. 

Tough times
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Martin’s next expansion came in 1972 with the purchase of  ‘Womboin’, 87,296 acres located 115 km 
north of  Nyngan on the Marra Creek. In partnership with Knox Greenaway, he bought the property 
from agricultural company Dalgety Australasia Ltd (Dalgety) at a troubling time for the wool industry 
and when the rural property market was depressed due to severe drought. Martin and Knox had known 
each other since they were boarders together in primary school at St Patrick’s Convent in Bre. Jim 
Garnsey, Dalgety’s property manager, had approached both Martin and Knox as potential purchasers. 
As ‘Womboin’ was too big for either one of  them to take on at that time, they joined forces to buy a 
portion each, which they ran as a single operation.3

Knox managed ‘Womboin’ and lived at the homestead with his wife Lynn and their five children. 
The gardener, ‘Old Bill’ (from Northern Ireland and who’d effectively come with the property), ran a 
magnificent vegetable garden from which he never ventured. Martin repeatedly offered to take him for a 
drive or fly around the property but he always responded ‘No, my place is in the garden’. Whenever we 

3  Martin bought the homestead block (33,400 acres) for $3.90 an acre and Knox bought the remaining, unimproved area for 
approximately $2.80 an acre. As with ‘Charlton’, ‘Womboin’ was attractive to Martin because of  its freehold title.

‘Womboin’ — the only tiled roof  in the outback
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‘Bundemar' homestead (Martin, 
Helen, me, Angela, Carmel Salmon 
and Lisa Hutton)

visited, we came home laden with whatever fresh produce Old Bill had at the time — beans, tomatoes, 
pumpkins and squash — every vegetable you could think of. The grapes were phenomenal and of  many 
varieties. For me they spoiled any grape thereafter that wasn’t fresh off the vine. 

Martin and Knox had another opportunity to further their business interests when the renowned 
Bundemar Stud at Trangie came on the market in 1972. The property, comprising 29,200 acres freehold 
title and carrying 9000 stud sheep, had been in the Body family for three generations. With some 
trepidation, given the risk involved taking on an operation of  such size and nature — neither Martin nor 
Knox had previously been involved in farming or the stud game — and the poor outlook for the wool 
industry at the time, Martin and Knox bought ‘Bundemar’ in early 1973.4

Very soon after the purchase, Martin and Knox secured a New South Wales record ram price at the 
Sydney Sheep Show and Ram Sales. Due to tragic events that occurred soon after,5 ‘Bundemar’ was sold 
in late 1973.6

For many years after that, Martin was offered, and inspected, many properties, some of  them very large 
enterprises operated by large agricultural companies such as the AACompany, but family circumstances 
put any further expansion on hold.

4  For $918,000. 

5  See Ch 7.

6  For $1,235,745.

Inspecting his first wheat crop
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The sale of  ‘Bundemar’ was big 
news in the wool industry
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‘Bundemar’ ram sells for record price
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‘One for all and all  
for one’
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The Ryan boys
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T R A G E D Y  S T R I K E S

Chapter 7

On 12th June 1973 I celebrated my 34th birthday (and Bill his 9th). Little did I know our lives were about 
to change forever.

Daylight was breaking on 13th June when our phone rang. This wasn’t unusual as Martin did a lot of  his 
business on the phone early in the morning (and late at night). But this was no ordinary phone call: Pat’s 
plane, a Cessna 182, had crashed in low cloud fog not far from the ‘Waratah’ homestead. On board with 
Pat were his brother John, and Gordon ‘Chloe’ Grant, manager of  the Brewarrina swimming pool who 
was on holiday while the pool was closed for winter and enjoying time in the bush helping Pat.

Crutching was underway at ‘Waratah’ and the plane was doing a sheep-spotting flight, to make the 
mustering easier. Martin had been unavailable to help with the mustering that morning but had 
volunteered his ‘Charlton’ manager, John Parks, and his son Dan, to replace him. They weren’t keen on 
flying and, thank God, decided not to go up in the plane that day. It was they who heard the crash and 
initiated the phone call to Martin. 

The enormity of  the news was hard to digest. Martin immediately arranged an aerial search which was 
joined by several local pilots including friend Bill Davey of  Davey Aviation, Dubbo. I was so relieved 
it was Bill who located the wreckage, not Martin. All on board had been killed. Until Martin rang to 
confirm what had happened, I harboured thoughts of  survival, with the men injured, but alive. Foolish 
thoughts.

Pat’s distraught wife Jenny’s parents came out from Brewarrina immediately. Martin flew to town to tell 
Gordon’s wife, Mae, the terrible news himself. She was now a widow and sole carer of  her nine children. 
John’s wife (my sister) Marie was in Sydney staying with Martin’s mother. It fell to me to ring and break 
the horrendous news. How is it possible to tell such news sensitively over the phone? But I knew I 
couldn’t delay, in case Marie and Kitty heard the news from someone else. As John Ryan used to say to 
his mother when she asked him to let her know he’d arrived safely: ‘Don’t worry Maw, bad news travels 
fast’. The shocked shearers paused the crutching as a mark of  respect. 

I remained at home, the phone ringing constantly as word of  the accident spread rapidly throughout the 
district. In an instant, three women had lost a husband, 17 children a father, a mother two sons and three 
women two brothers.1 And Martin had lost not only both his brothers but his two best friends.

Once the news was out, family gathered. The first to arrive were Martin’s sister Clare and her husband 
George Sevil, who came immediately from Burren Junction and my brother John Hutton from Sydney. A 
caravan of  travellers headed out from all over the state and beyond, to mourn the loss of  these good men. The  

1  John’s four children were aged three to 11 years; Pat’s four were four to 11 and the eldest of  Gordon’s nine children was in his 
early teens.
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boys’ two youngest 
sisters Kate and 
Marie were travelling 
overseas (but not 
together) and had to 
endure the long, sad 
trip home alone.

When a man on the 
land dies the impact 
is magnified because 
his home is also his 
workplace. The work 
still needs to be done, 
animals need care 
and, in this instance, 
Pat’s sheep still had 
to be mustered, 
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crutched, dipped and returned to 
their paddocks. The good old days of  
plentiful staff had long gone but friends 
and neighbours stepped forward to help 
with the work that couldn’t wait.

Other priority tasks were to notify 
CASA, the air safety authority which 
investigates all plane crashes, and to 
organise the funerals, which drained the 
emotions of  the entire town and district. 

The ripples of  loss spread to close 
relatives, friends, business associates and 
the broader Brewarrina community. 
The letter Martin received from grazier 
Jamie Richmond of  ‘Mogila’, Goodooga 
typifies the outpouring of  shock and 
sympathy. 

My dear Martin,

I am one of  a large happy family myself. If  
what has just happened to you had happened 
to me, I would feel as if  my whole world 
had collapsed around me.

There are absolutely no words in the English 
language that could express the tremendous 

sorrow I have for you. You as head of  the family will have had a million cares thrust upon your shoulders. I only 
trust that God will give you strength to cope with them all.

It would have been the blackest day in the history of  Brewarrina. 

We were all so proud of  the Ryan Boys and what they were doing for the district as citizens.

I regret that I’m pretty useless but if  there is any small thing I can do in any way at all to help you, please let me 
know. Please don’t reply. Timewise you will have far too much to do.

With deepest sympathy, Jamie.

Martin’s plate was indeed full. He was executor of  both John and Pat’s wills and, knowing how difficult 
his own mother’s experience with her husband’s executors (Perpetual Trustees) had been, he vowed to 
make things as smooth as possible for Marie and Jenny as they learned to manage alone. An immediate 
but ongoing task was dealing with the legalities arising from the accident, which involved many trips 
to Sydney with Marie and Jenny. Martin immediately began planning the future management of  his 
brothers’ properties. Mac George from ‘Tarrion’ came to help and stayed on, becoming Martin’s right 
hand man for many years. Martin was totally occupied seeing to the running of  ‘Gwandalan’ and 
‘Waratah’, including fixing vehicles, machinery and pumps whenever problems arose, which was every 
other day. There wasn’t a moment to draw breath. The job was so time consuming that within weeks 
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The tyranny of  distance
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Letter of  thanks from Martin
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Martin decided he would have to sell both the recently-purchased ‘Bundemar’, and ‘Charlton’. His letter 
to partner Knox Greenaway, written only 17 days after the accident, explains his decision.

Carramar 
Brewarrina 
30.6.73

Dear Knox,

In the light of  the recent tragic events I have done a lot of  serious thinking about my general situation which as 
you will agree affects our partnership to a large degree. 

I am an executor in both John and Pat’s wills and will obviously have to spend much of  my time on these matters 
firstly business-wise but more importantly on the personal level, Marie and Jenny both having four very young 
children.

With much regret I have come to the decision that I will be unable to continue with our partnership arrangement 
in relation to Bundemar and would like to offer you the opportunity to take over my share of  the undertaking.

If  you are unable to do so, dissolving our partnership will mean re-selling the enterprise, which although it goes 
against my grain I feel is the only alternative. 

My first thoughts are for the staff who have gone to no end of  trouble to set the management up for us. I refer to 
Gavin, Gordon and Greg, especially, and I am very upset to have to write this letter to you.
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Fortunately I think we bought well and in the event of  re-sale should make a reasonable profit. If  this is the case 
I would like to see the above men well and truly looked after, we can discuss this further when I see you. 

I would have rung you but would prefer to keep my thoughts very private at this stage. 

I’m sorry to have to make this decision Knox, as I know it makes things very difficult for you too. 

See you soon,

Regards, Martin

Knox chose not to buy Martin out so ‘Bundemar’ was put on the market.

In August 1973 Martin sold ‘Charlton’ to George Mack (who’d bought a portion of  the original ‘Charlton’ 
back in 1963) for the same price Martin had paid for it.2

‘Bundemar’ was sold in late 1973 with settlement to take place on 12th November. However the purchaser, 
Frank Wolstenholme, refused to honour the contract and it was only after months of  procrastination 
and litigation that he eventually settled the purchase on the courtroom steps. Martin was acutely aware 
of  the loss to Knox of  a wonderful opportunity to develop ‘Bundemar’ and see it thrive under their 
management and he was grateful for his unquestioning cooperation.

The finalisation of  the ‘Bundemar’ sale was a great relief. It freed Martin to devote himself  to the 
enormous job that had fallen on his shoulders. He was able to spend even more time helping his sisters-
in-law. In consultation with Marie and Jenny, Martin employed Sam Towns to work at ‘Gwandalan’ and 
Robert ‘Cod’ Turnbull at ‘Waratah’. They worked as a team with Mac George (employed by Martin) to 
carry out whatever work had to be done on the properties. Throughout this entire period Mac was worth 
his weight in gold and was an immense support to Martin. He was a good stockman and a competent 
mechanic and always gave his best. He also had his pilot’s licence which made him even more valuable.

Martin went to no end of  trouble to share his management 
skills with Marie and Jenny and teach them how to administer 
their own affairs. He felt an immense sense of  responsibility 
and, in so many ways, he put their interests before his own. 
For example, during the 1974 flood he lost 3,000 sheep at 
‘Womboin’ while he was moving ‘Gwandalan’ and ‘Waratah’ 
stock to safety.

Martin was also very conscious that Mae Grant needed 
assistance. He organised a community fund (to which he 
personally made a significant contribution) to enable her to 
buy the home she was living in, giving her and her children 
greater security. Martin visited Mae regularly to boost her 
spirits and give her encouragement. He also provided 
practical things like meat and wood.

With the following year being the beginning of  a long period of  having children at boarding school in 
Sydney, I thought it would be useful to have a base in Sydney.3 So Martin and I bought a three bedroom 

2  $127,784. Mack also bought the 5,526 sheep on ‘Charlton’ for the sum of  $77,364.

3  Marie’s eldest, Michael, was due to start at St Joseph’s College, Hunters Hill (Joeys) in 1974 and Margaret was to start at 
Loreto Convent (now College), Normanhurst in 1975.
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unit in Top Deck, The Boulevard, Cammeray. This area was familiar to me and overlooked Tunks Park 
and Long Bay where the children would have plenty of  room to play and explore when they were out of  
school for weekends. In fact it was at this time that Bill got his first fishing rod. He used to go down and 
fish in the bay, leading to a lifetime interest in the sport. As a bonus, Martin’s sister Kate lived in Pine 
Street which ran parallel to The Boulevard. 

In time, Marie married Hugo Steiner and Jenny married Bill McLellan and managed their properties 
themselves. We sold Top Deck in 1975 having found it didn’t get used in the way we’d envisaged.
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Angela in the mailbox
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‘ W I N G A D E E ’

Chapter 8

‘Wingadee’ is a historic pastoral property on the Castlereagh River at Coonamble, NSW.1 First taken 
up in 1885, it had been owned by the Scottish-based New Zealand and Australian Land Company 
from 1905 to 1969 when the company was taken over by UK owned Dalgety which already had a large 
portfolio of  Australian properties.2 By 1977 Dalgety had decided to sell ‘Wingadee’ but it was not a good 
time to be selling. The wool industry was in deep recession and confidence in the rural industry was low. 
Potential buyers for such a large enterprise were few. Dalgety’s property manager, Jim Garnsey, was often 
offering Martin properties he might be interested in. When Jim rang to tell Martin that the 131,371 acre 
(53,164 hectare) ’Wingadee’ was for sale and might suit him, Martin’s reaction was astonishment. How 
could he possibly afford the huge asking price?3

With Jim’s encouragement Martin decided to take a look. What he found was a property full of  potential 
but suffering from long-term old-style management and lack of  investment. It had been forced out of  

1  For a comprehensive history of  the property see Wingadee. A great Australian station by Joan McKenzie, published by 
Clyde Agriculture Ltd 2003.

2  Very soon after the Dalgety takeover, many of  the prime holdings were put on the market, one of  the earlier ones being Womboin 
Station, which Martin and Knox Greenaway bought in 1972 — see Ch 6.

3  $2.6m.

An oasis
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sheep production in 1971 after a bitter industrial dispute with the Australian Workers’ Union (AWU) 
and had lost thousands of  cattle in the 1974 floods. Martin was not a gambler but he was prepared to 
take what he termed a ‘calculated risk’. He believed that with a more modern and mechanised approach, 
and with a small but well-managed staff, he could bring about positive change and massively increase 
productivity. He decided to back himself  and have a go. He used to say ‘the best fertiliser is the footsteps 
of  the owner’ and that was his style: hands-on and can-do.

Martin’s focus became working out a way to make owning ‘Wingadee’, or at least the bulk of  it, a reality. 
In order to explore the possibilities, he took out a two month option, during which Dalgety agreed not 
to offer ‘Wingadee’ to anyone else. With the assistance of  local stock and station agent John Brien, 
Martin identified landholders whose properties adjoined ‘Wingadee’ and approached them individually 
to see if  they might like to purchase a paddock or two. Prior to doing this, he had inspected the country 
and determined a possible price for each paddock based on his estimate of  its carrying capacity. He 
calculated what he could afford (with help from the bank), his idea being that he would buy the core of  
the property, including the homestead, and the neighbours the rest. 

It was an almost impossibly big job and time was short. Day after day he flew to Coonamble to interview 
prospective buyers. Everybody wanted a piece of  the action. Each potential purchaser was told that in 
two months they would be required to sign a contract, having provided proof  of  their ability to pay the 
amount due on their selected paddock(s) on settlement. Night after night, with Angela’s help, he pored 
over the vast map of  ‘Wingadee’ spread out on the kitchen table identifying all the lot numbers relating 
to each portion of  land ready for inclusion in the sale documents. 

Martin used local Coonamble solicitor Bede Waterford and Gary Bugden of  Sydney firm Blackshaw, 
Lindsay and Bugden to represent him and to prepare the contract. Martin knew he could end up with a 
mosaic of  paddocks not connected to the homestead block if  some buyers dropped out, a real risk given 
the short time they had in which to raise their finance. Anticipating that not all buyers would turn up, 
he offered neighbouring landholders more paddocks than he’d need to if  everyone took up their offer. 
The deal was that each prospective buyer would need to be ready to proceed on all the paddocks they’d 
agreed to buy in the knowledge that maybe not all those paddocks would be available on the day.

To Martin’s amazement, on the big day — 9th May 1977 — every single buyer turned up with their 
finances sorted out. A single contract was signed by 25 purchasers, including Martin.4 Martin ended 
up with the homestead and 53,324 acres (21,580 hectares). I asked him that night why he hadn’t kept 
more land for himself. His response was that everyone had made the effort to raise the money and he 
respected them for that, and without them he couldn’t have made the deal. Not being a greedy man, he 
was pleased with the result.

While organising the intricate negotiations for the purchase of  ‘Wingadee’, Martin was also negotiating 
with the union to remove the shearing black ban which effectively prevented sheep being run on the 
property. Martin put it to the union that as he had not been involved in the circumstances which had 
given rise to the ban, it should be lifted, not only for his benefit but for that of  the district.5 The person he 
had to deal with was Ernie Ecob, secretary of  the AWU, a hostile and unpleasant man (after whom the 

4  For a total price of  $2,233,307.

5  Sheep production at ‘Wingadee’ had previously been a great source of  local employment. 
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Ernie Awards for Sexist Behaviour were named many years later!).6 The Union agreed to lift the ban on 
two conditions: that only local shearers be employed and that they travel back and forth from town each 
day and not live at the shearers’ quarters. This wasn’t a problem for Martin as he always liked to employ 
(and buy) local. We ended up using local shearing contractor Colin Wrigley and, later on, Jack Barrett.7

In 1978, Martin and I travelled to China on a Dalgety tour, visiting the Philippines en route. Jim Garnsey 
led the small group of  about 14 clients from around Australia including sheep and cattle men and dairy 

6  Upon the retirement of  Mr Ecob in 1993 several women in the union movement decided to have lunch to celebrate. It was at 
that lunch that the Ernies were established, in reference to his infamous comment that women only wanted to be shearers for the sex.

7  In the early 1980s Coonamble featured again in industrial action in the shearing industry. After New Zealand shearers, 
who used wide comb shears which allowed them to shear more quickly, were employed on more and more stations, shearers across 
Australia went on strike in 1983 in what became known as the ‘wide comb dispute’. Although it seemed to me, and many others, 
that the real reason behind the strike was the arrival of  New Zealander shearers (who were less wedded to the union and its 
regulations), the union claimed to object to the wide combs, saying they were harder to push through the fleece, causing extra strain 
on shearers, and that sheep were more likely to be injured. After an acrimonious dispute at the shed on ‘Woodside’, Coonamble, the 
strike was settled when legal approval was given for the wider combs to be used.

The shearing shed

The old office at ‘Wingadee’ Letter scales from the old office
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farmers. Ours was one of  the first groups of  foreigners invited into China, with the aim of  encouraging 
trade, after Deng Xiaoping came to power.

What a culture shock that trip was, akin to travelling in North Korea in 2019, I imagine. China was a 
grey country: the skies were grey (from pollution) and everyone’s clothes were grey (Mao-style outfits). 
The traffic was a mass of  bicycles, interspersed with a few old Ferguson-style tractors, the odd black 
car with tinted windows and handcarts, piled high with produce from the farms, pulled along slowly 
by bent bodies. Before daylight each morning, harsh voices blared from loudspeakers on every corner, 
presumably Communist Party propaganda.

We travelled to really interesting places including Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and Wushi and visited 
amazing sites including the Great Wall, the Summer Palace, the Forbidden City, Mao’s tomb and several 
farms. At this time China was trying to emerge from the isolation and devastation of  Mao’s Cultural 
Revolution. The people, including our hosts, had no experience dealing with, or catering to, foreigners. 
On more than one occasion we were taken to a place we were told we’d be staying overnight, placed in 
a room with no bathroom facilities and told that soon we’d ‘eat like horse’ and ‘sleep like buck in ruck’ 
(bug in rug) only to be reloaded a short time later onto an old rattletrap bus and driven into the night 
without headlights until we came to some other place that could provide beds for us. 

In Shanghai we stayed in a high-rise building which seemed to be head-quarters for the Red Guards. As 
we went up in the lift, we stopped at a floor and a Chinese man got out. Martin turned to me and asked 
if  I’d seen what they were doing. I hadn’t seen anything so he said ‘Let’s go and have a look’. When we 
returned to that floor Martin instructed me to hold the door-open button while he stepped out of  the 
lift with his arms above his head, watched by a surprised group of  Chinese. He proceeded to walk along 
a big hallway and around a corner where he found lots of  Red Guards lying on sandbags, conducting 
target practice on a human outline at the end of  the corridor. He backed down the corridor and into the 
lift under the stare of  the stunned Chinese. Once in the lift he said ‘Quick, press the button’ and away 
we went.

We were totally controlled at all times. The guides wouldn’t converse with us or answer questions. They 
seemed too frightened; presumably they’d been instructed not to engage with us. The food was terrible 
and I lost half  a stone (3 kg) over the three weeks. The meat was grey and sinewy: Martin said it looked 
like a scrawny old ram killed and hung out in the rain for several days. The vegetables were gritty and 
inedible; we’d seen the boats carrying human waste plying the canals heading for the vegetable gardens 
so my imagination was in full flight. . . . Occasionally there were little steamed dumplings and, once, a 

At the Great Wall

No easy way here
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delicious meal in a restaurant we could only assume was reserved for 
the upper echelons of  the Communist Party. 

‘Wingadee’ was a far bigger operation than ‘Carramar’ or ‘Womboin’ 
and Martin ended up spending most days working at ‘Wingadee’, 
which involved a 2.5-3 hour drive or a 45 minute flight from 
‘Carramar’. It became obvious that the sensible thing to do was to 
move to ‘Wingadee’. This was not a popular decision with the children 
initially; ‘Carramar’ was the only home they’d known. The day we 
flew them over to look at ‘Wingadee’ with a view to moving, our 
beloved ginger cat Wootie was found dead, with the result that eight 
year old Angela sobbed the whole way over. Despite this inauspicious 
start, in March 1979 ‘Wingadee’ became our home and everyone 
very soon came to love it. 

‘Womboin’ was sold at auction in Dubbo on 26th January 1979.8 
‘Carramar’ was sold to Hugo Steiner in late 1979. Marie and Hugo 

and family moved from ‘Gwandalan’ to live at ‘Carramar’ as it was a more central location for them. 

Martin was a fair and generous person, highly regarded in the rural industry. A letter from Pat Woods, 
the Dalgety agent in Dubbo who handled the ‘Womboin’ sale, reflects this.

8  To Kevin Raymond (Wynderbri Pty Ltd) for $512,916 ($15.35 an acre).

Persia with admirers

Cattle on crop
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Dear Martin  27.8.79

I have just returned from four weeks holiday today to find the dozen of  Scotch in my office which you so kindly had 
delivered to me in your appreciation. 

Martin, thank you so very much but really I felt that I was well paid for any work I did and feel I do not deserve 
any gift, nevertheless I am most grateful, and shall find it difficult to show sufficient appreciation for your kindness. 
I felt being the Representative of  the Company, in representing a person of  Martin Ryan’s calibre and integrity, 
was in itself  a pleasing reward. I can sincerely say that I have never worked for a client who conducted his business 
transactions with more dignity and honesty than you did, during the whole of  the “Womboin” transactions. 

. . . 

Yours gratefully Pat
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HRH at ‘Wingadee’, 1920

History was everywhere at ‘Wingadee’. The homestead, built around 1900, was a ‘slab and fill’ 
construction of  hardwood timber cut from the Pilliga Forest. An old steam engine, shipped out from 
England, stood on the site of  the original wool scour. There was an old cricket pitch from the days when 
stations employed many people and fielding a cricket team was no problem. In 1920 His Royal Highness 
Edward Prince of  Wales spent three days at ‘Wingadee’ as part of  his Australian tour. The story goes 
that he became lost when riding alone. He came upon a workman driving a provision cart to one of  the 
outstations and asked directions to the homestead. ‘Who wants to know?’ came the rough, unfriendly 
reply. ‘The Prince of  Wales’ said HRH. ‘Well if  you’re the Prince of  Wales I’m the King of  England’ 
said the workman, before giving directions. The next morning the staff lined up to farewell HRH who 
walked down the line acknowledging each one. As he approached the man he’d seen the previous day 
he said ‘Hello Dad!’9

9 Wingadee. A great Australian station  
by Joan McKenzie, Clyde Agriculture Ltd, 2003, p 39.
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History was everywhere at ‘Wingadee’. The homestead, built around 1900, was a ‘slab and fill’ 
construction of  hardwood timber cut from the Pilliga Forest. An old steam engine, shipped out from 
England, stood on the site of  the original wool scour. There was an old cricket pitch from the days when 
stations employed many people and fielding a cricket team was no problem. In 1920 His Royal Highness 
Edward Prince of  Wales spent three days at ‘Wingadee’ as part of  his Australian tour. The story goes 
that he became lost when riding alone. He came upon a workman driving a provision cart to one of  the 
outstations and asked directions to the homestead. ‘Who wants to know?’ came the rough, unfriendly 
reply. ‘The Prince of  Wales’ said HRH. ‘Well if  you’re the Prince of  Wales I’m the King of  England’ 
said the workman, before giving directions. The next morning the staff lined up to farewell HRH who 
walked down the line acknowledging each one. As he approached the man he’d seen the previous day 
he said ‘Hello Dad!’9

A gracious old home
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The shearing: culmination of  the 
year’s work

Shedding up

 10 The woolshed was built around 1900 of  cypress timber (which is naturally resistant to termite attack).

 11 Wool pressing was a very demanding job, especially before the electric press was introduced.

The ‘Wingadee’ shearing shed is a magnificent and historic old shed which in the days of  blade shearing 
accommodated 100 shearers.10 In our time it had 24 electric stands, 12 of  which we used. A full shearing 
team with wool classer, shed hands and wool presser would be about 24 people.11 
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Classing the wool

Old manual wool presses

An electric hydraulic wool press

About half  a mile from the homestead was a group 
of  buildings (machinery sheds, a fuel bowser, the 
old company store and bookkeeper’s office, stables 
and workshops) referred to as ‘the Complex’ 
which was the heart of  the operation. In our time, 
the men assembled here each morning to get their 
instructions for the day’s work.

We did minor renovations to the house, revitalised 
the tennis court and installed a swimming pool. 
The garden relied on bore water which meant I 
could never make it as beautiful as the ‘Carramar’ 
garden but I did the best I could. It did have 
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Wool bales, the finished product

Jack Barrett counting out

something special, however: a Bowerbird nest made of  sticks and adorned with all manner of  blue items 
such as pieces of  glass, sheep ear tags and bottle tops. We enjoyed watching him perform his mating 
ritual under the Athel trees.

‘Wingadee’ was full of  potential having been in the doldrums for years with nothing being spent on 
improvements. It had everything: rich soil and a mix of  flood country and high ground which would 
allow a mixed enterprise of  grazing — both sheep and cattle — and cropping. On the downside, the 
river country was overrun with feral pigs and noxious weeds (mainly Noogoora and Bathurst burrs) — all 
detrimental to wool production. Timber regrowth on the western side of  the property rendered it very 
difficult to muster and dangerous for stock in floods. It also prevented the growth of  edible feed, thus 
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reducing stocking rates. Water and fencing — both absolutely necessary for achieving good stocking 
rates with a minimum of  stock handling — were inadequate.

Martin relished the challenge of  realising this enormous potential and lost no time implementing his 
plans.

The Cessna 172 was an integral part of  the operation, especially with ‘Wingadee’ so prone to flooding. 
Floodwater was monitored from the air and stock in danger were moved to safe ground. Martin made 
the airstrip ‘all-weather’ with an application of  bitumen, facilitating the use of  the plane even after heavy 
rain when vehicles were bogging.

In our time at ‘Wingadee’ an average of  8,000 acres (3,238 hectares) flooded regularly. Large floods 
covering 22,000 acres (8,903 hectares), almost half  the property, were recorded twice in 10 years, 
contributing to lush growth of  the natural pasture.

Mustering was undertaken using the aeroplane to spot stock, and men on motorbikes and equipped 
with two-way radios to bring the stock in to the yards. Horses were not used. Permanent sets of  yards 
were built at several outlying locations, each abutting multiple paddocks. This meant that after lamb 
marking and mulesing the sheep could be released immediately into their home paddocks.12 
Martin disliked the practice of  droving to distant paddocks because it tired the animals and increased 
lamb losses. The only time the sheep were taken any distance was to the shed for shearing. 

Sheep thrived on the eastern portion of  ‘Wingadee’, but the western side of  the property was more 
suitable for cattle, due to the dense growth of  trees, seedlings, lignum and burrs resulting from frequent 
flooding. Initially, cattle were agisted on this country but later we ran our own cattle as well. Even with 
cattle, mustering was extremely difficult.13 To make mustering easier, a grid-pattern of  wide tracks was 
cleared through the heavy growth. This clearing was also vital in controlling feral pigs, which were 
naturally attracted to watercourses. Martin followed on with an extensive ring-barking program, which 
allowed the natural grasses to regenerate and significantly increased the carrying capacity of  this country.

While ‘Wingadee’ was well served by bores and bore drains, they were a constant worry, particularly in 
summer and during dry seasons. In the old days, the drains were dredged with a team of  draught horses 
pulling a delver. In our time the delver was pulled by a tractor. There was, however, no easily accessible 
water on the western river country in summer or in frequent dry times when the river wasn’t running. To 
overcome these problems, 18 additional ground tanks were sunk. On the eastern side of  the property, the 
new tanks were filled each winter from the bore drains when their flow was at its peak. On the western 
side of  the property the tanks filled each time the river flowed.

Martin considered farming to be an effective way to make flood and scrub country productive. Early on 
he sought out share farmers and the first wheat was sown in 1978. Additional country was prepared for 
farming by clearing, stick picking, levelling and ploughing. Because of  the distance from the local wheat 

12  Gordon Godson and his sons from Warren, who’d previously been employed by Martin on ‘Bundemar’, did the lamb marking 
and mulesing.

13 Prior to our ownership Dalgety had produced bullocks in those paddocks as mustering was very difficult. In one severe flood this 
inaccessibility led to huge stock losses by drowning.
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Dogs at work

14 Harvesting can be held up if  the grain cannot be offloaded at the public silo quickly, for example, if  there are queues of  trucks 
waiting to unload.

Bill and cousin Philip Sevil waiting 
for daylight

delivery silos, and the need to take crops off as quickly as possible, a 7,000 tonne grain shed was erected.14 
Much later, a concrete floor and auger inlets were added.

At the family level the move to ‘Wingadee’ heralded an exciting time of  new activities, friends and social 
life. The Coonamble district was more densely populated than Brewarrina and consequently had more 
community activities — social, sporting and artistic. Bill played for the rugby union club and the children 
went water skiing in the summer. There were embroidery, painting groups and other such activities, 
some of  which I got involved in off and on. The annual Scottish Ball featured a real haggis and a piper. 
During school holidays we often had large groups of  the children’s school friends visiting to experience 
country life and attend multiple parties or the local social highlight, the Come-by-Chance picnic races, 
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 15 Come-by-Chance is a ‘blink and you miss it’ village featured in Banjo Paterson's poem of  the same name.

16 On the one occasion we took a family holiday to the coast, Martin spent most of  the time in the apartment on the phone, leaving 
me with four young children at the beach!

just 19 km down the road.15 Like everyone else in the district, we’d dress up and take a picnic lunch. To 
this day it’s a hugely popular event and people come from far and wide. Coonamble was also closer to 
Sydney which meant it was easier to visit the children at boarding school. Not that we took full advantage 
of  this, as Martin was always working!16 All in all, a great life.

Holidays away weren’t common for us because Martin was always busy and once the children went 
away to school they only ever wanted to be at home in the holidays. In 1981, however, we took a trip to 
the USA visiting the great redwood forests near San Francisco, Alcatraz, Disneyland, Universal Studios 
(including the Jaws and Superman sets) and Wyoming where we went whitewater rafting.

A highlight of  the trip was visiting our friends Craig and Glen Cowles in Memphis, Tennessee. We’d met 
in 1964 when they turned up at ‘Carramar’ on the recommendation of  the chap they bought a car from 
in Sydney. He used to come pig shooting at ‘Carramar’ so when they’d asked him where they should go 
to ‘see the Outback’ he’d sent them our way. We became great friends and remained so over the years. 
Craig and Glen were very hospitable and we gained some insight into the South and its history. I recall 
we visited an ante-bellum mansion where the elderly volunteer guide pointed out paintings of  the twin 
daughters of  the house, Eulia and Julia. I asked when the paintings had been made. She drew herself  
up and answered ‘At the time of  the late unpleasantness’. She was talking of  the Civil War which ended 
in 1865!

In the bush the days can be long and the work often hard and dangerous, but there are always funny 
situations and characters. I remember a lad of  16 who came to work at ‘Wingadee’ who was cocky 
despite his inexperience. He was allocated a reliable, farm motorbike, a 185 Suzuki, but envied the more 
powerful enduro dirt bikes ridden by Bill and his cousin, Philip Sevil. Despite his lack of  skill, he fancied 
himself  as an Evel Knievel-style stunt rider and was quickly nicknamed Awful K’Nawful. From day one 
his ambition was to have his own powerful bike and be the best rider ever. He saved every penny and the 
day finally came when he proudly arrived at work with his new bike, ready to show what he could do. 

Setting off in the predawn darkness the boys soon had the sheep mustered and began the slow and steady 
walk to the shed. From time to time, one or other of  the boys would spy a stretch of  clear ground and 
do a few wheelies before resuming their place behind the mob. Awful was anxious to make his mark and 
announced he would ride across the silted dam they were carefully edging the sheep around, going so fast 
he would ‘fly’ over the smooth crust and land safely on the opposite side. The others claimed it wasn’t 
possible but Awful insisted he and his powerful bike were up to the challenge. With all eyes on him Awful 
revved his engine and shot toward the dam. The fascinated audience watched as he hit the crust and 
immediately sank into the mud. He emerged like a prehistoric monster coated in sticky, smelly silt with 
startled, disbelieving eyes. He had made everyone’s day and was somewhat wiser after the event.

A good team can make light of  hard work and gain great satisfaction from a job well done. But nobody likes 
a slacker. I remember one particular chap, whose desperate father had found him a job on ‘Wingadee’. 
This fellow felt he was superior and didn’t pull his weight. One day out fencing he thought it hilarious 
when the station hand knocked out a rotten old fence post and ended up with large but harmless sugar 
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Redwood forest, California 1981

Come-by-Chance racesOff to the Come-by-Chance races 1979
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Bill and Martin with dead feral pigsHead-high feed after flood

Grid clearing in Bullock PaddockFencing logs cut from timber felled for 
clearing 

ants swarming all over him. The station hand kicked the exposed nest to stir the ants up even more. The 
slacker joined in and they laughed as one, or so it seemed, as he too became covered in ants.

The day wore on, the fence progressed and up ahead the station hand saw what he had hoped might 
appear — another ant nest — but not this time that of  the harmless sugar ant but of  the aggressive red 
bull ant which delivers a nasty sting. He pointed the nest out to the slacker and suggested he deal with it. 
Unaware of  the different ant types, the slacker attacked the nest enthusiastically and was soon screaming 
in pain as he danced around trying to rid himself  of  the fearsome ants. There is a simple justice in the 
bush.

Many Australian poets and authors throughout the years have captured the essence of  the Australian 
bush, and the character and sense of  humour of  the people of  the outback. Some of  my favourites are 
Dorothea Mackellar, P J Hartigan, Henry Lawson and AB ‘Banjo’ Paterson and I commend them to 
everyone.
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Harvesting the wheat

Sheep on the wheat stubble
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Augering grain out of  the grain shed

Grain shed and silos
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William Hutton, Carmel Salmon, Angela, me, 
Helen, Martin and Margaret, 1980

Christmas 1984 (Clare, Deborah, 
Kitty, Martin, Marie)

Fancy dress party
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Tourable Creek, opposite the 
homestead
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‘ T H Y L U N G R A ’

Chapter 9

On 19th January 1983 Martin and I flew from ‘Wingadee’ to 
Quilpie in western Queensland to take delivery of  ‘Thylungra’, 
the vast station made famous by Mary Durack in her family story 
Kings in Grass Castles.1 Helen, just turned 16, came with us. Martin 
had bought the 600,000 acre property from the Colonial Sugar 
Refining Company (CSR), negotiating a favourable price due to 
the terrible drought and the fact that the company wanted out 
because it couldn’t make the enterprise profitable.2 It was the 
nature of  large agricultural companies to put together extensive 
portfolios of  land in good times only to sell out when times got 
bad and they could no longer justify to their shareholders the 
lack of  return on investment.

Martin was in no sense a reckless person and his success was built 
on ‘doing his homework’, as he put it, and taking a calculated 
risk. He never put himself  in a position where one failure would 
jeopardise his overall security.

As we flew in, we circled above the homestead complex on the 
banks of  the Kyabra Creek. The homestead was surrounded by 
a beautiful garden lovingly tended by Helen Green, wife of  the 

station manager, Ray, a survivor of  the Burma Railway. On the edge of  the garden was the overseer’s 
cottage (a modern, elevated building), a guest house for visitors and a tennis court, seldom used in these 
days of  fewer staff. Also visible from the air was one of  the property’s two shearing sheds, the station 
store, machinery sheds, staff quarters, stables and so on. One of  these sheds housed the large diesel 
engine which powered the complex. It had an automatic switch which regulated the hours the powerful 
engine throbbed away like the heartbeat of  the station.

Nearby was the Flying Doctor Clinic. The doctor, accompanied by a nurse, flew in for regular clinics 
attended by people from the surrounding district, making a visit to the clinic an opportunity for social 
interaction.

Helen (Ryan, not Green) and I had a general look around then I headed back to the homestead, leaving 
Helen immersed in the small library at the back of  the store. Martin and Ray were deep in conversation. 

1  There are indeed many parallels between the family histories of  the Ryans and the Duracks.

2  $1,980,000 including stock and improvements. The purchase included the ‘Stoneleigh’ lease, as well as the ‘Thylungra’ lease. 
The total area was 595,979 acres (2,411 square km).
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Shearing had commenced at Baxters woolshed 
at the top end of  the property. While the country 
near the shed was fairly tame, it rapidly turned into 
rugged, hilly terrain. The outermost paddocks, with 
brumbies running wild, hadn’t been used for grazing 
in many years because they were so very difficult 
to muster. Despite this, it was decided to turn the 
shorn wethers into these inhospitable paddocks: the 
alternative was starvation.

At the lower (homestead) end of  the property, 
the pressing problem was a lack of  water. In a 
good season this was beautiful soft country with 
floodplains that burst into life with native grasses 
and wildflowers such that no amount of  stock was 
enough to eat the feed; magnificent lambing and 
fattening country. But shearing couldn’t commence 
at the main shearing shed without water in the 
nearby paddocks so a way had to be found to get 
water to this area.

It was soon clear just how huge the job was going 
to be. No money had been spent on maintenance or 
development for years. Martin devised a plan and worked out exactly what was required in the form of  
equipment — pipes, troughs, pumps etc — and where they would be installed. Later in the day we went in to 

‘Thylungra’ homestead

Ray and Helen Green
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Quilpie where Martin introduced himself  to the local suppliers, opened accounts and ordered the 
required gear to be delivered to the station. He also ordered several motorbikes as those on site were old 
and unreliable.

That night we dined in the homestead with Ray. He apologised for the almost inedible food, prepared 
by the new and very inexperienced cook. Ray’s wife Helen, who normally supervised the kitchen, had 
already left to set up their new home in Toowoomba as Ray was to retire after the shearing. The current 
overseer, David Lobb, would become the working manager under Martin’s direction. 

The cook was a young woman who came from a local ‘starvation block’ and had no experience whatsoever 
of  cooking in quantity.3 But with no-one else rushing to fill the position, she’d been hired. The men — at 
that time a couple of  station hands, the mechanic and a jackaroo — were not happy. I felt for her and 
had spent much of  the day teaching her how to run the kitchen so the men had plenty to eat and enough 
variety to stop an insurrection. I devised a simple menu, modifying basic recipes to create variety and 
taking advantage of  readily available mutton and eggs and the ever-hot oven. She had no experience of  
what was required and no-one to help her so was very appreciative. 

Early next morning I was sleepily aware of  Martin getting up and dressing to go mustering. We had 
planned to fly home that morning but a last minute request from the overseer the previous evening to 
help with the mustering at Baxters brought about a fateful change of  plan.

Not realising I was awake, Martin headed for the door of  the guest house bedroom. I called to him ‘You 
haven’t kissed me goodbye’. He came over and kissed me and I closed my eyes, snuggled down and went 
back to sleep, blissfully unaware of  what the day had in store.

Helen and I went over to the homestead to join Ray for breakfast; Martin had dropped in to the kitchen 
earlier for a quick cuppa before he took off to muster. While we were at breakfast Ray took a phone call. 
On returning to the table he said he’d received word from Baxters that Martin’s engine noise could no 
longer be heard by the men mustering on the ground.

I sat there stunned. I had been here before, 10 years ago when an early morning call reported that 
Martin’s brother Pat had taken off but his engine could no longer be heard. A search party was organised 
to look for the aircraft. Ray immediately departed for Baxters. Helen and I stayed at the homestead. l 

3  What I call a ‘starvation block’ is a block of  poor quality country that’s too small to be capable of  producing a decent income.

Dingos were killed to protect the lambs
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mastered the two-way radio with its disembodied voices invading the 
empty homestead. The fact that I answered the radio sobered most 
callers. David Lobb’s fiancee came to the homestead to, in her words, 
‘see that we were OK’ before immediately heading for Baxters, 
clearly not wanting to ‘miss out’.

It was a long wait. We had many cups of  tea during our vigil, 
kindly supplied by our compassionate young cook. Eventually Ray 
returned with the news that the plane had been located, Martin was 
dead and the shearers had stopped work as a mark of  respect. An 
ambulance was called but took a wrong turn and was lost for hours 
in the rugged north of  the property.

I asked to be taken to the site but Ray refused. While I wanted to 
go, I was pleased to be stopped. I was absorbed with thoughts of  
a merciless God who had stalked Martin since he had cheated 
death in 1973. He had intended to go with his brothers on that 
fatal flight but changed his plans. I couldn’t help feeling in this 
moment that God had had the last laugh by having Martin die 
this way.

My mind was a whirl, full of  all the things that would need to 
be done: telling everyone, the funeral, the inquest, managing 
everything . . . life. I had trodden this road before. I felt horror 
as I rang home to tell of  the accident. It was the second time 
I had made such a call. The last time was to tell my sister of  
her husband’s death, and my mother-in-law of  the death of  
her eldest and youngest sons. Now I was telling my children 
of  their father’s death.

Soon the phone was ringing hot and before long my shocked 
family was gathering at ‘Wingadee’. My sister Marie drove immediately to ‘Wingadee’ 
as did Martin’s sister Clare and her husband George, all with their minds back in 1973, wondering how 
and why. My brother John travelled from Brisbane.

I needed to settle things at ‘Thylungra’ and return home as soon as possible. I knew there was no way I 
could cope with a new manager at this time so I spoke to Ray and asked if  he would stay on as manager 

The rugged top end of  ‘Thylungra”
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for the time being, giving me time to 
return home and tend to my family 
and sort out the future management 
of  ‘Wingadee’ without having to think 
about ‘Thylungra’ until later. Ray very 
kindly and generously agreed. 

I then spoke to David Lobb and asked 
if  he would agree to delay taking on 
the manager’s role for a short period. 
I explained that the situation was not 
of  my making and my request did not 
reflect on him personally but that Martin 
had briefed Ray about addressing the 
immediate problems of  water and the 
shearing and that I had other pressing 
duties which would prevent me from 
being further involved at this stage. 
Although disappointed, he agreed to 
help me in this way.

My brother-in-law George arranged 
with our local Coonamble doctor, 
Dr Willis, an aviation enthusiast and 

owner of  a twin engine plane, to fly to 
‘Thylungra’ to bring Helen and me home. However, we were not allowed to leave before the Civil 

Aviation Department Accident Investigation personnel questioned us about the accident. This meant 
we had to spend another night away from home. Poor Helen. I was given the third degree by the 
inquisitors and was like the proverbial ‘stunned plover’. ‘Did you and your husband argue before he left 
that morning?’ ‘Had your husband been drinking prior to the flight’? On and on the questions came. 
They inspected the wreck and we were free to go.

Not, however, before David Lobb came to say he was no longer prepared to keep to our arrangement. I 
again put to him that this was not personal and that I would be forever grateful if  he could wait just a few 
more weeks to become the manager. He agreed and on the arrival of  dear George and Dr Willis we left 
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for home. Ray told me later that we were barely in the air before David Lobb returned to the homestead 
and said he would be leaving, which he did one week later.4

Martin’s funeral, held in the Catholic church in Brewarrina, was one of  the largest the town had ever 
seen. It was before the days of  funeral attendance books so unfortunately I don’t know who all the people 
were. I just remember that the church was overflowing, with people spilling beyond the church grounds 
and out onto the street. I was told that 30 planes landed at the airport bringing mourners to the funeral.5 

The Mass was concelebrated by Archbishop Carroll, Fr Don Brown, brothers Fr Jack Moroney and Fr 
Bill Moroney, Fr Bernard Frize, Fr Rutledge and Fr Pat Ruane, a mark of  respect for Martin and the 
Ryan family.6 Martin had often flown the parish priest to various churches like Lightning Ridge and 
Carinda throughout the large parish. 

It was the custom for all the shops to close as a funeral cortege passed through town en route to the 
cemetery. People in the street bowed their heads and the men removed their hats as a mark of  respect. 
I remember looking out the car window and being struck by the packed pavements, particularly the 
large numbers of  Aboriginals paying their respects. Martin and the Ryan family had a long and good 
association with the Aboriginal people, many of  whom they’d employed over several generations.

After the burial, refreshments were served at the RSL Club, the only suitable venue in town. The 
afternoon was a blur of  people and I was pleased when it was over.

Our family received many letters and cards expressing grief  and sympathy. One I especially valued was 
from Percy Boney, a member of  an Aboriginal family which had always had a close relationship with 
the Ryans. Percy was a particularly intelligent chap and was always part of  the lamb-marking team 
assembled each year. He was a good worker and, being about the same age as the Ryan boys, enjoyed 
the banter that went with the job. By this time, however, he was very ill. His poor mother Molly said he 
insisted on writing a letter despite his poor condition and the fact he hadn’t left his room for years.

           

  
 Percy Boney 
 7 Waratah St 
 Brewarrina 
23/1/1983

To Mrs Ryan

I’m sending my deepest sympathy to you, Marie, Kathleen and Clare and also to Ann and family. When I heard 
of  his death on my wireless I was shocked. I had a lot of  time for your three sons and Albert is the same way. 
Mum only said to me about three weeks ago I seen a man up town he said to me give my regards to Punta. I said 
there’s only one man call me that and that’s Martin Ryan. I’d have gone to the funeral but I can’t walk now.

From Percy

4  Apparently the young cook did not stay much longer as what happened left her rather traumatised.

5  I know one was owned by John Gall from Broken Hill who’d had cattle on agistment at ‘Wingadee’ one time.

6  A concelebrated Mass with a bishop in attendance was considered a great honour, reserved for people held in particularly high 
regard in the Catholic community.
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Letters came from people of  all walks 
of  life
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Michael branding and Bill drenching
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Michael, me and Bill

Some income at last
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 March 1984 
 Wingadee 

Dear Ray,

It is with mixed feelings and some disappointment that I am writing to tell you that we have decided to sell 
Thylungra. Since coming home Margaret, Bill and I have had deep and prolonged discussions weighing up the 
pros and cons and it has not been an easy decision especially as I personally have a great feeling for the place, no 
doubt largely inspired by Martin’s plans and hopes. Therefore, to try to objectively evaluate the position I have 
drawn up a list for and against and our decision is (the details I won’t trouble you with) based on this exercise.

On the one hand it seems such a shame to sell when we have everything going in our favour at present. A good wool 
market, country in good heart, our sheep numbers about to increase to a very satisfactory number after lambing and 
the management in your capable and experienced hands. On the other hand, I have to ask myself  are my shoulders 
really big enough to cope with the responsibility that I could easily be relieved of, allowing me more freedom of  
mind to get on with the other tasks of  learning to manage that abound at every turn. 

The answer seems to be that while things are going well it’s fine and one could say there are no real problems, 
however, it is also true to say that while things are good it’s a fine time to sell and I think Thylungra must be very 
attractive to a reasonable number of  potential buyers at this time, whereas often the market would be very limited.

We cannot be so foolish as to think things cannot change for the worse — on the land one is always at the mercy 
of  the elements and of  course the economic climate these days is not as stable as one would like it to be. 

For myself  I am in a position where I must always try to appear strong and positive for the children’s sake. They 
are very supportive but at the same time young and in great need of  leadership and stability and I try to provide 
this. However, I often feel emotionally drained and wish I had less responsibility and more know-how. Selling 
Thylungra will hopefully help me to achieve this. 

This information is for you and Helen alone. I have spoken to no one of  our decision, as I told you some time ago 
you would be the first to know of  any plan/move to sell. I would have liked to have been able to come up and tell 
you personally but my other commitments at present make this impossible. At the moment I have not decided when 
I will actually sell. I have several other matters to be settled in the near future and depending on when I have them 

7 It ended up being almost two years before Helen got to resume her new life in her own home in Toowoomba. 

8 I only have a draft of  the letter I sent to Ray. As it’s rather messy, with lots of  scratchings out, I’ve included a typed copy of  the 
draft, rather than the draft itself. 

The CASA inquiry report, released in 1983, failed to establish the cause of  the accident.

After the ‘Thylungra’ shearing, Ray agreed to stay on as manager (given David Lobb had left) and his 
wife returned from Toowoomba.7 My nephew Michael Ryan became the overseer which was a great 
comfort to me.

In due course rain came and with it a good season and an easing of  the pressure on all of  us. By March 
1984 I’d decided we should sell. The letter I wrote to Ray Green at that time explained my decision, 
which was the beginning of  the end of  the saga of  ‘Thylungra’.8
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And the rains came

out of  the way, perhaps in a month or so, will approach Lex Heinemann and John Brien and proceed from there. 
I wanted, however, to let you know well ahead my intentions and will keep you informed.

Ray, I must tell you again how much I value the support and friendship you and Helen have extended to us all. 
Also before selling we will have cleared our debt on Thylungra and I feel this is a great achievement and we could 
not have managed the year without you both.

I have enclosed an account of  the sale of  five more of  the cattle. We sold a further seven last Friday and they 
averaged $528.13.

I believe it’s raining in Winton today and I hope you get your share soon.

The children are all well and Margaret will be 21 on the 21st of  March.

Sincerely, 
Ann

‘Thylungra’ was sold on 8th August 1984 at public auction in Brisbane to Tom Woods of  ‘Billa Billa’, 
Goondiwindi.9

I am forever grateful to Ray. While he was an ‘old school’ manager with a very different operating style 
from Martin, he was totally loyal and had a strong sense of  duty. He kept me fully informed and, while I 
made decisions on large items, he shielded me from the day-to-day responsibility which I neither wanted 
nor needed at that time.

9  For a walk-in-walk-out price of  $3,959,000.
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Signing the contract

Financial Review 9th August 1984
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At Martin’s grave after Kitty’s funeral 
in 1997

Cairn at the site of  Martin’s accident
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‘Wingadee’ 
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N A T U R A L  D I S A S T E R S

Chapter 10

Drought
Drought was ever threatening in the bush. One of  the worst I experienced was in the early 60s, quite soon 
after I moved to the country. Along with the lack of  feed, ensuring the stock have water is an unrelenting 
and time-consuming problem. Because ‘Carramar’ didn’t have a permanent source of  water such as 

a river, creek or bore, all water 
for stock had to come from man-
made ground tanks, which were 
filled by rain.1 Martin was always 
particular about maintaining and 
improving water supplies,2 but 
despite his efforts, the tank in 
Lucas’s paddock had dried up. A 
large new tank lay empty beside it 
but no amount of  Martin shouting 
‘Let her down Huey’ to the skies 
whenever clouds appeared had 
brought rain to fill it.

As a result, every second day 
water had to be delivered to 
Lucas’s tank and I, with the very 
young Margaret and Bill, would 
often accompany Martin. After 
filling the tank on the back of  the 
old 1930s Dodge truck with water 
from the homestead tank (which 
was thankfully still half  full), we’d 

drive slowly and weighed-down out to Lucas’s tank under a merciless clear sky, the air like a furnace. The 
old truck was fragile, with worn and tattered seats, only kept working through Martin’s constant care and 
coaxing. As the water flowed from the tanker into the empty tank, the sheep tottered up to relieve their 

1  In the early days these tanks were built by ‘tank sinkers’ using teams of  horses to excavate a low lying area. Later they 
were built using giant bulldozers. Dumpy levels and theodolites were used to identify the best locations for the tanks (and to site 
homesteads on a high piece of  ground, out of  reach of  most flood water, and to position fence lines).

2  Built next to the main tank was a ‘silt tank’ which acted as an elementary filter: any soil washed into the silt tank would settle 
there rather than flowing into the main tank, allowing the main tank to retain its water-holding capacity. In the fullness of  time the 
silt tank, and ultimately the main tank, would fill up with dirt and require de-silting, which was an arduous job.
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parched throats, barely a bleat among them. Martin 
meanwhile was kept busy pulling weak sheep from 
the boggy edges of  the tank. One day Bill, barely 
a toddler, was left in the truck for safety. He leant 
on the closed passenger door which suddenly swung 
open, leaving him hanging on for dear life many 
feet above the ground. Fortunately he managed to 
hold on until we rescued him.

Thinking about the terrible problems caused by 
lack of  water reminds me of  an interesting practice 
Martin had whenever he inspected a property with 
a view to purchasing. Regardless of  the season, he’d 
often strip to his undies and plunge into a tank to 
assess the water depth. He’d swim to the middle, 
hold his nose with one hand, hold the other hand 
high above his head and force himself  down as deep 
as he could manage. Startled agents and owners, 
who perhaps hadn’t been entirely frank about the 
amount of  water on the property, watched closely. 
At times Martin’s feet reached a bed of  silt almost 
immediately; on more auspicious occasions he 
completely disappeared from sight.

Prolonged drought is very debilitating. It demands 
constant monitoring of  feed levels and juggling of  
stock to make the most of  any existing feed. Each 
grazier has to use his own judgment and weigh the 

various options carefully.3 People are often reluctant to reduce their stock numbers, fearful of  not being 
able to replace them once it rains, and always hoping of  course that they’ll be saved by a change in the 
weather. As time goes on there’s less and less feed on the ground and the stock lose condition.

As tanks dry up they become dangerous traps for thirsty animals. Though weak and dying, sheer 
determination to slake their thirst brings them to a tank, only to become hopelessly trapped in the mud. 
It’s a cruel task having to shoot stock which, despite all human efforts, cannot survive. Crops die. Having 
mobs of  kangaroos devour everything in sight, including your much loved and hard-earned garden, is 
not easy. I believe drought is a huge factor contributing to the strong character of  the people who inhabit 
dry county.

Flood 
After becoming accustomed to drought early on, I learnt about a whole new world when the drought 
broke and the floods came to devastate, and then revitalise, the country. Floods come in all shapes and 
sizes, varying largely depending on the condition of  the land when the rain comes. If  the ground is dry 

3  What is the condition of  the stock? Are they young, old, full wool or in lamb? How long will the feed last if  there’s no more 
rain? If  there is rain, will any grass grow; it may be too cold, in which case a light fall may produce a ‘green drought’ where feed 
germinates quickly to produce a green pick only to disappear quickly when the heat comes because there’s no sub-soil moisture to 
promote further growth. Some of  the options are to shear any sheep that are near full wool (drought weakens the fibre and reduces 
the value of  the clip), sell any old sheep that are in good condition or join old ewes before the drought is too advanced and sell the 
pregnant ewes to an area not in drought (the buyer gets two for one).

Saved, for today
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and cracked after a prolonged drought, it takes many millimetres of  rain before the earth is saturated 
and the water begins to flow. If  the ground is already wet, however, excessive rain will cause a rapid 
and potentially devastating flood. Rain, as every country person knows, is a huge topic of  conversation. 
At the slightest change in the weather, they’ll be outside peering into the distance, hoping and praying 
for a change that will bring feed and water for their animals and crops. News of  rain in the catchment 
area spreads rapidly. The potential for a river to run galvanises the grazier into action, moving his 
stock to higher ground. If  it’s a dry time, it may take days or weeks before the water actually arrives so 
there’s plenty of  time to decide where to put the stock. Most places have some higher ground. If  not, 
the survival of  stock is often just potluck. There can be urgent shearing to relieve sheep of  their heavy 
fleeces, reducing the risk of  drowning. If  the sheep are shorn and not pregnant, their chance of  survival 
is good. Full wool sheep are extremely prone to fly strike and wool rot. Death from fly strike is brutal.

As flood water recedes, stock can become stranded in a sea of  mud and, unbelievably, be at risk of  
dying of  thirst. They just cannot get through the mud to dry ground and food and water. When Martin 
observed this situation from the air he devised a scheme to get water to the stock. Troughs were driven 
as close to the stock as possible then carried through the mud. Poly pipe was walked in in the same way, 
then run out to a ground tank where an engine was set up to pump water to the thirsty animals. Hay was 
dropped from the air, or walked in. As the ground dried out and the stock gained strength they were able 
to walk to solid ground. Often it took months for the mud to dry out. This was arduous work. Martin 
always worked alongside the men: he never expected anyone to do work he wouldn’t do himself.

The 1974 flood is one I remember particularly well. The season was already pretty good owing to a flood 
the previous year so it was a rapid onset flood. As in 1973, Martin spent most days in the air checking 
stock, including that of  his neighbours to help them identify the danger spots and move their stock to 
higher ground. As properties became cut off he ferried supplies of  essentials (bread and other food), 
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dropping parcels from the plane if  a homestead was isolated by flood water. In those days, there was 
very limited outside assistance and it was only when the flood was well underway that the army became 
involved in dropping hay to isolated stock. 

Making the 1974 flood extra difficult was the fact that Martin was running ‘Gwandalan’ and ‘Waratah’ 
in addition to his own properties, ‘Carramar’ and ‘Womboin’. Marie and her family moved to the 
cottage at ‘Carramar’ for several months as a sea of  water stretched from the ‘Gwandalan’ homestead 
(which was right on the Barwon River) to within a few kilometres of  the ‘Carramar’ homestead which 
remained a dry oasis, a distance of  about 17 km as the crow flies. Martin flew the children to school 

Margaret, Michael, Bill and Martin — ‘Carramar’

Angela and me at the ‘Wingadee’ homestead turn-off
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most days as all roads were flooded. 
Jenny and her family moved to town 
to stay with her parents as ‘Waratah’ 
too was mostly under water. 

Neighbours and friends rallied 
to help Martin with his massive 
responsibilities and worked long, 
hard days moving sheep to higher 
ground. This entailed driving as far 
into the flood water as possible then 
walking through the water and mud 
trying to push the stock to safety; 
sadly not always succeeding. Horses 
were useless because of  the distances 
and the mud. The days were long 
and arduous.

On one of  his aerial inspections 
Martin found a mob of  distressed 
cattle up to their necks in flood water 
on ‘Waratah’. They were milling 
about in a paddock corner, unable to 
escape because of  the fence. Martin 

Neighbours came to help — 
‘Carramar’ 1974

Fun times: Angela, Helen and friend
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asked the army for help and they agreed. He went up 
in the army helicopter to direct the pilot to the cattle. 
The plan was to lower someone down in a harness to 
open the gate in the fence to enable the cattle to walk to 
higher ground. Martin innocently asked ‘Who’s going 
down?’ thinking one of  the army men experienced in 
these matters would do the job. ‘You are’ they replied. 
They strapped him into the harness and lowered him 
down among the cattle. He’d been told to remove the 
harness, do whatever he had to do, put the harness back 
on then pull on the cord and they’d winch him up. It 
was a nerve-racking experience with the deep water, the 
throb of  the helicopter, the wind from the blade, and 
desperate cattle pushing against him and the gate. He 
managed to find the latch below the water and get the 
gate open and the cattle surged through. Caught in the 
crush, he reached for the harness only to find himself  
being hauled into the air before he’d put it on! All he 
could do was hang on and breathe a sigh of  relief  as 
he reached the helicopter, wet, bruised and exhausted. 

Another flood story I remember vividly is from many 
years later when Margaret and I drove to ‘Thylungra’ 
after the drought broke there. We left ‘Wingadee’ around 
6am and travelled well until we came to floodwater 
across the road near Dirranbandi. A chap in a Toyota 
came along and we followed closely behind him so he 
bore the brunt of  the water. In some places it was nearly 
two feet deep and the carpet in the car got very wet. We 
tried several different roads out of  Dirrinbandi, but had 

to turn back each time because of  flooding. When we came to a bridge over the Moonie River about two 
foot under water we turned around and went in to nearby ‘Bullawarrie’ homestead to seek advice. The 
owner, Angus Livingstone,4 said the roads were clear beyond the bridge and he’d tow us across. That 
was a terrifying experience: being dragged through rapidly flowing flood water across a narrow wooden 
bridge. I struggled to keep the car straight as it was slewing about, with the water pushing us towards the 
bridge railings. We were so grateful to get to dry ground! After a gruelling day we reached Roma after 
dark and slept soundly from 6.30pm to 6am.

In the aftermath of  a flood we’d be overrun by every unwanted creature imaginable: rats, mice, snakes, 
blowflies and mosquitos (which would cover you as soon as you stepped outside). The mice would swarm 
in their hundreds over crops and found electrical connections in vehicles as delicious as wheat.

Dust
Dust is a constant in the outback, particularly in dry years. It penetrates every nook and cranny and the 
slightest wind gust leaves a fine layer of  dust over every surface in the house. Before getting out to open a 
gate it was prudent to wait a short while after the car had stopped so as to let the cloud of  dust following 

4 Coincidentally, he had visitors, one of  whom was a former science teacher at Loreto whom Margaret knew.
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the car pass over, making it safe to emerge. With no air conditioning in those early days it was common 
practice to have the windows down. Forgetting to put them up when stopping at a gate resulted in dust 
billowing into the car, ending up in your hair, eyes, everywhere. In dry times, deep ‘bull-dust’ would build 
up in some types of  soil, causing the car to slew around if  it hit a patch at high speed.

Willy-willies were a common sight: tornado-like swirls of  dust racing across the landscape, as though 
from a genie’s lamp. A real dust storm was something quite different and came from the dry interior, red 
dust blowing in from as far away as the Northern Territory. A strange quiet descends before a dust storm. 
Birds fly about agitatedly and an unnatural haze fills the sky creating a sort of  twilight; all stillness, not 
a breath of  air. You wait and watch. Finally, a red cloud of  dust appears on the horizon coming closer 
and closer until it fills the sky and envelops everything. Even inside the house you can taste the fine dust 
in your mouth. I remember sweeping up shovel loads of  red dirt from my verandas after such storms.

Grasshopper plague
In 1982 grasshoppers started hatching at ‘Wingadee’ in their thousands, with the potential to become a 
marauding locust plague. Together with the Department of  Agriculture, we began aerial spraying in an 
attempt to halt the hopper development and save the district from being denuded. Locusts are avaricious 
eaters and have been known to eat green paint off roofs as they spread their devastation.

We received a call from a Japanese television crew which had heard about our spraying operation. They 
were doing a series on natural disasters to be aired on Japanese TV. Already they’d travelled the world 
filming episodes on floods, earthquakes and such and were now working on an episode on locust plagues. 
They’d done much of  their filming in a laboratory, showing the life cycle of  the grasshopper, and were 
now after the ‘real scenario’ footage.

They’d arranged to meet the Department of  Ag people at the homestead. Three small Japanese men 
arrived first, one of  whom spoke a little English. They showed a lot of  interest in the house so I offered 
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to show them around. They couldn’t comprehend that a single family lived in this sprawling home which 
was clearly like nothing they’d seen before.

In time the Ag people arrived: a middle aged man and a tall young woman with hairy legs, wearing short 
shorts. The Japanese men couldn’t take their eyes off her. We all drove to the paddock where Martin and 
the men had marked out a grid pattern to show the pilot where to spray to kill the nymph grasshoppers 
before they swarmed and did their damage. 

Bill, on his motorbike, was the lead actor. The crew got him to ride towards the camera, disturbing a 
cloud of  grasshoppers, with the spray plane flying low overhead.5 This scene was filmed over and over, 
with the cameraman varying his shots each time. I was highly amused to notice that after each run he’d 
finish by turning his lens to the girl’s legs, going carefully and deliberately from thigh to ankle and back 
again. I can only imagine their enjoyment as they edited their work back in Japan.

Bushfires
Bushfires can be very frightening events. We had two significant fires during our time at ‘Wingadee’. 
One was started by a header harvesting wheat. Fortunately the driver was able to jump clear and put 
the fire out with the loss of  only a few acres of  crop. The other fire, in 1988, was the worst I ever 
experienced. It was started by lightning in the heavily-timbered Lower Bullock Paddock on the western 
side of  the property abutting the Coonamble-Walgett Road. It spread rapidly, soon posing a potential 
risk to neighbouring homesteads. In no time the local bushfire brigade — the neighbours — arrived with 
their water trucks and pumps, standard equipment on all properties and kept at the ready.

Bill was able to give advice from the air about the direction of  the fire and the girls and I manned our 
fire truck and hoses. We had our grader working on the eastern side of  the fire, clearing a fire break to 
(hopefully) prevent the fire moving further east. To the north-west, two homesteads were close to the 
fire. I rang the Coonamble fire station to request a bulldozer to help protect these homes. There was 
no answer but through the Shire Office I learned it was firemen’s picnic day and no-one was on deck! 
Eventually a bulldozer was sent out to help deal with the western fire front. Our area fire captain Rob 
Hanna, whose home was one of  those threatened, did an excellent job of  directing the numerous fire-
fighters who refilled their tankers from a ground tank on the edge of  the fire. The fire burnt for several 
days and was patrolled each night by two teams putting out spot fires. 

5  No actual spraying was done during the filming.
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‘Wingadee’ ablaze, 1988
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T H E  B I L L  A N D  A N N 
S H O W

Chapter 11

Martin’s sudden and unexpected death destroyed the life we had built after the devastating death of  his 
brothers and our move to ‘Wingadee’. In a strange way, one could think I had been uniquely trained for 
what lay ahead. I had grown up with a widowed mother of  strong character who raised a family of  four 
young children alone in difficult circumstances and had nursed her in the final months of  her life. I had 
been witness and helper to the families of  Martin’s brothers and my sister after their lives were shattered 
by the untimely deaths of  John and Pat. 

During my 20 years with Martin I had learnt by 
osmosis the elements of  his unique and successful 
style of  business management. It was now my duty 
and responsibility to step up and carry on so as 
to provide stability and security for our children. 
Looking back, I see that following each catastrophic 
event in my life there followed a period during 
which my life seemed to pass in a state of  semi-
paralysis. In an almost out-of-body experience, I 
operated on high-functioning auto-pilot, seemingly 
coping but not really acknowledging the enormity 
of  the situation.

We were a diminished family without Martin, the canvas of  our lives suddenly washed out. My options 
were to fall to pieces or to press on and do my best. It was a great challenge but strength comes with 
accepting what can’t be changed. 

At the time Philip Campbell was employed at ‘Wingadee’ in the position of  working manager.1 On my 
return from ‘Thylungra’ he came to me and assured me he would continue in the role, giving me the 
same loyalty he had Martin. He would report to me each week to keep me informed about what work 
was being undertaken, leaving me free of  the day-to-day issues and able to concentrate on the many 
other matters which needed attention. I was very grateful for this assurance.

Though I was inexperienced in actually running a business — in our case a very large and, at the time, 
heavily indebted one (due to the recent purchase of  ‘Thylungra’) — my life experience held me in good 
stead. I was sole executor of  Martin’s estate, which was a blessing, and was fortunate in having trusted 
professionals, who were also friends, to guide me. Our Sydney solicitor Gary Bugden was a great help, 

1  A couple of  years earlier he had left ‘Wingadee’ to take a job in the Riverina. He was away about six months before he wrote to 
Martin to ask if  he could return to his old position, which he did.
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drawing together all the threads 
to enable probate to be granted 
in the least difficult way for me.2 
He also accompanied me to the 
coronial inquest held in Quilpie, 
which was a great support and 
very generous as it took him three 
days travelling each way given 
the location was so remote from 
Sydney.3

Our bank manager, John 
Williamson,4 who’d become 
a friend when managing the 
Commercial Bank in Brewarrina 
many years earlier, was a tower of  
strength. He had a relaxed way 
about him which greatly eased 
the process of  my learning the 
financial arrangements of  our 

2  Gary, now Gary Bugden OAM, has had a sterling career in commercial law and academia. He is a leading authority on strata 
law in Australia and has done extensive work on this topic in the Middle East, including Dubai whose strata laws he drafted.

3  An inquest is routine after any plane accident.

4  Always called ‘Willo’ by Martin. 

Angela with emu chick Bill with goanna

Artesian bore
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business. Over the subsequent years, whenever John was transferred to a different branch I, contrary to 
bank policy, moved our accounts so as to stay with a man I knew and trusted and who knew our business 
intimately. Sadly he died way too young and I found myself  having to deal with new-style bank managers 
who had no personal connection with the client and no authority. 

John Brien, the local stock and station agent, kept in close contact with me and Phil and was an enormous 
help, particularly with the sale of  stock and sourcing agistment cattle when the feed was a metre high on 
the river country. 

Bill Shugg, our stockbroker, was a good friend and admirer of  Martin (whom he described as the ‘Dickey 
Dusseldorp of  the rural world’5). He was a great support as the nature of  our business changed over time 
(until we finally had no rural interests at all). Bill was an exceptional stockbroker (some might say a bit of  
a maverick) and a great teacher. I recall him saying ‘Nothing is ever as good as it seems and nothing is as 
bad as it seems’. A good thought to help one keep a steady hand on the tiller.

Martin had died on 20th January 1983 and it was soon time for the girls to return to Sydney: Margaret 
to Women’s College at Sydney University where she was studying Arts/Law and Helen and Angela to 
boarding school at Loreto Normanhurst where they were in Years 10 and 8 respectively. In April Bill 
left to work a season at the cattle station ‘Wave Hill’ in the Northern Territory which had been arranged 
before Martin’s accident. Bill wanted to stay at home to help me but I insisted he go as planned. I felt it 
could be his last opportunity to be free of  the responsibility that lay ahead and that I’d be able to cope, 
given Phil’s commitment to carry on as manager.

Some time after Bill left, the gods smiled on me in the form of  Carmel Salmon. Carmel had lived and 
worked with us as one of  the family for several periods over the years, helping with the children and the 

chores. I was delighted when she called to ask 
if  I’d like her to come and stay for a while. It 
was great to have someone else in the house 
when the children were away and it also 
enabled me to concentrate on the business 
operation. Carmel visited intermittently for 
some years before taking up a job nursing at 
Strickland House in Sydney where my sister-
in-law Kate Ryan was assistant matron.

1983 was a busy year involving many trips 
to Sydney for business and school matters: I 
was on a steep learning curve. The drought 
at ‘Wingadee’ broke early in the year and 
with the rapid growth of  feed we were able to 
bring sheep down from ‘Thylungra’. Those 
sheep deemed most likely to survive the long 
road trip were chosen but even so they were 
in very poor condition and too weak to walk 
off the trucks. We carried them off (I could 

5  Dick Dusseldorp was a charismatic Dutch engineer who founded Civil and Civic, the financing arm of  which later emerged as 
Lend Lease Corporation, one of  Australia’s largest companies. On retiring after 30 years at the helm of  his group of  companies 
he reflected that ‘caring and sharing’ in the industry had a powerful impact. While his business acumen was legendary, Dick 
Dusseldorp’s achievements were characterised by his determination not only to succeed but also to share the benefits of  that success.

Bill, Margaret, me and Angela
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easily lift two at a time). It was wonderful to see these starving creatures immediately put their heads 
down and start eating the fresh grass. My dear nursing friend Meg Donachy was visiting at the time 
and was amazed at the whole operation. She still talks of  it 36 years later. We also brought down some 
bullocks which were totally out of  place when later sold through the sale yards in Dubbo: they were huge, 
a product of  western Queensland rarely seen down south.

Bill came home in December at the end of  the ‘Wave Hill’ mustering season when the wet season 
arrived. It was marvellous to have him back. Early in 1984 Phil came to me and said he was leaving. He 
gave no reason but I later learned that he was having personal problems and had decided to start up 
his own mulesing business. I also believe the responsibility of  his role, without Martin’s guidance, had 
become too great a burden.

Phil’s sudden departure was a great blow to me and I felt very let down.6 I had given him every support 
and encouragement but his personal problems seemingly outweighed all other considerations. Bill was 
only 19 so I had hoped that, with Phil as working manager, he would have time to live a little and very 
gradually take on more responsibility. Now I felt the heavy weight of  deciding what to do. Finding 
a competent and experienced replacement for Phil would not be easy. Martin had always had great 

6  He left just a week later as did several other staff who joined his mulesing team.

Glen Casanova and Bill with ‘Thylungra’ bullocks at ‘Wingadee’
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difficulty finding men who would embrace his methods, developed and proven over the years. Most 
prospective managers were set in their ways, ways which invariably came with inefficiencies.

The alternative was for Bill to become the manager, if  he was willing. Despite his youth, I had no doubt 
that he was capable of  doing the job. He had worked alongside his father all his life and spent a full year 
working at home after he finished school. In addition he had gained cattle experience at ‘Wave Hill’.

But the day-to-day management of  a large and diverse rural property is not a simple matter. One 
must judge the carrying capacity of  each part of  the enterprise, taking into account the season and the 
available feed. On a large property like ‘Wingadee’ we could have flood and drought simultaneously. 
Stock numbers must be constantly monitored and decisions made. How many mouths can be fed? How 
many ewes can be carried? Which sheep should be sold to make way for the lambs? Are the old ewes 
to be joined and sold in lamb? Will they be shorn prior to sale? When will the wether portion of  the 
drop be sold? And so it goes, on and on. Decision after decision, endless judgments to be made, men to 
be employed, jobs to be allocated on a daily basis, contractors to be hired, equipment to be purchased. 
Shearing involves the movement and counting of  thousands of  sheep, ensuring an uninterrupted supply 
of  sheep to the shearing shed. Farming is no different. Is there enough soil moisture to sow on? What 
and when to sow? What seed to buy? How best to sell the crop? And always there’s the maintenance of  
fences, bore drains, windmills, dams, machinery and so on. Myriad and never ending decisions with the 
need for flexibility if  unexpected problems arise such as rain or industrial action during shearing.

And throughout the planning and execution of  the workload was the need to foster and maintain a 
harmonious group of  men who could work together. Bill shared my concerns about the difficulty of  

The workers: Angela, Bill and Helen
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finding the right man and decided 
to take on the role of  manager 
himself. And so began what my 
nephew Michael Ryan called ‘the 
Bill and Ann show’.

It was a seamless transition from Phil to Bill, who planned the year’s work schedule, directed the staff 
and dealt with the day-to-day activities. We employed two permanent men, with extra manpower at 
peak times such as shearing. Bill had a talent for managing people; one of  the older men once told me 
that Bill was the best boss he’d every worked with. He was a very steady hand, and kindness itself  when 
I assisted with mustering, driving the ‘ambulance’ (a small Suzuki ute) to collect any old or lame sheep 
that were lagging behind. The girls worked alongside Bill in their holidays, probably more involved 

Me yarding sheep

Bill

Show time: Michael, Margaret and Bill
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in outdoor work than they would have been had 
Martin lived. Bill got his pilot’s licence and bought 
a Cessna 182, which meant we could continue our 
efficient mustering practices. He later went on to 
get his instrument rating. After finishing university 
Margaret worked as a solicitor for Bede Waterford 
in Coonamble and lived at home for several years, 
which was a great comfort for Bill and me. 

We had great support from Clare and George 
Sevil who visited frequently. Their son Philip came 
to work for us at busy times such as shearing and 
crutching. He was a willing and able worker who 
never shirked the long hard days and his warm 
and jovial personality was always welcome at 
‘Wingadee’. I am forever indebted to Clare and 
George for I’m sure they could have done with 
Philip’s help at ‘Nowley Lea’ when he was with us 
at ‘Wingadee’.

Michael Ryan, Marie and John’s elder son who had 
done a sterling job in his eight months as overseer 
at ‘Thylungra’ in very difficult circumstances, 
came to live with us and work at ‘Wingadee’ in 
1984, after ‘Thylungra’ was sold. 

It wasn’t all work of  course. The boys played rugby for Coonamble and there were occasional picnic 
races and B&Ss.7 To make extra money and indulge their passion for danger, they hunted feral pigs 
which they sold for export to Germany. Bill had two excellent pig dogs which he named Long and Short 
(after the length of  their tails). Sometimes Bill would call me on the radio to bring the dogs to him in the 
paddock. When I let them out of  their pen they’d bound onto the tray of  the Toyota, sometimes almost 
overshooting and landing on the roof  of  the cab in their excitement to get to the chase. Pig hunting can 
be very dangerous. It’s one thing to shoot a wild boar from a distance but quite another to catch and kill 
an enraged animal that has been bailed up by dogs. Once, Long was ripped by a tusk and opened up the 
length of  his chest. Bill brought him home and stitched him up with needle and thread while he lay in 
Angela’s lap in quiet, trusting contentment. He recovered in no time.

And so life went on. It was a great achievement and I am forever in Bill’s debt for giving me and the girls 
stability at this crucial time in our lives.

As time went on and all the girls finished their studies, returning home less frequently, my thoughts 
turned to the future. Bill was willingly taking the management in his stride and had no hesitation about 
continuing into the future. But I knew that time passes incredibly quickly and that all too soon the family 
would expand. I was very aware of  the lack of  estate planning in rural families which often leads to 

7  Bachelor and Spinster Balls.

Bill preparing to brand shorn sheep
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disillusionment and resentment if  there’s an imbalance in the final division of  the family assets. The fact 
that a farming family’s home is on the site of  the business is another complicating factor.

I determined to do all I could to arrange our affairs so that these sorts of  problems would not arise. 
Our family was fractured enough and it was paramount to me that the children not fall out because of  
circumstances I could have averted.

What to do? I was all too aware of  the problems inherent in the scenario where a son runs the property 
for a wage and any profits are shared between all the children (on and off farm). Dividing the property 
into four equal, and viable, portions did not seem sensible, or indeed possible, given that the strength 
of  ‘Wingadee’ lay in the varied nature of  the country and overall combination of  its operations. In 
late 1988 I came to the conclusion that the answer was to do the unthinkable and sell ‘Wingadee’. The 
children were initially dumbfounded and upset but if  you asked them today they would wholeheartedly 
agree that it was the best and wisest decision for the family.

So the wheels were set in motion to prepare for auction. Aunty Bun, skilled at using a computer at a 
time when they were but a futuristic dream in the country, helped prepare the comprehensive brochure. 
I drove the prospective buyers and agents around for each of  the 22 inspections, answering all their 
questions (including ‘How do you know all this?’). Because of  the property’s size, the inspections took all 
day, broken by a delicious lunch in the homestead dining room prepared each day by Margaret. All the 
while Bill kept the show on the road.

At this time the property stocked 23,000 sheep, 562 head of  cattle and 2,200 agistment cattle. It comprised 
27 major paddocks plus numerous small holding paddocks near the homestead complex. There were 
247 kilometres of  fencing, 10 of  which were electric.
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Letter from David Boyd after 
inspecting ‘Wingadee'

’Wingadee’ sale brochure and advertisement

8 For $13,180,000.

‘Wingadee’ was sold at auction on 22nd March 
1989 to Clyde Agriculture, a division of  the UK-
based Swire Group.8 After almost 13 years in 
private hands, ‘Wingadee’ returned to corporate 
ownership. 

I marvel at the strength of  my children who could 
have buckled under the weight of  tragedy they 
were exposed to in their young lives. They have 
always done their best and today are united in 
their respect and love for each other. My greatest 
pleasure is seeing them together with their families 
enjoying simple pleasures. Martin would be so 
proud of  them. 
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M Y  L I F E  A F T E R 
‘ W I N G A D E E ’

Chapter 12

After the sale of  ‘Wingadee’ I moved back to 
Sydney, which wasn’t difficult as I already had 
a unit in The Astor on Macquarie St in the city. 
I’d bought the unit after selling my apartment in 
The Connaught (at the top of  Oxford St, opposite 
Hyde Park) which had been my base in Sydney 
when I did a lot of  travelling to and fro on business 
after Martin’s death.1

I had the responsibility of  investing the ‘Wingadee’ 
proceeds. With the help of  Bill Shugg I was able 
to build a portfolio of  shares with a good income 
stream. I’d always been interested in the share 
market since helping my mother with her small 
portfolio, purchased after the sale of  her home 
at Lane Cove. In the 1970s — ‘Poseidon Bubble’ 
days, when mining shares soared before the 
inevitable bust — I followed the market carefully 
and noted the daily prices of  stocks Martin was 
interested in at the time. But while he took an 
interest in the share market, his real business 
was the land. Whenever he found a property he 
wanted to buy he sold all his shares, regardless of  
market conditions. 

I approached the management of  our share 
portfolio as a full time job and took to it like a 
duck to water. I had a great teacher in Bill (Shugg) 
who was very generous in sharing his knowledge. 

1  I’d bought at The Connaught in 1984. About this time I also purchased two company title apartments at 4 New Beach Rd, 
Darling Point, one of  which Margaret and Helen each lived in for part of  their time at uni. The other one I rented out. I often 
wish I’d bought the third unit in the complex but at the time I considered the asking price too high.

The Astor staircase
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Establishing and maintaining the family’s security 
was my highest priority.

Around this time I sold several smaller rural 
properties we were part owners of  (at Mitchell and 
Roma in Qld and at Dubbo) and a block of  units 
in Dubbo.

Throughout the 1980s the girls all attended 
Sydney University, living at Women’s College then 
flatting with friends. Margaret studied Arts/Law, 
Helen Pharmacy and Angela Economics (Hons). 
They were fortunate in having Martin’s sister, 
Aunty Bun, to visit and sometimes stay with in her 
terrace house in Bucknell St, Newtown. She was a 
great support to them, and a tower of  strength to 
me (and still is). 

Margaret worked in private practice and the 
public sector, including at the Australian Law 

Angela, Bill and Helen

Margaret
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Reform Commission and the ACT Law Society. 
Helen practised as a retail and hospital pharmacist 
in regional NSW, the UK, the Northern Territory 
and Sydney before following her interest in natural 
healing and energy medicine, including teaching 
yoga and qigong. Angela worked in several 
positions doing market research and sales. Her 
research skills were invaluable as she subsequently 
put all her energies into securing the health of  
her family. Her research into understanding the 
mechanisms of  health and disease continue and 
she is a mentor/counsellor supporting the work 
of  the Autism Treatment Centre of  America. Bill 
bought and ran his own property ‘Borgara’, 62 km 
from ‘Wingadee’ as the crow flies. After a few years 

he commenced a Commerce/Marketing degree at 
the University of  Western Sydney, employing Bob 
Bryen as working manager. He never returned to 
‘Borgara’ full-time but spent all his free time during 
his studies working on the property. He graduated 
in 1996 with the University medal and became 

Helen

Angela

Bill’s new home
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an analyst with ANZ Securities. 
Later he established a funds 
management business with his 
former boss, Rob Hopkins. He 
sold ‘Borgara’ in 2011.

On 10th March 1990 I married 
Scot McColl. We’d met 
when Scot, running his own 
consultancy after a distinguished 
career in the rural industry, 
came to inspect ‘Wingadee’ on 
behalf  of  The National Mutual 
Life Association of  Australasia 
(National Mutual) which at that 
time owned a large portfolio of  rural properties around Australia. Scot was a widower with six children 
— Sue, Andrew, Robin, Scot, Ian and Fiona — the youngest of  whom was almost 27, the same age as 
my eldest. He was urbane, a great reader (with a vast library), an entertaining raconteur and a top sheep 
and cattle man. I had never expected to remarry but it was a good match and we loved the life we built 
together at ‘Umbercollie’, Goondiwindi, Qld.

The ‘Umbercollie’ homestead, beautifully situated on a lagoon off the MacIntyre River, had been empty 
for 13 years and the large garden was totally neglected, almost non-existent. Re-creating the garden was 
an absolute delight to me, like a tonic I overdosed on. To Scot’s amazement I spent every day working 
outdoors until a beautiful garden appeared. It was sheer joy and the result magnificent. Our families 
merged well (we used to joke about being the Brady Bunch) and we all enjoyed huge and happy Christmas 

Bill with his dogs

BillScot McColl
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celebrations each year with 
everyone accommodated in the 
rambling old house.

In 1991 I took on the job of  
Chairman of  the Board at 
The Astor and supervised an 
extensive renovation program.2 
For many years successive 
Boards had put serious decisions 
in the ‘too hard’ basket. Being 
Chairman was a difficult job 
which took enormous amounts 
of  my time and was costly, 
both financially and personally, 
as I was constantly travelling 
back and forth to Sydney. All 
problems were exacerbated by 
the building being company 
title not strata title. The 
greatest difficulty, however, was 
obstruction by some of  the 
owners. The renovations greatly 
increased the value of  the 
building and most owners were 
grateful for my stewardship. 
Two compliments I found most 
gratifying were ‘They should put 
a plaque on the building saying 
‘Thank you Ann Ryan’’ and 
another citing an old Quaker 
saying ‘We hold you in the light’. 
Learning to use a computer, 
fairly new on the scene then, 
was another challenging aspect 
of  this position.

Scot and I had some lovely trips overseas, the most notable a journey through the Rocky Mountains in 
Canada followed by a cruise through the Inside Passage to Alaska. An abrupt end to our seven years of  
happiness came when Scot died suddenly of  a heart attack on 20th October 1997 — the eve of  his 73rd 
birthday — at ‘Umbercollie’, the house in which he was born.

On the day of  Scot’s death I had exchanged contracts on an apartment in The Quay, at Circular Quay. 
My real estate agent of  many years, David Newgrosh, had found this unit after I decided to move from 

2  Addressing the beginnings of  concrete cancer, repairing the old metal-framed windows which had become dangerous and 
renewing the rooftop space and garden.

Making Grandma’s pickles: Margaret, Kate, me and Tom

Me and Scot 1990
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The Astor to somewhere with a pool and balconies 
where Scot could enjoy one of  his favourite 
pastimes — lying in the sun reading. Sadly, Scot 
never set foot in The Quay.

After Scot’s death, I returned to Sydney and lived 
at The Quay. By this time Margaret and Angela 
were married: Margaret to Stephen Pickard (in 
1993) and Angela to David Bambach (in 1997). 
Helen married Stewart Druce in 1998 and Bill 
married Caroline Docker in 2006.

I loved living at The Quay which became a focal 
point for the comings and goings of  the girls and 
their babies. In 2001 I bought a holiday house at 
Blueys Beach, Pacific Palms. I extended the small house so we had a place where the whole family could 
spend time together. It has been a winner, especially with the grandchildren who love to holiday there 
and spend time with their cousins. It also gives us an opportunity to catch up with the McColls who 
gather at Boomerang, the beach adjacent to Blueys.

After moving back to Sydney I indulged my passion for opera by attending and sponsoring performances 
and my love of  singing by taking singing lessons which were great fun. It was at this time I first heard 
concert pianist Jayson Gillham play. My friend Meg Donachy worked as a volunteer at Government 
House and, knowing my love of  piano music, invited me to attend a performance there.3 Jayson was just 
a young boy but played magnificently. I was so struck, I introduced myself  to his parents afterwards and 

3  An Australia Post competition, the winner of  which would have the opportunity to perform a movement of  a Beethoven 
Concerto with an orchestra.

‘Umbercollie’ 1990
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learned that he was from Dalby, a small town in 
western Qld, making his achievement all the more 
remarkable. They introduced me to Jayson and his 
amazing teacher Leah Horwitz who became one 
of  my dearest friends. Over the years we travelled 
many times to piano competitions around the 
world in support of  Jayson who is now a world-
renowned concert pianist based in London. I learnt 
a great deal and had my life enriched through my 
association and friendship with Jayson and Leah.

Over the years I have identified other people and 
groups whose opportunities I have been able to 
expand. It is such a joy to see them develop and to 
share their achievements.

By 2014 Margaret and Bill had moved from Sydney 
to Canberra. With Helen in Dubbo and Angela 
in Mullumbimby, I sold my home in The Quay 
and bought an apartment in Kingston, Canberra. 
I now spread my time between Canberra, Blueys 
Beach, visiting family and travelling. Canberra is 
awash with music and exhibitions and the beach 
house puts me back in a beautiful relaxing garden. 
The best of  all worlds.

It is interesting but perhaps not surprising that my 
four children have moved from Sydney in favour 
of  small acreages in the countryside. They have 
all established lovely homes for their families and 
it has been wonderful to enjoy the arrival and 
growth of  their children: five boys and five girls in 
all. Most of  Scot’s grandchildren are married and 
having children. It’s amazing how time flies. 

I watch with interest as the next generation grows 
up in a vastly different world from the one I have 
experienced. I guess it has always been this way.

The work continues

‘Umbercollie’ Christmas
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The Brady Bunch at Margaret and 
Steve’s wedding 1993

Back row: Robin Hosking, me, Scot, Helen, Steve, 
Margaret, Angela, Sue Zemancheff, Irene McColl,  
Fiona McColl 
Front row: Ian McColl, Martin Hosking, Bill,  
Andrew McColl

Alaska
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Damper Camp fire dinner

Angela and Dave’s wedding 1997
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‘Umbercollie’ garden — my efforts rewarded
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Helen and Stewart’s wedding 1998
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Blueys
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Christmas at Blueys

Bill and Caroline’s wedding 2006
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My grandmother Maude Toshack
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A P P E N D I X  A

Reverend George Dickson Hutton
My paternal grandfather, Reverend George Dickson Hutton, came from a long line of  ministers of  
the Scots Church. He was born in 1865 to Reverend 
William Menzies Hutton and Clara Dickson, daughter 
of  Reverend George Dickson of  Kilrenny. In 1919 he 
became convenor of  the Colonial Committee of  the 
Church of  Scotland which involved travelling the world 
visiting Scots Churches. He was a renowned chess player 
and in 1921 invented the Hutton-Pairing system, a 
method of  scheduling games between many players, even 
if  there is an odd number of  players.

Olaf  Toshack
My maternal grandfather Olaf  Toshack was born on 
10th August 1872, the ninth child of  William Toshack 
and Catherine Wardlaw who operated a small farm near 
Ballarat, Victoria. Both of  Olaf ’s parents came from 
farms in and around Dunfermline, Scotland and arrived 
in Australia about 1830. For more information see The 
Toshacks of  Saline by Roy Toshack and The Wardlaws of  
Tasmania by Sidney Wardlaw Game, a copy of  which is 
held in the National Library of  Australia.

John Kiernan
My maternal great-grandfather John Joseph Kiernan (JJK) was born in Ireland in 1826 and emigrated 
to Australia in 1854. The son of  Patrick Kiernan, a prosperous businessman active in Catholic causes, 
JJK was the catalyst for many of  the difficulties that flowed down the generations. He was a highly 
educated man who had trained for the priesthood at St Patrick’s College, Carlow in Ireland but had never 
been ordained.1 I remember being told that he spoke eight languages and was a gifted mathematician. 
Whether or not this was true, he was employed at St Patrick’s College, East Melbourne as the Classics 
and Mathematics master.

At age 38 he became a tutor to Margaret McDonald who he married in 1865 when she was only 16.2 
Margaret’s father John McDonald, also an Irishman, was understandably displeased. JJK was only a 
few years his junior and he thought him a ‘ne’er do well’. JJK considered himself  superior to his father-
in-law (given his own more intellectual education) and never gave him credit for reaching the financial 
position that enabled him to employ a tutor for his children. Margaret’s parents reluctantly consented to 
the marriage but the relationship between the two men was always a fraught one. My grandmother told 

1  Family lore incorrectly described him as a defrocked Jesuit.

2  Margaret was born in Hobart on 6th January 1849, the eldest of  12 children.

This portrait of  my great grandfather William 
Menzies Hutton hangs in Cranshaws church, 
near Edinburgh
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me that JJK scorned Irish people who had a thick brogue (such as his father-in-law) and that she and her 
siblings would put on a heavy Irish accent to enjoy the thrill of  watching him become enraged.

JJK continued teaching, initially proficiently. ‘The Catholic school at Pentridge under Mr Kiernan 
is an example of  what a teacher, by unabated industry, may do…’ (1870). Late that year he passed 
the Ordinary Examination for the Civil Service of  Victoria and in 1871 graduated from Melbourne 
University having passed exams in Latin, English, Arithmetics, Algebra, Euclid and Geography.

As time went on, however, his erratic behaviour and drinking became problematic and he was forced 
to move from school to school around Victoria (13 in total), resulting in a nomadic life for his growing 
family. Both his wife and his daughter Maude also taught in these schools. Given that Margaret gave 
birth to 12 children one could imagine she would often have been too busy to teach. Perhaps this created 
a need for extra staff and explains how Maude came to be teaching from a young age.

JJK’s gradual decline is revealed in records from the Victorian education department. For example: All 
payments to school stopped until discrepancy in the accounts is explained (1872); Charge of  withholding 
salary from pupil teacher (1875); Censured and to be removed to another school for engaging in a fight 
with a Mr Bates and conduct considered highly unbecoming (1878); Inspector Tynan complains that 
certain insulting Latin phrases have been made in the school register that ‘can only be the work of  Mr 
Kiernan’ (1880); Does not seem to endeavour to perform his duties in any but the most perfunctory 
manner; nor does Mr Kiernan appear to pay any attention to the directions and suggestions given by me 
(1888); Fined five pounds for (a) unpunctuality of  attendance (b) irregularity in curtailing the afternoon 
meeting (c) keeping the school records in a slovenly and inaccurate manner….It has been decided in the 
public interest to forward his name to the classifiers for transfer to a school of  the smallest size (1889). In 
1890 he was dismissed for negligence and carelessness in the discharge of  his duties and for making false 
statements on the school roll.

It seems pretty clear that JJK was like a fish out of  water, finding it very difficult to cope with life in 
small town rural Australia. I remember hearing that he often complained there was ‘no one I can talk 
to’. In the end he destroyed himself  and made life very difficult for his family. I have the impression that 
when things deteriorated to a certain point his wife sought support from her family which gave the four 
youngest surviving children the security and stability the older children, including my grandmother, 
missed out on. Having said that, in all likelihood Maude wouldn’t have been open to their help, given 
her stubborn loyalty to her father despite his failings.3

JJK died in 1902 aged 76.

John McDonald
My maternal great-great-grandfather John McDonald joined the British army as did many impoverished 
Irish farmers. His regiment sailed on the Somersetshire, departing Plymouth on 19th January 1842 and 
arriving in Hobart on 29th May 1842. In September 1848 the government of  Victoria applied to Van 
Diemen’s Land (as Tasmania was then known) for military assistance to deal with gold miners rebelling 

3  This Kiernan history comes largely from research by Peter Kiernan, son of  Esmond Kiernan, the brother of  my grandmother 
Maude.
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against the cost of  mining licences and John, along with 12 officers and 295 men of  the 99th, were 
dispatched to Victoria. These events were a precursor to the Eureka Stockade of  1854.

My grandmother Maude used to claim that her grandfather John McDonald had a full time job collecting 
the rent on properties he owned around Melbourne. Regardless of  the source of  his money, he was 
clearly able to provide a comfortable life for his family including a tutor for his children.

Maude Margaret Toshack (nee Kiernan)
All my life I found my grandmother — who we called Ma — intimidating and a little frightening. She 
was very self-centred and never, as far as I could see, a help to my mother. Quite the reverse really.

When she became unable to manage her own affairs (although she believed she was totally competent) she 
tried a number of  nursing homes, without success. She had a forceful personality, was stylish and evoked 
strong emotions in all around her: horror and despair in the matron; mixed feelings of  intimidation, 
amusement and frustration in the other staff and support from other residents who agreed with her 
complaints (even though they’d been content prior to her arrival!). A request for her to have her bath at 
4.30 in the afternoon prompted the response ‘Am I a child? Would you like to take your bath at 4.30?’ 
The evening meal being served at 5pm met with ‘In the nursery are we?’ There was no harmony for 
anyone once Maude made her views known. I think she rather enjoyed it.

The tipping point came when Maude blithely started going out each day without telling anyone. No-one 
knew where she went and she enjoyed the worry and concern this caused her daughter and the nursing 
home staff. I believe her quest for independence marked her descent into a form of  dementia.

With considerable trepidation, Mum offered her mother a home when virtually every nursing home in 
Sydney declined to accommodate her.4 Ma was more than happy to move in with us at Lane Cove. But 
that didn’t deter her from telling Mum that her other children would have been delighted to have her live 
with them and that she’d actually have preferred that! Oh dear, poor Mum.

One evening on one of  her frequent evening walks around the neighbourhood she passed a small boy 
playing on the street outside his home. He called out boldly ‘Are you old Mrs Toshack?’ She answered in 
a refined voice ‘Come a little closer. I can’t hear you.’ Again ‘Are you old Mrs Toshack?’ ‘I still can’t hear 
you’ she answered, leaning gently toward him. ‘Come a little closer.’ Encouraged and emboldened, he 
skipped closer, smirked, and repeated loudly and with immense pleasure ‘Are you old Mrs Toshack?’ Her 
hand shot out, as if  a rapier, and slapped his face while looking directly at him. ‘I’m Mrs Toshack and 
don’t you forget it.’ I’m sure he — and his parents who witnessed the incident — never did.

Most days my grandmother would spend the morning happily sleeping, eating and pottering about and 
after lunch would retire for a rest. At some point during the afternoon Mum would discover that she was 
alone in the house. No matter how vigilant Mum was, Ma had a talent for slipping away undetected. She 
was out seeking the day’s adventure dressed in her best coat, hat and gloves. Sometimes she wore a little 
gravy on her coat front, along with her war badge. That badge honoured her four sons and two sons-in-
law who served their country in World War II.

As time went by we learned of  her modus operandi. Her most charming self  would step out, on the lookout 
for someone — preferably a good looking gentleman — getting into their car. She would approach and 
ask which way he was going and whether he might possibly be able to take her home. Whatever he 
answered she would say that would suit her well and she’d be very grateful for a lift. She then chatted 

4  Mum’s sister Juanita (Una) claimed she was unable to assist because ‘my husband wouldn’t like it’.
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sociably with the driver, all the while keeping a lookout for what I term her prey, usually someone in their 
garden or perhaps a mother arriving home with her small children. She would have the driver let her out 
with profuse thanks and then approach her ‘target’.

She’d ask if  she could use their telephone to call her daughter to collect her. Charming and dignified, 
she was always welcomed in. With the phone call made — and my mother consulting the road directory 
— Ma began the entertainment.

Without fail she would be offered a cup of  tea. The hostess would be showered with accolades: what 
delightful children you have, what a beautiful home and so on. She would recite poetry to them and 
take small children on her feet and waltz them around the room while singing The Blue Danube. As she 
twirled she managed to inform her audience, while lifting her skirt delicately, that her legs weren’t bad 
for a woman of  80.

When my mother finally navigated her way to that day’s destination, she would be greeted by a stranger 
telling of  a wonderful visit, followed by fond farewells all round and promises of  return visits. Ma revelled 
in the adulation and was kind and charming to my mother on the way home, regaling her with highlights 
of  her afternoon. She’d be exhausted on arriving home and go directly to rest and recover. Sometimes, 
after barely 15 minutes, the click of  the gate would alert my tired and amazed mother that Maude was 
dressed and off again.

One day, however, Ma’s luck ran out. She was struck by a car as she stepped off the pavement to attend 
(or create) her next soiree. Both the man who’d just dropped her off, and the man who knocked her over, 
were distraught and attended the hospital where she lay in a coma for two days with a broken hip. She 
never regained consciousness and died peacefully.
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FA M I LY  T R E E S

Roy John Kiernan 
Toshack
Birth 20/10/1894
Death 7/10/1969

Maude Margaret 
Kiernan (Toshack)
Birth 20/91874
Death 6/7/1957

Olaf Toshack
Birth 10/8/1872
Death 16/9/1940

Juanita Mary 
(Una) Toshack

John Joseph 
(Jack) Toshack

Theopholous 
George (Billy) 
Toshack

Catherine 
Merle Toshack
Birth 1896
Death 21/9/1896

Eric Olaf Toshack
Birth 13/2/1898
Death 12/10/1917

Esmond 
Felix Toshack
Birth 25/12/1899
Death 1/11/1973

Marie Louise 
Toshack
Birth 13/11/1903
Death 12/4/1966

Catherine Wardlaw 
(Toshack)

William Toshack
Birth 18/11/1829
Death 15/9/1900

Plus 10 Toshack 
siblings

Helen Wardlaw 
(Toshack)
Birth 11/12/1796

William Toshack
Birth 17/5/1795

William Toshack
Birth 1795
Birth

Mary Suttie 
(Toshack)William Toshack

Plus 2 Toshack 
siblings

Margaret McDonald 
(Kiernan)
Birth 6/1/1849
Death 16/1/1916

John Joseph 
Kiernan
Birth 1826
Death 3/4/1902

Plus 11 Kiernan 
siblings

Marie Theresa 
Dunne (Kiernan)Patrick Felix Kiernan

Plus at least 5 
Kiernan siblings

John McDonald
Birth 1821
Death 1900

Plus 11 McDonald 
siblings

Ellen McDarby 
(McDonald)Andrew McDonald

Ancestors of Marie Louise Toshack

Ancestors of  Marie Louise Toshack
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Jane Wilson Hutton
Birth 9/8/1895
Death 11/3/1972

Mary Hood Wilson 
(Hutton)
Birth 1869
Death 1924

George Dickson 
Hutton
Birth 1866
Death 3/12/1929

Clarita Dickson 
Hutton
Birth 1897
Death 1988

Mary Margaret 
Hutton
Birth 19/7/1900
Death 11/3/1968

William Menzies 
Hutton
Birth 6/6/1904
Death 31/8/1943

Clara Dickson 
(Hutton)
Birth 1832
Death 1880

William Menzies 
Hutton
Birth 1829
Death 1915

Plus 7 siblings 
Hutton

Alexander Hutton

Jane Cleugh 
(Wilson)
Birth 1844
Death 1927

John Wilson of 
Chapel Hill

Marion Wilson

Phillip Wilson
Mary Hood
Birth 1814
Death 1884

Alex Cleugh

Marion Cleugh

Jane Kemp (Hood)
Birth 1786
Death 1869

James Hood 
of Pathhead
Birth 1784
Death 1842

Plus 10 Hood 
siblings

Janet Girdwood 
(Dickson)
Death 1840

George Dickson
Birth 1785
Death 1872

Plus 3 siblings 
Dickson

Clara Richardson 
Carnwyth (Dickson)
Birth circa 1757

James Dickson
Birth circa 1750

Ancestors of William Menzies Hutton

Ancestors of  William Menzies Hutton
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Descendants of  William Menzies Hutton

William Menzies Hutton
Birth 6/6/1904
Death 31/8/1943

Marie Louise Toshack
Birth 13/11/1903
Death 12/4/1966

Margaret Therese Hutton
Birth 10/7/1931
Death 10/5/2014

Raymond Meany

Kenneth Meany
Birth 21/10/1964

Emma Elanore Meany
Birth 2000

Patrick Meany
Birth 15/3/1967

John Wilson Hutton
Birth 15/1/1935

Susan Forster
Birth 31/12/1937

Jane Frances Hutton
Birth 24/4/1959

Jacinta Ann Hutton
Birth 12/9/1960

Joel Van de Puije
Birth 19/7/1957

Jacob Van de Puije
Birth 20/11/1988

Lisa Maree Hutton
Birth 6/3/1962

Yaw Glymin
Birth 14/6/1956

Yaw Kiti Glymin
Birth 27/7/1993

Kwami Glymin
Birth 23/3/1995William John Hutton

Birth 8/4/1964

Marie Louise Hutton
Birth 14/7/1937

Hugo Steiner
Birth 1/4/1926
Death 18/09/2019

Fiona Louise Steiner
Birth 19/10/1976

John Martin Ryan
Birth 9/1/1935
Death 13/6/1973

Michael Joseph Ryan
Birth 22/10/1962

Sally Otton
Birth 3/2/1964

Benjamin John Ryan
Birth 30/1/1992

Rachel Alison Ryan
Birth 16/9/1994Edward Anthony Ryan

Birth 6/5/1963

Michele Anne Morison
Birth 24/1/1963

Jack Edward Ryan
Birth 24/3/1998

Amy Kate Ryan
Birth 25/10/1999Deborah Ann Ryan

Birth 20/12/1964

Barry James Green
Birth 29/11/1959

Samuel John Green
Birth 11/5/1992

Adam James Green
Birth 2/2/1997Catherine Jane Ryan

Birth 30/11/1967

Meurig Evans
Birth 8/4/68

Maximillian Will Evans
Birth 22/8/2008

Xavier Rhys Evans
Birth 16/2/2010

Ann Jeanette Hutton
Birth 12/6/1939

Adair Sutherland (Scot) McColl
Birth 20/10/1924
Death 19/10/1997

Martin Bernard Ryan
Birth 30/3/1936
Death 20/1/1983

Margaret Ann Ryan
Birth 21/3/1963

Stephen John Pickard
Birth 12/12/1957

Thomas  James Ryan Pickard
Birth 27/1/1998

Anita Louise Pickard
Birth 2/11/1999

Kate Margaret Pickard
Birth 2/11/1999William Martin Ryan

Birth 12/6/1964

Caroline  Docker
Birth 6/2/1975

Elizabeth Anne Ryan
Birth 19/9/2007

Martin William Ryan
Birth 12/10/2009Helen Marie Louise Ryan

Birth 11/1/1967

Stewart John Druce
Birth 22/7/1965

William Douglas Druce
Birth 1/10/1999

Jack Martin Druce
Birth 4/11/2002

Angela Mary Ryan
Birth 8/11/1969

David Cameron Bambach
Birth 5/8/1968

Edward Martin Bambach
Birth 28/3/2000

Eve Caroline Bambach
Birth 19/9/2001

Eloise Rose Bambach
Birth 15/10/2003
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Descendants of  John Joseph Ryan

John Joseph Ryan
Birth 30/5/1903
Death 9/11/1951

Catherine Margaret McGirr
Birth 1/3/1903
Death 12/11/1997

John Martin Ryan
Birth 9/1/1935
Death 13/6/1973

Marie Louise Hutton
Birth 14/7/1937

Michael Joseph Ryan
Birth 22/10/1962

Sally Otton
Birth 3/2/1964

Benjamin John Ryan
Birth 30/1/1992

Rachel Alison Ryan
Birth 16/9/1994Edward Anthony Ryan

Birth 6/5/1963

Michele Anne Morison
Birth 24/1/1963

Jack Edward Ryan
Birth 24/3/1998

Amy Kate Ryan
Birth 25/10/1999Deborah Ann Ryan

Birth 20/12/1964

Barry James Green
Birth 29/11/1959

Samuel John Green
Birth 11/5/1992

Adam James Green
Birth 2/2/1997Catherine Jane Ryan

Birth 30/11/1967

Meurig Evans
Birth 8/4/68

Maximillian Will Evans
Birth 22/8/2008

Xavier Rhys Evans
Birth 16/2/2010

Martin Bernard Ryan
Birth 30/3/1936
Death 20/1/1983

Ann Jeanette Hutton
Birth 12/6/1939

Margaret Ann Ryan
Birth 21/3/1963

Stephen John Pickard
Birth 12/12/1957

Thomas James Ryan Pickard
Birth 27/1/1998

Anita  Louise Pickard
Birth 2/11/1999

Kate Margaret Pickard
Birth 2/11/1999William Martin Ryan

Birth 12/6/1964

Caroline Docker
Birth 6/2/1975

Elizabeth Anne Ryan
Birth 19/9/2007

Martin William Ryan
Birth 12/10/2009Helen Marie Louise Ryan

Birth 11/1/1967

Stewart John Druce
Birth 22/7/1965

William Douglas Druce
Birth 1/10/1999

Jack Martin Druce
Birth 4/11/2002

Angela Mary Ryan
Birth 8/11/1969

David  Cameron Bambach
Birth 5/8/1968

Edward Martin Bambach
Birth 28/3/2000

Eve Caroline Bambach
Birth 19/9/2001

Eloise Rose Bambach
Birth 15/10/2003

Patrick James Ryan
Birth 17/12/1937
Death 13/6/1973

Jennifer Mavis Meathrel

Mark David Ryan
Birth 9/2/1962

Trudy Cupitt

Jake Patrick Ryan
Birth 14/1/1997

Bradley William Ryan
Birth 6/3/2000

David Joseph Ryan
Birth 14/12/1964

Micaele O'Brien

Samuel David Ryan
Birth 24/5/1989

Joshua Patrick Ryan
Birth 8/7/1992

Liam James Ryan
Birth 20/1/1998

Matthew James Ryan
Birth 22/12/1965

Michelle Anne Ryan
Birth 13/5/1968

David Butler

Jacqueline Emma Butler
Birth 10/1/1990

Rachel Brooke Butler
Birth 10/4/1993

Mitchell David Butler
Birth 28/8/1995

Clare Aina Ryan
Birth 19/10/1939

George Alexander Sevil
Birth 19/12/1937

Robert George Conway Sevil
Birth 5/6/1962

Anna Jane Campbell
Birth 15/1/1967

Zoe Jan Sevil
Birth 30/10/1998

Benjamin Robert Sevil
Birth 19/7/2000

Monica Kathleen Sevil
Birth 25/6/1963

Grant William Tregurtha
Birth 3/1/1966

Luke William Sevil Tregurtha
Birth 4/3/1993

Kathleen Clare Sevil Tregurtha
Birth 14/4/1995

James Grant Sevil Tregurtha
Birth 20/11/1996Philip George Hector Sevil

Birth 12/5/1966

Meriam Leigh Butler
Birth 29/1/1964

Olivia Ryan Sevil
Birth 22/12/1997

Jake Alexander Butler Sevil
Birth 5/7/2000Joseph George Edward Sevil

Birth 28/5/1968

Wendy Sue Ferguson
Birth 1/7/1968

Hannah Catherine Sevil
Birth 21/7/1997

Damian Joseph Sevil
Birth 18/7/1999

Kathleen Margaret Ryan
Birth 30/12/1941
Death 13/8/2013

Frank Edward Atkins

Marie Therese Ryan
Birth 29/12/1946
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Celebrating my 80th at the Pickards’, 
June 2019

Back: Tom, Anita 
Middle: Jack, Will, me, Ed, Eve 
Front: Kate, Elzie

Martin and Lizzy were on a trip 
through outback Australia at the time





The idea for this book arose from an invitation to address my 
twin granddaughters’ second grade class on the topic ‘What 
it was like in the olden days’. My initial reaction was ‘How 
would I know?’ But here goes …

Tapestry by Ann Ryan
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